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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Downtown Worcester Business Improvement District (the
BID) is home to many wonderful local businesses, cultural
destinations, events, and the Worcester Common. The goal of
this Downtown Placemaking Action Plan + Implementation
Strategy is to identify how the BID can use placemaking and
beautification projects to build off Downtown Worcester’s
existing assets to create a more inviting place for residents and
visitors.
In June 2020, the BID hired Civic Space Collaborative (CSC) to
work on this Plan. The Plan was developed in three phases:
x Phase 1: “Gather”
x Phase 2: “Engage + Connect”
x Phase 3: “Synthesize”
This process involved 350 residents, business owners, and
visitors to Worcester by collecting their feedback about what
they would like to see in Downtown Worcester.
In Phase 1, the document review highlights a few key
opportunities and recommendations which include:
● The use of Streetscape Policy and Urban Design
Guidelines as a framework for placemaking and
beautification work in the future.
● Work towards the goal for the District to be an 18-hour
a day experience for live, work, and play.
● Increasing the vibrancy of Downtown alleyways.
● The use of placemaking to build and enhance
connections between destinations.
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●

●

●

The use of temporary and creative food offerings, such
as food trucks, to slowly attract more dining options to
Downtown.
Build on the District’s identity for arts, culture, and
entertainment by linking destinations, providing quality
public space, and using creative signage to showcase
local assets.
Prioritize activating street level retail and storefronts,
especially during COVID-19 period.

CSC compiled lists of almost 40 past plans, project, and
program ideas as well as 40 more ideas that arose in this
planning process. Using this information, CSC compiled a
series of placemaking and beautification priority
recommendations. The recommendations are divided by:
x District-Wide Project, primarily beautification projects
x Zone 1
x Zone 2
x Zone 3
x COVID-19 Projects
x Winter Projects
x Outside of the BID Projects
x Programming Recommendations
CSC reviewed these recommendations with the BID and the
Placemaking Committee. Together, the groups worked to cocreate the list of priority projects and phases, as well as
identify potential roles and responsibilities.
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The final section of the Plan includes the following
recommendations:
x Form a project implementation team
x Partner with the City to implement select beautification
projects
x Implement priority placemaking projects (short-term +
COVID-19 friendly)
x Engage City and local businesses to advance outdoor
seating during COVID-19
x Install wayfinding + gateway signage
x Engage potential partners to support existing projects
x Hire local artists
x Create a sponsorship / fundraising committee
Next steps for the BID to continue and build on this work are
included in the recommendations section.
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INTRODUCTION
The Downtown Worcester Business Improvement District, a
78-acre area in the heart of the city, is home to unique
cultural destinations and entertainment venues, as well as a
diverse range of employers, residential buildings, health care
facilities and social services. Residents and businesses are
drawn to Downtown Worcester’s local businesses and
restaurants, open spaces like the Worcester Common,
community resources like Worcester Public Library and St.
Vincent’s Hospital, and cultural venues like the Hanover
Theatre for the Performing Arts and Jean McDonough Arts
Center (JMAC). Each year, dozens of events, festivals, and
programs help create vibrant spaces and opportunities to
engage in the city’s culture. Some of the most popular
events include the Festival of Lights, Out to Lunch summer
concert series, Latin Festival, and Pride Festival. Together,
these destinations and celebrations create a neighborhood
that is a mix of old and new--and an environment that is
welcoming to all Worcester residents and visitors.
This plan seeks to build off Downtown Worcester’s strong
historical, cultural, and economic assets by identifying
placemaking opportunities—including projects, programs,
and events—that can help make Worcester’s downtown
even more vibrant and inviting to a wide range of people.
“Placemaking” refers to the activation of underutilized
spaces for public seating, engaging activities, and public art.
Placemaking can also encompass more traditional
downtown beautification elements such as adding street
banners, flowerpots, and benches. In addition to the
aesthetic and practical benefits, placemaking seeks to
enhance individuals’ connection with a place and the people
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who live there, deepening a sense of community pride and
connection. Lastly, the recommendations in this plan aim to
enhance connections between places in downtown and
create a vibrant, walkable District where residents and
visitors can easily navigate to their destinations while
exploring new stops along the way.
This report was commissioned by the Downtown Worcester
Business Improvement District (BID) organization. The goals
of this report are to:
x Synthesize past recommendations for placemaking
activities and programs.
x Engage residents, business owners, and property
owners to identify their priorities.
x Create an action plan with clear guidelines.
x Identify placemaking priorities, clarify partnerships
and roles, and estimate costs.
The overall process to create this plan include three phases:
x Phase 1: “Gather”
o Documented review of past plans and harvest
placemaking ideas and opportunities
o Review and analysis of past events
x Phase 2: “Engage + Connect”
o Steering Committee meetings
o Stakeholder interviews
o Focus groups
o Community survey
x Phase 3: “Synthesize”
o Consolidate the information collected into an
action plan and implementation strategy
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o

Prioritize and recommend near- and mediumterm opportunities to pursue.

This plan will help build off of the many existing assets,
strengths, and past work that many groups are doing to
improve Downtown Worcester. It is hoped that the input,
recommendations, and practical guidance provided in this
plan will enable many project ideas to come to fruition and
continue to spark new and creative innovations in the
coming years.

Figure 1: Responses from Survey; “What is special to you about
Downtown Worcester?”
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CURRENT CONDITIONS
For the purposes of this report, the Downtown Worcester
Business Improvement District (the BID) has broken the BID
downtown area into three zones, each with different
characteristics unique to the area.

Downtown Characteristics + Key Features
Zone 1
Zone 1 consists of many older and historic buildings, including the
Midtown Mall and Worcester City Hall. Key destinations include
City Hall and the Worcester Common. The Worcester Common is
home to a large space (called the “Oval”) where many of
Downtown Worcester’s events are held, as well as a burial
ground, a number of war memorials (Civil War, World War II &
Korean War, and the Vietnam War), and a large lawn with
mature trees. The Common has significant seasonal
programming, including weekly food trucks in summer and an
outdoor ice-skating rink in winter.
Next to City Hall, on Main Street and Front Street, is a bus stop
for the Worcester Regional Transit Authority (WRTA), where
several main bus lines stop.
Also in Zone 1, located on Mechanic, Norwich, Foster, and Main
Streets, are academic and residential buildings of the
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences
(MCPHS).
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Zone 2
Zone 2 is a mix of older, historic buildings, and newer structures.
The most prominent destination is the Hanover Theatre, with the
soon-to-be renovated and expanded Francis R. Carroll Plaza
located to its front exterior.
There are several local restaurants and cafes, as well as first floor
businesses, the Worcester Public Library, and the YWCA of
Central Massachusetts.
In addition, there are three large, private surface level parking
lots, the Federal Square Parking Garage, and two private
alleyways.

Zone 3
Zone 3 consists mostly of new and repurposed buildings,
such as the AC Marriott Hotel, Mercantile Center, and the
recent housing developments at 145 Front. Many of the
streets in this zone feature new street trees and wide
sidewalks. The characteristics of this area are much more
modern since it was the site of the former Worcester
Galleria and has since been redeveloped. Since 2010, the
City of Worcester has been working on the development
of the site as part the CitySquare Development project.
Zone 3 has key destinations that include restaurants (110
Grill, Fuel America Café, and several new businesses
coming soon), as well as the Mercantile Plaza. There are
also other ground floor businesses, office space, and two
parking garages (one public and one private). The
Mercantile Center has an active plaza and hosts a wide
variety of programs that are open to the public, including
concerts, beer tastings, and winter festivals.
The southeastern edge of this Zone is bordered by the
four-lane McGrath Boulevard / Foster Street. Worcester’s
Union Station Intermodal Transportation Center, including
the Worcester Regional Transit Authority (WRTA)
headquarters, is across from Zone 3 and located just
outside of the BID.
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KEY DOWNTOWN BID DESTINATIONS

City Hall + Worcester Common

Theaters

Library
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Existing Plans Review Summary
The goal of the Existing Plans Review Summary was to
gather important context for this Downtown Worcester
Placemaking Planning process. The document summarizes
previously published plans, as well as existing challenges
and opportunities, relevant to the Downtown area. The
review identifies ideas and opportunities that can be built
upon as part of this planning process and leveraged in the
implementation process.
The summary below specifically focuses on parts of the
plan that relate to placemaking and beautification. Key
recommendations are highlighted in the summary, along
with key sites. A full list of projects identified from previous
publications are provided at the end of this section.

Plans Reviewed
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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City of Worcester Streetscape Policy, November 2012
www.worcesterma.gov/uploads/d0/20/d0207e356785
673bdd5f95176be009da/streetscape-policy.pdf
City of Worcester Urban Design Guidelines, November
2012
www.worcesterma.gov/uploads/1d/80/1d8069e3e916
cad811672385255848ea/urban-design-guidelines.pdf
Downtown Worcester Theatre District Master Plan,
December 2012
http://cresstech.com/wbdg_wp/wpcontent/uploads/2016/07/Downtown-WorcesterTheatre-District-Master-Plan.pdf
City of Worcester “Main Street Reimagined”
Streetscape Improvement plans, September 2014
www.worcesterma.gov/main-street-reimagined
Downtown District and Theater District Ground Floor
Uses Activation Kit, July 2016
www.civicmoxie.com/worcester-arts-district
“Main Street Reimagined” & District Identifiers, May
2019
www.urbancultureinstitute.org/worcester.html;
www.worcesterma.gov/finance/purchasingbids/bids/bid-details?field1=5pCpn-Lg7DEKKqrseRij4w
Worcester Cultural Plan, May 2019
https://worcesterculture.org/becoming-worcester-theevolution-of-a-creative-city/
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Existing Plans Summary
City of Worcester Streetscape Policy,
November 2012

The intent of the City of Worcester Streetscape Policy was
to use the Downtown and Canal District as a pilot for a
larger citywide streetscape initiative. The document defines
and describes different street types found in the downtown
area and categorizes the streets into a hierarchy, including
Primary Streets, Gateway Streets, Connector Streets, and
Internal Streets.
The policy covers the specific requirements of the
streetscape, including furniture, lighting, traffic equipment
and signage, sidewalks and surfaces, street trees, and
plantings.
It states that “bicycle racks, benches, and trash receptacles
will be a consistent archetype throughout the [District]. The
intent is to incorporate a consistent look throughout the two
districts, with slight variances in sidewalk treatments and
light poles. All materials are subject to review and approval
by DPWP.” This should be key in mind as the BID moves
forward with placemaking investments.
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City of Worcester Urban Design Guidelines,
November 2012
The City of Worcester: Urban Design Guidelines, aimed
primarily at developers and property owners, serves to
encourage a vibrant pedestrian experience through
massing, scale, and style. The Guidelines include:
● Build-to Lines: Building placement within the parcel
to reinforce the street.
● Streetwall Height/Stepbacks: Apparent height from
the street level.
● Prominent Elements: Need for special architectural
treatment in prominent locations in the city.
● Façade Articulation/Composition: Appropriate
articulation, both horizontally and vertically, that
provides interest and breaks down the scale of the
building façade.
● Ground Level Façade: The relationship of the ground
floor uses to the public realm.
● Architectural Expression: Doorway and window
treatment, and consideration of materials used on
the building.
● Surface Parking and Service Locations: Structured
parking and surface parking treatment.
The Signage Guidelines chapter of the policy outlines
specific rules for permanent signs, temporary signs,
fabrication techniques, and lighting. This BID will need to
follow the guidelines when planning for signage and
lighting.
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Downtown Worcester Theatre District Master
Plan, December 2012

●

The Downtown Worcester Theatre District Master Plan,
created for the Worcester Business Development
Corporation by Crosby | Schlessinger | Smallridge, aims to
coordinate efforts around the District surrounding City Hall
and Worcester Common. Primary assets included in the
plan include the Hanover Theatre for the Performing Arts,
the Worcester Public Library, Massachusetts College of
Pharmacy and Health Sciences (MCPHS), the DCU Center,
and Saint Vincent Hospital/Vanguard.
The plan’s action agenda outline these eight principles:
1. Create a mixed-use district anchored in institutional
growth
2. Establish an entertainment core linked to activity
centers and open spaces
3. Increase the stock of market-rate and student
housing
4. Attract private and institutional investment
5. Expand district connections
6. Improve pedestrian network of alleys and shared
streets
7. Manage and increase parking supply
8. Program for live, work, study, and play
A few key takeaways from the Theatre Master Plan include:
● Key corridors, including Main Street, Federal Street,
and Front Street, will serve to tie District-wide
activity together to make a walkable, inviting center
of activity.
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●

Federal Street could be a tightly compressed
pedestrian street plaza, a public gathering space,
lined with food, entertainment, and retail activity
that:
○ Creates a sense of place
○ Serves as the center of the expanded
Theatre/Creative District Downtown
Worcester Theatre District Master Plan
○ Connects all of the entertainment and
creative venues both in the District and
throughout Downtown.
○ Federal Street might have alternative paving
materials, incorporate sidewalk elements and
designs illustrating its celebration of the
cultural landscape and place as a “Worcester
Creative Corridor” or similar trail system, and
include creative street furniture and public art
Two new connections were proposed for the former
Telegram & Gazette parking lot behind the Hanover
Theatre
○ A plaza connecting a new parking garage
with Federal Street
○ A pedestrian path connecting the exit door
on the north side of the Hanover Theatre for
the Performing Arts with Federal Street
The Hanover Theatre for the Performing Arts along
with programming of the Worcester Common acts
as an anchor and presents an opportunity for
establishing an entertainment district with
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●

●

restaurants, bars, arts venues, and other
entertainment options.
Alleyways provide an opportunity for placemaking to
enhance the pedestrian experience although it
should be noted most alleyways are privately owned.
The plan highlights two opportunities to improve
pedestrian connections: Burnside Court and Allen
Court.
Temporary programming, coordinated
collaboratively with the City or Worcester and
cultural organizations, could set the scene for more
permanent projects and regular events. Specific
programming ideas include:
○ Farmers Markets
○ Food Trucks
○ Pop-Up Dinners
○ Festivals and Outdoor Movies in Worcester
Common and in the Alleys
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●
●

●

○ Light Projection on Facades
○ Art Storefronts
○ Pop-Up Galleries
Several programming sites were identified in the
Plan, as outlined in the programming map.
New pedestrian connections are proposed that
present the opportunity to be branded as a “Creative
Corridor” and used for placemaking. For example,
Federal Street could have alternative paving
materials, incorporate sidewalk elements and
designs celebrating its identity with creative street
furniture and public art.
Wayfinding signage should be used as a tool to
create unity within the district.
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Figure 2: Downtown Worcester Theatre Master Plan, December 2012
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“Main Street Reimagined” Streetscape
Improvement and District Identifiers,
September 2014 - Present

The Main Street Reimagined project is an $11 million
reconstruction to create a Main Street for Worcester where
visitors can park and walk to multiple destinations. The
street reconstruction project will include bicycle lanes, wider
sidewalks with landscaping and street furnishings. In
addition, there are three new plazas to be created next to
downtown theaters along Main Street, including the
Hanover Theatre, Mechanics Hall, and the Palladium.
The initiative’s goal is to increase walkability and create a
sense of place and theme for the corridor using public art
and improving connectivity between destinations. The City
of Worcester, the Cultural Coalition, and the Urban Culture
Institute are partners on this two-year project which is
made up of two parts: A street reconstruction effort by
MassDOT, and an initiative by the Cultural Coalition to
create district identifiers and public art.

creative and interesting ways through the themes of
creativity, industry, and revolution.
In addition, the City or Worcester commissioned several
creative placemaking projects as a part of Main Street
Reimagined (list from Urban Culture Institute). These
projects include:
x Large-scale industry-inspired bench at Mechanics
Hall by Ray Dunetz and Bartek Konieczny, among
others
x Celebratory women's achievement sculpture of
abolitionist and radical social reformer Abby Kelley
Foster at Mechanics Hall
x Light art by Stephen Knapp

The Main Street Reimagined and the Worcester wayfinding
projects aim to reflect Worcester’s history, culture, and
community through the themes of creativity, innovation, and
revolution.
In 2019, building off a wayfinding plan completed by Selbert
Perkins Design Collaborative, public art curated by local
artists was incorporated into district identifier signs as part
of the second phase of the Main Street Reimagined project.
The outcome of this part of the project is fourteen signs that
reflect Worcester’s history, culture, and community in
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Downtown District and Theater District
Ground Floor Uses Activation Kit, July 2016
The “Downtown District and Theater District Ground Floor
Uses Activation Kit”, created by CivicMoxie in 2016, outlined
three strategies for activating ground Floor spaces:
x Activate public realm with placemaking and tactical
urbanism.
x Repurpose Federal Square as a transformed
Theatre District gateway using tactical
urbanism + use lighting to enhance building
facades.
x Focus on restaurant recruitment and
expanding food choices through branding
and food truck programs.
x Develop a block party kit that can be used to
streamline events and provide guidelines for
successful future organizers.
x Fill ground-floor spaces + support existing
businesses and their owners.
x Focus on difficult-to-redevelop “game changer” real
estate projects.
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Worcester Cultural Plan, May 2019

The plan outlines goals, outcomes, and strategic activities,
which all fall under a list of top 20 priorities. The priorities
that most closely align with the BID’s goals for this
Placemaking Action Plan include:
x Shape and tell the “Worcester Story” through a
cohesive image and brand that reflects and
highlights the city’s many strengths.
x Install branding and wayfinding that welcomes
people to Worcester.
x Engage with business owners to activate empty
storefronts.
x Engage 9-to-5 employees Downtown and provide
encouraging incentives to participate in activities.
x Improve City policy to make public space more user
friendly for organized events, encourage a range of
public space programming.
x Actively promote the value and importance of
diversity, equity, and inclusion.
x Strengthen partnerships to create more pathways
for artists and cultural organizations to enrich lives of
students and families.
x Advocate for an allotment of government funds to be
used for public art, artist residencies, and creative
placemaking.
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Existing Plans Summary: Policy + Guidelines
Project Type

Location

Source

Policies
Downtown Streetscape Design
Policies include specific requirements for streetscapes including:
x Streetscape Elements: benches, trash receptacles, bicycle racks, bicycle racks, bus shelters,
bollards
x Lighting: Fixtures and poles, heights, locations and spacing, lights on street trees
x Traffic equipment and signage
x Sidewalks: Paving materials, crosswalks, accessibility
x Street trees: Spacing, visibility, tree pits, lighting, species recommendations.
Guidelines + Guiding Principles
Urban Design Guidelines
x Build-to Lines: Building placement within the parcel to reinforce the street.
x Streetwall Height/Setbacks: Apparent height from the street level.
x Prominent Elements: Need for special architectural treatment in prominent
locations throughout the city.
x Façade Articulation/Composition: Appropriate articulation, both horizontally and vertically,
that provides interest and breaks down the scale of building façades.
x Ground Level Façade: The relationship between ground floor uses and the public realm.
x Architectural Expression: Doorway and window treatment + consideration of materials used
on the building.
x Surface Parking and Service Locations: Structured parking and surface parking treatment.
Downtown Worcester Theatre Master Plan’s action agenda
x Create a mixed-use district anchored in institutional growth.
x Establish an entertainment core linked to activity centers and open spaces.
x Increase stock of market-rate and student housing.
x Attract private and institutional investment.
x Expand district connections.
x Improve pedestrian network of alleys and shared streets.
x Manage and increase parking supply.
x Program for live, work, study, and play.
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District
Wide

City of Worcester
Streetscape Policy,
November 2012

City
Wide

City of Worcester
Urban Design
Guidelines,
November 2012

Zones
1+2

Downtown
Worcester Theatre
District Master
Plan, December
2012
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Implementation in progress?

Activation Kit

District Ground Floor Uses

Downtown District and Theater

Worcester Cultural Plan

District Identifiers

“Main Street Reimagined”

Streetscape Improvement and

District Master Plan

Downtown Worcester Theatre

Zone

District Wide

Category

Project Type

¡ƑūŏĚČƥTēĚîƙĲƑūŞ/ǊĿƙƥĿŠĳ¡ŕîŠƙȠ¬ƭŞŞîƑǋɉ

Project Recommendations
Wayfinding signage

Placemaking

z

Develop block party kit

Placemaking

z

Public art project

Arts + Culture

2

z

Arts + Culture

2

z

Celebratory women's achievement sculpture of abolitionist and radical social
reformer Abby Kelly Foster at Mechanics Hall

Fill ground floor spaces and support existing businesses and business owners Business
Focus on difficult-to-redevelop real estate projects that could be game

z

2

Business

2

Placemaking

2

Light projection on facades

Placemaking

2

z

Storefront art

Placemaking

2

z

Plaza connecting a new parking garage with Federal Street

Placemaking

2

z

Placemaking

2

z

“Creative Corridor” pedestrian connections

Placemaking

2

z

Activate public realm with placemaking and tactical urbanism

Placemaking

2

Main Street Reimagined (street reconstruction): bicycle lanes, wider
sidewalks with landscaping and street furnishings

z
z

z
z

2

Beer garden

z

z

Business

changers

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z
z
z

z

z

Hanover Theatre for the Performing Arts, along with programming of the
Worcester Common, acts as an anchor and presents an opportunity for
establishing an entertainment district with restaurants, bars, arts venues,
and other entertainment options
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Implementation in progress?

Activation Kit

District Ground Floor Uses

Downtown District and Theater

Worcester Cultural Plan

District Identifiers

“Main Street Reimagined”

Streetscape Improvement and

District Master Plan

Downtown Worcester Theatre

Zone

District Wide

Category

Project Type

¡ƑūŏĚČƥTēĚîƙĲƑūŞ/ǊĿƙƥĿŠĳ¡ŕîŠƙȠ¬ƭŞŞîƑǋɉ

Project Recommendations
Pedestrian path, connecting the exit door on the north side of the Hanover
Theatre for the Performing Arts, with Federal Street

Placemaking

2

Improvements to two private alleyways: Burnside Court and Allen Court

Placemaking

2

Lighting the Denholm and Fiber Network Building

Placemaking

2

Placemaking

2

Water feature on the redesigned Carroll Plaza (in front of the Hanover
Theatre) by Ross Miller
Large-scale industry-inspired bench at Mechanics Hall by Ray Dunetz,
îƑƥĚŒeūŠĿĚČǕŠǋȡĚƥîŕȦ

Placemaking

Light art by Stephen Knapp

Placemaking

Tactical Urbanism at Federal Square

Tactical urbanism

z
z

z

z

z
z

z

z

z

z
2

z
z

Ȟ GūČƭƙūŠƑĚƙƥîƭƑîŠƥƑĚČƑƭĿƥŞĚŠƥîŠēĚǊƎîŠēĿŠĳĲūūēČĺūĿČĚƙƥĺƑūƭĳĺ
branding and food truck programs.
Ȟ ¤ĚƎƭƑƎūƙĚGĚēĚƑîŕ¬ƐƭîƑĚîƙîƥƑîŠƙĲūƑŞĚē¹ĺĚîƥƑĚ'ĿƙƥƑĿČƥĳîƥĚǅîǋ
using tactical urbanism + use lighting to enhance building facades.
Ȟ 'ĚǄĚŕūƎîċŕūČŒƎîƑƥǋŒĿƥƥĺîƥČîŠċĚƭƙĚēƥūƙƥƑĚîŞŕĿŠĚĚǄĚŠƥƙîŠē

z

provide guidelines for successful future organizers
Chair "bombing"

Arts + Culture

2

z

Crosswalk painting

Arts + Culture

2

z

Programming Recommendations
Farmers markets

Events + Programs

1+2

z

z

z

z

Food trucks

Events + Programs

1+2

z

z

z

z

Pop-up dinners

Events + Programs

1+2

z

Festivals and outdoor movies on Worcester Common and in the alleys

Events + Programs

1+2

z

z

z

z

Block parties

Events + Programs

1+2

z

z

Pop-up events at 20 Franklin St

Events + Programs

1+2

z

z

Pop-up gallery

Events + Programs

1+2

z

z

Minecraft competitions to redesign a public space

Events + Programs

1+2

z

Trapeze school on the Common

Events + Programs

1

Battle of the bands

Events + Programs

1

z
z
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Opportunities +
Recommendations

This document review highlighted a few key opportunities
and recommendations that include:
● Use the Streetscape Policy and Urban Design
Guidelines as a framework for placemaking and
beautification work in the future.
● Work towards the goal for the District to be an 18hour a day experience for live, work, and play.
● Increase the vibrancy of Downtown alleyways.
● Use placemaking to build and enhance connections
between destinations.
● Use temporary and creative food offerings, such as
food trucks, to slowly attract more dining options to
Downtown.
● Build on the District’s identity for arts, culture, and
entertainment by linking destinations, providing
quality public space, and using creative signage to
showcase local assets.
● Prioritize activating street level retail and storefronts,
especially during COVID-19 period.
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Downtown Worcester
Events Analysis + Recommendations
Worcester Event Analysis

The goal of the Downtown Worcester Event Analysis is to
understand the existing landscape of events in the BID area
of Downtown Worcester to plan for future events. The
analysis will consider:
x Gaps in seasons and times of the week.
x Gaps in event themes, and inclusivity of the city’s
varied demographics based on themes.
x Which existing events can incorporate COVID-19
best practices for safety?
x How can Worcester events support the aspirations
of the Placemaking Plan?
x Gaps in event locations in Downtown.
This analysis looks at about 30 events that are in
Downtown Worcester each year.
Note: In describing the events, several include a series, such
as “Art in the Park”. For the purpose of this analysis, the
series is considered as one event in analyzing geography,
season, and theme.
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Geographic Distribution of Events

Several event nodes currently exist that each include
commercial corridors and a green space:
x City Hall Plaza and the Common
x JMAC
x Mechanics Hall
x Mercantile Plaza
x The most popular event location is the City
Hall/Common area and the Common Oval (during
the winter season), with 14 of the 31 analyzed
events.

Seasonal Distribution of Events

Most events, both stand-alone and series, occur from June
through September, with only a small handful of events in
the first three months of the year and minimal events after
September.
x Weekend events are most popular in the late spring
and early summer season.
x Weekends are most popular for cultural events,
festivals, and general events.
x Thursdays are most popular for recurring event
series during July and August.
x Fridays are popular for civic events, as well as some
general events and series.

ǥǤ

Event Themes

Worcester currently has a healthy distribution of event
themes from gathering events to festivals celebrating
cultural identity and to civic minded events. Event themes
include:
x Art Events / Entertainment: Music; Visual / Craft;
Literary; Theatre; Outdoor Movies
x Gathering: Food/Drink; Garden; Athletic
x Cultural Identity: Culturally Specific Festivals and
Events
x Civic: History; Advocacy/Activism; CommunityBuilding

Figure 3: Out to Lunch with outdoor seating
(Source: Discover Central Massachusetts)

Figure 4: Festival of Lights on the Worcester Common
(Source: Discover Central Massachusetts)
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Reoccurring Program

Month

Program

Location

Multiple Day Event /

Event

One-Day Event

SELECT DOWNTOWN WORCESTER EVENTS

Event Type

ONE-DAY EVENT
1

WinterFest

Mercantile Plaza

March

z

Entertainment + Celebration

2

Worcester Book Festival

JMAC

April

z

Art

3

Working 4 Worcester

Citywide

April

z

Civic

4

508 Day

Citywide

May

z

Civic

5

Craft Brew Races

City Hall + Common

May

z

Entertainment + Celebration

6

Music on Main

JMAC

May

z

Art

7

REC Spring Garden Festival

City Hall + Common

May

z

Entertainment + Celebration

8

Make Music Day

Citywide

June

z

Art

9

Worcester Pride Festival

City Hall + Common

June

z

Entertainment + Celebration

10

Juneteenth Festival

City Hall + Common

June

z

Civic

11

Worcester Food Truck & Craft Beer Festival

Worcester Common

June

12

Reading Frederick Douglas

City Hall + Common

July

z

Civic

13

City Field Day

City Hall + Common

August

z

Civic

14

Latin Festival

City Hall + Common

August

z

Cultural Identity

15

Caribbean-American Festival

Worcester Common

August

z

Cultural Identity

16

Field Day

Worcester Common

August

z

Entertainment + Celebration

17

POW! WOW! Worcester Arts Festival

Citywide

August

z

Art

18

Oktoberfest

Mercantile Plaza

September

z

Entertainment + Celebration

19

Worcester Pride Festival

City Hall + Common

September

z

Civic

20

Worcester Jazz Festival

City Hall + Common

October

z

Art

21

Festival of Lights

Common - Common Oval

December

z

Entertainment + Celebration

DOWNTOWN PLACEMAKING ACTION PLAN + IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
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Entertainment + Celebration
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Mercantile Plaza

June - August

Reoccurring Program

Month

Program

Location

Multiple Day Event /

Event

One-Day Event

SELECT DOWNTOWN WORCESTER EVENTS

Event Type

REOCCURING PRORGAM
23

Craft Beer Fest

z

Entertainment + Celebration

24

Movies on the Common

City Hall + Common

June - August

z

Entertainment + Celebration

25

Out to Lunch Series and Farmers’ Market

City Hall + Common

June - August

z

Entertainment + Celebration

26

Jazz at Sunset

Hanover Parking Lot

July and August

z

Entertainment + Celebration

27

Skating at the Worcester Common Oval

Common - Oval

November - February

z

Entertainment + Celebration

COVID RECOVERY EVENTS
28

Drive-In Movie

McGrath Lot

August

29

Theatre Café Dinners

Carroll Plaza

June-September

Entertainment + Celebration

z
z

Entertainment + Celebration

OUTSIDE THE BID
30

WEC'appella

Mechanics Hall

April

z

Entertainment + Celebration

31

stART at the Station

Union Station

December

z

Art
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Downtown Worcester
Event Recommendations
General Recommendations

Downtown Worcester has a strong foundation of general
population events that are concentrated primarily around
the Common during the late spring and summer seasons.
There is an opportunity to create more targeted events,
including expanding types of events, target audiences, and
extending events to occur year-round. These opportunities
are explained more below and image examples.
Address specific populations and needs to bolster inclusivity
x Host more events focusing on cultural identity.
x Explore additional events for all ages and age-inplace populations, which are events that are
physically accessible to elderly and communities of
all abilities by having appropriate locations and
amenities, such as seating and bathroom
accessibility.

o

Entertainment and Celebration, and Cultural
Identity in more intentional ways.
Consider ways to celebrate less traditional art
and artists. There are many “underground”
artists in Worcester wanting to be engaged in
placemaking.

Extending the Events Season
x Expand events to weekends in Fall and Winter.
x Expand event series to include more events in the
Fall and Winter months.

Culturally Specific Events;
(source: ifestpeabody.com)

Intersectional Events: Gardening
and Poetry

Events and Art Making for Agein-Place communities

Intersectional Events: Block Party
and Art Making to beautify street

Events specific for teens and college students
x Expand event locations in the three identified nodes
as a way to build geographic memory and
momentum for events and happenings.
Themes
x The most popular theme is the Art category. Build on
art and creativity already existing in the Downtown.
o Create more intersectional events where art
pairs with other themes, such as Civic,
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COVID-19 Adaptation

Many of the existing events can incorporate COVID-19
best-practices for safety since they already occur outside.
Depending on the phase that the state, and more
specifically, the City of Worcester, is in at the time, these
recommendations will need to be adjusted.
Bring indoor or large annual events to a virtual platform
Although many are overwhelmed with online
videoconferencing, it can be a helpful way to still feel
connected to arts and culture outside of the home. Consider
which events would be enjoyable via an online video
platform like Zoom, and adapt performances and other
content to reach people in their homes.
x Musical performances may be able to easily make a
transition to online video performance.
x Consider ways to engage the audience in a more
tangible way despite the event being virtual.
o Have a game or guide for the participants to
follow along with.
o Have a “kit” of materials for the participants
to pick up in advance.
o Recommend food pairings, or partner with
restaurants for takeout to enhance the
experience for viewers.

x

Redesign events to be smaller and more spread out
with pre-event registration, social distancing decals,
and other educational queues.

Focus on self-guided experiences
x Work with local business owners to design a selfguided scavenger hunt with a prize.
x Partner with artists to curate a gallery, including
storefront art, ice sculptures, lighting installations, or
other work for the public to admire.
x Use chalk or street decals to show people where to
move and let others know about the attraction.
Get creative
x Utilize walking and/or cycling as the activity,
especially for event series’.
x Utilize small pop-up events (the activity of playing
music on sidewalks or other public places for
voluntary donations) as a way to bridge across
locations, times of inactivity, and to promote social
distancing.
x Build off the success of the drive-in movie during
COVID to help people feel safe.

Adapt outdoor events for social distancing
Events already occurring in parks and outdoors have the
easiest opportunity to incorporate social distancing.
x Use streets as destinations for pedestrian events.
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ENGAGE + CONNECT
Planning Process

The purpose of this planning process was to collect
information about what Worcester residents, as well as
people working in Worcester, would like to see for
placemaking enhancements and projects in the Downtown.
Four methods were used to engage a cross-section of
Worcester residents and stakeholders including:
1. Steering Committee meetings
2. Stakeholder interviews
3. Focus groups
4. Community surveying
These four methods helped to provide a cross-section of
perceptions about the different ideas and opportunities for
placemaking in Downtown Worcester. A total of 350 people
were engaged throughout this process.

Steering Committee

This process was guided by a Steering Committee
comprised of individuals representing 17 organizations and
companies in Downtown Worcester. The Steering
Committee helped to provide oversite to this planning
process and provide expertise about past projects and
events.

projects and events in Worcester. The goals of the
interviews were to gather in-depth perspectives on the
preferences of key stakeholders, as well as opportunities
and ideas for district enhancements.

Focus Groups

Two focus groups of key stakeholders were also convened,
one for arts & culture leaders and a second one for business
owners. The goals of the focus groups were to gather
information about past projects and events, identify
locations well-suited for placemaking, consider potential
COVID-19 adaptions, and collect ideas for expanding
partnerships.

Survey

An online survey was distributed to Worcester residents,
business owners, and others working in the Downtown
through a variety of outreach methods. Online outreach
included posting the survey in the BID’s eNewsletter, other
groups’ eNewsletters, social media, and press releases.
Several local businesses also helped build awareness by
putting up posters and distributing business cards with a
survey web link and QR code. In addition, an interactive art
display at 554 Main Street was installed to call attention to
the survey.

Interviews

As part of this process, 16 interviews were conducted with
community leaders who have implemented placemaking
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Steering Committee Members

x 145 Front at City Square
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

(Roseland)
AC Hotel Worcester
ArtsWorcester
City of Worcester, Cultural
Development Division
Davis Publications
Domitek
Downtown Worcester BID
Franklin Realty Advisors
(Mercantile Center)
Hanover Theatre for the
Performing Arts
Massachusetts Community
College Council
Menkiti Group
Office of Penn Ruderman
Architects (OPRCH)
Worcester Business
Development Corporation
(WBDC)
POW! WOW! Worcester
Worcester PopUp at the JMAC
Worcester Public Library
YWCA Central Massachusetts

Stakeholder Interviews

x Center for Living & Working
x City of Worcester, Cultural
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Development Officer
DCU Center
Franklin Realty Advisors
Hanover Theatre for the
Performing Arts
MassDevelopment, Central
Mass. Regional Office
Worcester Business
Development Corporation
(WBDC)
Worcester City Council
Worcester Community Action
Council (WCAC)
Worcester Regional Chamber
of Commerce
YWCA Central Massachusetts

* Invited but could not participate

Focus Group: Arts + Culture

x ArtsWorcester
x City of Worcester, Cultural
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Development Division
Davis Publications *
Exclusives Boutique *
Mechanics Hall
Office of Penn Ruderman
Architects (OPRCH) *
Southeast Asian Coalition
Technocopia
The Palladium*
WICN Radio*
Worcester BrickBox Theater*
Worcester Business
Development Corporation
(WBDC)
POW! WOW! Worcester **
Worcester PopUp at the
JMAC *
Worcester Railers HC

Focus Group: Business Owners

x KuteKellz Glitter Box
x La Jolie Fleur
x Theatre Café
Invites but were not able to
participate:
x Addie Lee’s Soul Food
x Domitek
x Elizabeth Grady
x Grid Hospitality Group
x Owl Shop
x Shawarma Palace
x Theatre Café
x Worcester Family Eyecare
x Umana Restaurant (formerly
Talyta’s Café)

** Conducted as an individual interview due to scheduling conflicts.

See Appendix for full list of stakeholder interviews and focus group
attendees
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Engaging Residents Through Art

In Summer, 2020 several local partners put out a Call for Art
to enliven four storefront windows across from the
prominent Hanover Theatre, located at 554 Hanover Street.
The initiative, split into three phases, aimed to engage the
public in the planning process and connect around its
outcomes. The three phases of the process are described
below. Another purpose of the installation was to direct
people to the online survey with a poster and QR code. The
initiative also aimed to pioneer public art for public
engagement in a creative and safe manner according to
COVID-19 best practices for public safety.
Phase One
In late July, a Call for Art was issued by the Downtown
Worcester BID, The Menkiti Group, and the Worcester
PopUp at the JMAC. Four artists were selected, and their
works of art were installed in late August. The four selected
artists included Joshua Croke, Eamon Gillen, Pamela Stolz,
and John Vo. The central art installation was created by Ivy
Orth. Ivy’s 3D illuminated sculpture in the center storefront
was meant to attract more attention to the other four
window displays and showcase the placemaking project
throughout its three phases.
Artists were asked to illustrate several questions that the
plan sought to address:
x What type of beautification elements would you like
to see in Downtown Worcester?
x What locations would you like to see transformed by
public art or placemaking?
x What types of placemaking and public art do you
think downtown needs the most?
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x

Who is downtown really for? How can downtown be
welcoming to everybody?

Phase Two
In September, the four artists were given questions and
responses from the survey to highlight in a second art
installation. The artist prompt’s included:
x What is special to you about Downtown Worcester?
x What type of beautification elements would you like
to see in Downtown?
x What types of placemaking and public art do you
think Downtown Worcester needs the most?
x What 3 words would you use to describe your hope
for Downtown Worcester in the future?
A total of 250 people submitted complete responses to the
Downtown Worcester Placemaking and Beatification
survey for residents, business owners, and visitors about
what they would like to see in Downtown. Almost 50% of
respondents visit Downtown daily. During COVID-19, 85%
of the respondents still visit Downtown out of necessity or
for fun. Almost 50% said that they feel comfortable going to
Downtown during COVID-19. A few of the top responses
for Downtown placemaking enhancements included:
enhanced lighting, garbage and recycling cans, street trees,
events, performances, and more outdoor seating.
Phase Three
In November, the third and final phase of the series was
installed.
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In this installation, artists were asked to bring to life the
results from a public survey and a robust engagement
process including community leader interviews and focus
groups. Artists were asked to illustrate the four top goals
that emerged from this initiative:
x Promoting walking and connections in Downtown
x Enhancing and activating storefronts
x Signage
x Gateways into the District
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SURVEY ART INSTALLATIONS
PHASE 1

PHASE 2

Eamon Gillen

Pamela Stolz

Eamon Gillen

Pamela Stolz

John Vo

Joshua Croke

John Vo

Joshua Croke

PHASE 3

Eamon Gillen

Pamela Stolz

DOWNTOWN PLACEMAKING ACTION PLAN + IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
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Joshua Croke
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Key Findings + Priorities
Interview + Focus Group Summary

To gain a deeper and more robust understanding of various
resident, business, visitor, and stakeholder perspectives on
the Downtown Worcester BID District, a series of interviews
and focus groups were held. Participants were asked to
provide input on the following questions:
x What is special about Downtown that should be
built on or celebrated?
x What key destinations do you visit or direct others
to?
x What are your favorite events?
x What are some successes and challenges for
improving Downtown?
x How can Downtown be a place that is welcoming to
people of all backgrounds, races, and abilities?
x What specific sites or connections offer opportunities
for improvement?
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Key Findings
Key themes emerged from the focus groups and interviews:
x Lighting initiatives should be a top priority,
contributing to both safety and placemaking.
x There is an opportunity for Downtown to be the
“backyard” of the City, where people from all
neighborhoods feel welcome to hold events and all
residents feel welcome to visit.
x Tactical Urbanism and low-cost, temporary
strategies should be used to create better
connections between destinations.
x There is strong interest in storefront art and selfguided tours or scavenger hunts both during the
pandemic and after. Multiple participants indicated
that these would be attractive wintertime activities.
x The new housing in Downtown Worcester is
bringing more residents to the Downtown area,
presenting an opportunity to create more activity
and vibrancy. This new vibrancy could, in turn,
attract residents from other areas of Worcester.
x The Common is an underutilized asset, although
programmed in the summer on some weekdays and
weekends, and offers the possibility of connecting
more to the Public Library.
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Community Survey Key Findings

The community survey’s goals were to identify the priorities of
those who live, work, and visit Worcester in order to enhance
the Downtown Worcester Business Improvement District
through placemaking, public art, and beautification. It also
provided an opportunity to learn more about how people
currently use the Downtown and their concerns related to
COVID-19. Over 250 individuals completed the online survey.
Key priorities identified in the survey results are listed below,
and responses are highlighted in the charts on the following
pages. A summary and the survey results can be found in the
Appendix.

Characteristics of Survey Respondents
x ~250 responses
x 75% of respondents are Downtown daily or weekly
x 69% of the total respondents work Downtown
x 63% of the total respondents live Downtown
x 17% of respondents have lived in Worcester 1-4
years
x 15% of respondents have lived in Worcester more
than 20 years
x 31% of respondents are between 18 and 40 years
old
x 85% of respondents are white
x 91% of the respondents drive to Downtown, 48%
walk, 9% bike, and 11% take transit

Placemaking + Beautification Projects Priorities, Ranked
Beautification Priorities

Placemaking Priorities

Signage Priorities

1

Enhanced lighting

1

Events

1

Pedestrian

2

Garbage cans and recycling cans

2

Outdoor seating

2

Vehicular

3

Street trees

3

Performances

3

Signs with maps

4

Seasonal decorations

4

Parklets

4

History / interpretive signs

5

Planters

5

Murals

5

Bike

6

Benches

6

Beer gardens

6

Gateway signs

7

Wayfinding signs

7

Plazas

8

Bike racks

8

Outdoor sculpture

9

Banners on street poles

9

Pavement painting and
crosswalk art
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SURVEY RESULTS: DOWNTOWN ACTIVITIES
HOW OFTEN '~Þ~À VIST¹ DOWNTOWN WORCESTER?

HAVE YOU VISITED DOWNTOWN WORCESTER SINCE
COVID-19 STARTED?

WHAT DO YOU DO IN DOWNTOWN WORCESTER?

WHAT ASPECTS OF THE DOWNTOWN DO YOU FIND TO
q~¬¹ɉ¡¡/gTsHȧ

DOWNTOWN PLACEMAKING ACTION PLAN + IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
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SURVEY RESULTS: PLACEMAKING, PUBLIC ART, + BEAUTIFICATION PREFERENCES
WHAT TYPE OF BEAUTIFICATION ELEMENTS WOULD
YOU LIKE TO SEE IN DOWNTOWN?

ØO¹¹Þ¡/¬~Gɉ¡g /qeTsHɉs'¡ÀgT ¤¹ɉ'~
YOU THINK DOWNTOWN WORCESTER NEEDS MOST?

WHAT TYPES OF SIGNAGE WOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO
HAVE IN DOWNTOWN WORCESTER?

WHAT 3 WORDS WOULD YOU USE TO DESCRIBE YOUR
HOPE FOR DOWNTOWN WORCESTER IN THE FUTURE?

DOWNTOWN PLACEMAKING ACTION PLAN + IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
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Survey Responses: COVID-19 + Placemaking
They survey also asked respondents about visiting Downtown
during the pandemic. Overall, the respondents’ biggest concerns
have regarded people not following the public health guidelines
(29%), concern for about the virus (17%), limited retail or things
to do downtown (18%), and being able to maintain social
distancing (18%). Despite these concerns, 75% of respondents
said they had visited Downtown during the pandemic. In
addition, over 75% of respondents are Downtown once a week
or more.

Common Responses
What are some of the challenges you have noticed Downtown
Worcester has been facing since COVID-19 started?
x Lack of foot traffic
x Businesses closing
x Panhandling
x People not wearing masks
x No places to linger and enjoy the city safely
x Limited outdoor seating at restaurants
x DCU, Hanover Theatre, and other destinations operating
at a limited capacity
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Action Plan
There is no shortage of ideas and plans for placemaking
projects and events in Downtown Worcester, and a variety
of initiatives are already underway. These include creating a
renovated Carroll Plaza, the implementation of the City of
Worcester’s Downtown Worcester Streetscape Plan, and
the renovation of the Worcester Public Library. Our
placemaking recommendations are intended as an addition
to the City’s streetscape policies and design guidelines.
Ideas for placemaking in Downtown Worcester are also
documented in a variety of policies, guidelines, and plans
that recommend new projects, programs, and events. For
this Plan, there was a review of existing published plans, as
well as the collection of new ideas building off previous
work. Tables below summarize the key placemaking
recommendations identified in each of these plans. A
summary of the plans is in the Appendix.
Opportunities and recommendations drawn from previous
plans include:
x Using the Streetscape Policy and Urban Design
Guidelines as a framework for placemaking and
beautification work in the future.
x Setting a goal of making the District an 18-hour a
day experience for living, working, and playing.
x Increasing the vibrancy of Downtown alleyways and
pedestrianizing streets.
x Using placemaking to build and enhance connections
between destinations.
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x

x

x

Creating temporary and creative food offerings, such
as food trucks, to attract more dining options to
Downtown.
Building on the District’s identity for arts, culture, and
entertainment by linking destinations, providing
quality public space, and using creative signage to
showcase local assets.
Prioritizing the activation of street-level retail and
storefronts, especially during the COVID-19 period.

One of the core themes throughout many of these plans is
to connect Downtown through improvements at the
pedestrian level, which will help to encourage walking
throughout the district and support local businesses.
Previous plans offered valuable ideas for placemaking
projects but limited specifics on how to implement them.
This report builds on the previous work by providing both
general and project-specific next steps for moving forward
on priority actions. The Action Plan section first outlines the
general tools needed to implement placemaking projects,
programs, and events through general guidelines, divided
into three parts:
1. Project planning, design + implementation
2. Programming and events process guidelines, and
3. Sponsorship guidelines.
These guidelines serve as general project and program
implementation recommendations.
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DOWNTOWN PLACEMAKING PROJECTS

Kit

Downtown District and Theater

District Ground Floor Uses Activation

Worcester Cultural Plan

“Main Street Reimagined”

District Master Plan

Downtown Worcester Theatre

BID Recommendation

Focus Group

Interviews

Survey

Zone

District Wide

Category

Project Type

Projects identified in surveys, focus groups, interviews + past plans

Beautification Projects - From Survey (Ranked)
1 Enhanced lighting

Beautification + Amenity

z

z

2 Garbage cans and recycling cans

Beautification + Amenity

z

z

z
z

3 Street trees

Beautification + Amenity

z

z

4 Seasonal decorations

Beautification + Amenity

z

z

5 Planters

Beautification + Amenity

z

z

6 Benches

Beautification + Amenity

z

z

7 Wayfinding signs

Beautification + Amenity

z

z

8 Bike racks

Beautification + Amenity

z

z

9 Banners on street poles

Beautification + Amenity

z

z

1 Events

Events + Programming

z

2 Outdoor seating

Placemaking

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

Placemaking Projects + Events - From Survey, Ranked

3 Performances

Events + Programming

4 Parklets

Placemaking

5 Murals

Placemaking

6 Beer gardens

Placemaking

7 Plazas

Placemaking

z
z
z

z
2

z

2 or 3

z

z

z
z

z

8 Outdoor sculpture

Arts + Culture

z

z

9 Pavement painting + crosswalk art

Arts + Culture

z

z

z
z

z

z

z
z

z

Projects – Ideas from interviews, focus groups, and survey write-in responses
1 Designated graffiti areas

Arts + Culture

z

2 Downtown splash pad

Placemaking

z

3 Walking improvements with signage

Placemaking

4 Alleyway improvements

Placemaking

5 Enhance + activate storefronts with art

Arts + Culture

6 Outdoor amphitheater that celebrates diversity

Placemaking

7 Gateway signage

Placemaking

8 Chess tables on the Worcester Common

Placemaking

9 Public bathrooms

Beautification + Amenity

10 Open / green space

z

z
z

2
z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z
z

z

z

z
z

z

Placemaking

z

11 Greenway / trail

Placemaking

z

12 Cultural spaces

Placemaking

13 Playground

Placemaking

z
z

14 Family-friendly activations / spaces

Placemaking

z

DOWNTOWN PLACEMAKING ACTION PLAN + IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

z
z

z

z

z

z

z

z
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DOWNTOWN PLACEMAKING PROJECTS

Events + Programming

z

z

z

Category

Kit

z

4 More homeless outreach projects

Downtown District and Theater

z

District Ground Floor Uses Activation

z

Worcester Cultural Plan

Events + Programming

“Main Street Reimagined”

z

3 Car-free days

District Master Plan

z

z

Downtown Worcester Theatre

z

z

BID Recommendation

Focus Group

z

Survey

Events + Programming
Events + Programming

Zone

1 Holiday festivals
2 Water and Fire events

Project Type

Interviews

District Wide

Projects identified in surveys, focus groups, interviews + past plans

z

15 Space for dogs

Placemaking

16 Exercise options

Placemaking

z

17 Safer bike routes

Placemaking

z

18 Better crosswalks

Placemaking

z

19 Better walkability

Placemaking

z

20 More shopping / stores / restaurants / coffee shops

Placemaking

z

Programs + Events – Ideas from interviews, focus groups, and survey write-in responses

z

5 Encourage busking

Events + Programming

6 Adapt outdoor movies, music + other programs

Events + Programming

z

7 Scavenger hunt of new indoor public spaces

Events + Programming

z

8 Partner with library to hold events on the Common

Events + Programming

9 Dog-themed events with pet owning residents

Events + Programming

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

10 Food trucks

Events + Programming

11 Fashion shows

Events + Programming

z

12 Famers markets

Events + Programming

z

13 Art + craft fairs

Events + Programming

z

14 Flea markets

Events + Programming

z
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1+2

z
z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z
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Guidelines: Project Planning, Design + Implementation
Implementing placemaking projects requires coordination
between many different stakeholder groups, each with
different nuances, complexities, challenges, and
complications. Despite each project’s differences, there is a
similar process and potential for challenges.

on developing commercial spaces or open space through
formal processes or City of Worcester staff, these
guidelines will look similar to the process for more
traditional projects, but with a shorter timeline, smaller
budget, less formal roles, and greater project flexibility.

The Guidelines below outline a typical process for larger
placemaking projects, such as pedestrianizing streets or
alleys, “pavement to plaza” projects, parklets, wayfinding
signs, large murals, and art installations.

Although these guidelines are organized into four phases, it
is important to understand their iterative nature. For
example, project managers should talk with City staff early
in the process to understand, for example, the approval
and permitting process for projects. There may not be a
predetermined process for every type of placemaking
project; a process may need to be defined to fit the
circumstances. In addition, funding for design and project
implementation should also be discussed early-on to
identify funding sources.

For smaller projects, such as pavement murals, tactical
signage, and smaller temporary art projects, a shorter, less
formal process is typically sufficient. However, it is still wise
to define the project scope, budget, timeline, and final
deliverable to give clarity to the overall project and ensure
the alignment of expectations.
The Guidelines are both a resource for the BID, people that
are relatively new to project, event managers, and
individuals interested in best practices for implementing
placemaking projects. For professionals who have worked
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Placemaking Projects

Project Examples: pedestrianizing streets or alleys, as
pavement to plazas projects, parklets, wayfinding signs,
large murals, and art installations.

ǧǣ

DEFINING THE
PROJECT
•Project Team
Building +
Coordination
•Budget + Funding
•Hire Consultants
or Artists

PLANNING +
DESIGN
•Public Space
Project Design
•Public Art
Creation

Phase 1: Defining the Project
Project Team Building + Coordination
Identify:
1. Partners, including:
x City of Worcester staff,
x property owners,
x business owners,
x abutters,
x residents,
x nonprofits,
x artisans, and
x other key community partners.
Once defined, this group can become the Project
Team to oversee and guide the project.
2. Roles and responsibilities for the project team, such
as lead organization, fiscal sponsor, project
manager, fundraiser, etc.
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IMPLEMENTATION
•Permitting
•Secure funding
•Hire contractor
•Construction

MAINTENANCE
•Examples: Public
space, murals,
banners, and
outdoor seating

3. Additional stakeholders who are not part of the
Project Team but who will need to be engaged
throughout the process.
4. Site features or challenges to project
implementation.
x Examples: conditions of walls or pavement,
electrical sources, water hook-ups, etc.
5. Needs and timelines for City permitting and
approvals.
6. Needs for insurance and legal agreements.
Examples of needed coverage and documentation
include:
x Artist liability insurance
x Maintenance agreements. (See Example in
Appendix of a Cooperation agreement.)
7. Needs for ongoing maintenance of the project site,
including responsible entities and associated costs.
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8. Scope of the project and create a prospective
implementation timeline. Consider timing of
engagement activities and develop a plan for
periodically meeting with or reaching out to key
stakeholders, property owners, and City
departments.
Budget + Funding
1. Create a budget for the project or art installation by:
x Researching costs for off-the shelf products.
x Asking designers or contractors for cost
estimates or quotes.
x Finding similar projects in other communities
and asking implementers to share project
budgets or ranges.
2. Adequately resourcing projects may require multiple
rounds of fundraising. For example, the first funding
phase may be for planning and design activities prior
to applying for installation funding. For smaller
projects, the funding for design and implementation
may be combined into a single round of funding.
3. Identify funding source(s) to fund the project or art
installation. Typical funding sources include:
x Grants – Foundations
x Grants – State grants
x Private donors
x Sponsorship
x Crowdfunding
x Municipal budgets
x Community benefits / mitigation funding from
new development projects
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From the start, it is crucial to maintain a well-defined
understanding of funding needs as it relates to your
project’s budget.
Often a group receives a grant first, and then the
Project Team is formed to work on implementing the
grant. The grant application most likely require a
project budget, but the line items in the budget may
need to be adjusted as the project develops and the
real costs are known. Additional funding through
new sources or partnerships can help to expand the
project’s scope.
Hire Consultants or Artists
1. Finalize the project scope and determine what types
of consultants or artists (the “Consultant”) are
needed for the project.
x Services: design, project management, event
planning, etc.
x Consultants: landscape architect, architects,
engineers, etc.
x Artists: muralists, lighting designer, etc.
Many placemaking projects require a combination of
multiple skills on the project team. It can be helpful to
clarify up front what skills are required and
encourage bidders to form teams with
complementary skill sets.
2. Create a Request for Proposal (RFP) or Call for Art.
This should be created with a core group of the
Project Team who will review and select the
Consultant. The RFP should include:
x Outline project scope of work
x Key details: location, site conditions, etc.
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x

3.

4.
5.
6.

Process outline
Key deliverables
Timeline
Budget
Consultant / artist fee
Materials budget, if known
Request past project sheets (firms) or
portfolio (artists) and references
For designing placemaking projects, such as creating
tactical plazas, RFPs may be similar to standard
contracts for landscape architecture projects.
Identify a list of firms or artists and include
appropriate points of contact. Send out the RFP or
Call for Art. Typical RFPs and Calls for Art allow
approximately four weeks from RFP distribution to
response deadline.
Review project proposals, conduct interviews with
finalists, call references, and select Consultants.
Update the scope of work with the Consultant or
artist, resolving any final details or accepting
proposer-suggested changes or additions.
Create, review, and sign a contract that includes:
x Timeline
x Project scope of work
x Key deliverables
x Payment amount, typically a fixed fee
x Invoicing + payment schedule
x Specify other key details are relevant to the
project, such as permits, easements,
insurance, etc.
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Phase 2: Planning + Design
Public Space Project Design
1. Host a kick-off meeting and conduct a site visit
with the Consultant.
2. Review designs as defined in the Scope of Work.
x Typical design processes for landscapebased projects include three meetings with
the Project Team to review and comment on
the conceptual design.
x The property owner should be involved with
reviewing the design.
x Stakeholder and/or community meetings, as
needed, to review the design.
3. Create a budget to construct placemaking projects
that include construction costs, soft costs, and
contingency, similar to typical park projects.
4. Discuss with the property owner if the project will
require plans, scale drawings, or construction
drawings to secure permits. For larger projects,
construction drawings may be required to secure
permits.
5. Finalize the design of your project.
Public Art Creation
1. Host a kick-off meeting and/or site visit with the
artist.
2. Discuss with the artist what the artist process,
review, and approval will include. Artist portfolios
collected in the Call for Art process will be helpful for
the Project Team to set expectations of what the
artwork will look like.
3. Determine what approvals are necessary.
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Phase 3: Implementation
Project Implementation
1. Secure funding for project implementation or art
installation if not previously identified or secured.
Funding sources are similar to the sources listed in
Phase 1.
2. Discuss the project with key City Department(s),
such as Planning or DPW, to clarify required permits,
applications, and/or approval processes needed for
project implementation. Typical requirements include:
x Scale or construction drawings
x Approval from Police and Fire Departments,
etc.
Depending on the type of project, there may not be
an official City process. Therefore, starting these
conversations early is strongly advised.
Engaging City staff throughout the process will help
to identify the required approvals for the project.
3. Hire contractors for construction and determine who
is responsible for construction oversight. To hire a
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contractor, this may require putting the project out to
bid, especially if the project is being done with public
funds and/or the City is responsible for oversight. If a
private entity is funding or overseeing the work, the
procurement process is more flexible and up to the
private entity to determine procurement procedures.
4. Write and sign a contract with the contractor(s) for
construction.
5. Establish a timeline and create regular project
update meetings for all parties involved in the
project.
6. Determine a “punch list” with the Project Team to
ensure all the tasks were completed.
Phase 4: Maintenance
See Beautification section guidelines.
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Beautification Projects + Public Amenities

Project Examples: Garbage and recycling receptacles,
street trees, seasonal decorations and lighting, planters,
benches, wayfinding signs, bike racks, banners on street
poles, public restrooms, cigarette disposal containers, etc.
Phase 1: Defining the Project
Project Team Building + Coordination
The BID staff should:
1. Discuss with City of Worcester Department of
Public Works (DPW) staff about potential
beautification projects to determine overall process
and feasibility of the projects, including:
x Installation process and needs,
x Approvals,
x design requirements (example: CAD
drawings),
x potential locations,
x maintenance considerations, and
x other key stakeholders to involve.
2. Discuss locations with relevant departments and
committees, such as the Accessibility Division, to
identify what considerations there may be for people
with mobility and cognitive differences.
3. Determine who will be responsible for installation +
procurement.
Budget + Funding
1. Create a budget for the project.
x Identify products that match existing
amenities in Downtown, such a particular
bench model or garbage receptacle.
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x

Request cost estimates for the products and
installation for the number units for
installation.
x For planters and trees, consider watering,
fertilizing, weeding, and other maintenance
costs. Work with City department to
determine feasibility of coordinating
maintenance work. Identify vendors that
provide warranties on plants or trees that are
installed.
2. Determine and secure a funding source for the
project, which may include:
x City budget
x Sponsorship program
x Grants (example: an art grant for a creative
bike rack).
Phase 2: Planning + Design
1. Confirm locations and products.
2. Create scale drawings or construction drawings, if
required for the project.
3. For artistic beautification projects, see the Guidelines
for Placemaking Process section about how to select
artists, approving artwork, etc.
Phase 3: Implementation
1. Confirm responsible parties for project installation –
(City, contractor, etc.). The contractor may be hired
through the City’s bid process.
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Phase 4: Maintenance
Once a project has been implemented, this does not mean
the work is done. Keeping the space looking great will
require regular ongoing maintenance. Several existing
groups help maintain Downtown Worcester’s streets,
sidewalks, parks, plazas, murals, and banners. This
collaborative maintenance model, already in place, provides
a starting point for developing a maintenance plan for a new
project, but other partnerships could also be explored.
Examples, Tips + Guidance
Public Space
The BID works closely with the City of Worcester’s
Department of Public Works & Parks (DPW&P) on
maintenance issues. The BID has a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) with the City of Worcester that
outlines their supplemental maintenance services, such as
litter and trash removal, pressure washing and graffiti
removal, painting public street fixtures, and snow removal
on curb cuts and sidewalks. The Maintenance Tasks include
general maintenance tasks and the groups responsible.
There are a few privately-owned public spaces (POPS), such
as Mercantile Plaza, that is maintained by both Mercantile
Center and the BID’s Ambassadors.

Maintenance Tasks
Task

Group Responsible (2020)

Garbage collection

DPW

Recycling collection

Casella

Street sweeping

DPW

Litter pick-up

BID

Sidewalks - Power washing

BID

Sidewalks – Snow removal

Each individual property owner,
BID provides supplemental
support

Planters - watering

Bemis Farms Nursery,
Mercantile Center

Planters - planting

Bemis Farms Nursery,
Mercantile Center

Tree planting

DPW

Tree watering

Tower Hill Botanical Garden

Banner installation

Selected Vendor

Street furniture installation

DPW

Tree planting

Tower Hill Botanical Garden &
Worcester Tree Initiative

City Hall Common + Plaza

DPW

Mercantile Plaza (privately
owned with public easement)

Mercantile Center, BID
Ambassadors support

Murals
Most of the Downtown murals were coordinated and
installed through POW! WOW! Worcester. POW! WOW!
has a 5-year maintenance agreement with the City of
Worcester to maintain the murals. Outdoor murals are
typically considered to be temporary art since weather can
degrade the artwork over time.
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Banners
Monitor installed banners for any wear, rips, or safety
concerns, removing and replacing as needed. Canvas
banners will last about five years if left outside year-round. If
the banners are changed seasonally that will extend their
lifespan. The BID should discuss with the City installation
and maintenance options for the banners both inside and
outside the BID.
New Outdoor Seating + Spaces
There are several new types of outdoor seating that include
adding movable chairs to plazas, creating parklets in the
street, or turning part of a street into a plaza. These spaces
are typically either maintained by the City, BID maintenance
crew, or through a cooperation agreement with a local
business owner. Many of the new parklets created during
the pandemic were maintained by the business since the
parklet was an extension of their dining space and not
considered a public space. For publicly accessible parklets,
the City or BID would maintain the space. The BID and local
business should discuss with the City of Worcester to
determine what the approach works best in Worcester. As
necessary, please refer to current State and City guidelines
for COVID-19, public health, and outdoor dining.
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Guidelines: Arts, Cultural Programs, and Events
Similar to planning for projects, event planning and
programming requires coordination between a team of
people with a clear leader.

The Arts + Cultural Programs, and Events guidelines will
help to provide an overview to event planning and some
best practices to help ensure that the event goes smoothly.
Often, events are planned after the installation of project, for
example a festival as part of an art installation, or a ribbon
cutting after a plaza is installed. Planning an event and
project simultaneously can be a lot of work, so a large team
of people who have time to work the tasks is key. Given the
BID’s current staffing size, the BID should focus on event
promotion rather than event planning and logistics, but
could be available for set up, breakdown, or assisting to
clean-up the site before or after an event.

Arts, Cultural Programs, and Events
x

x

Events Examples: cultural festivals, concerts, movie
screenings, block parties, etc.
Regular Programs: food trucks, farmers markets,
small concert series, etc.
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Phase 1: Define the Program or Event
Partnership and Team Building
1. Look for overlapping goals between the BID and
other organizations or City departments. Examples
include:
x Work with City to understand paving
schedule.
2. Form working groups to discuss program or event
potential to determine overall process and feasibility.
Key items to discuss in the planning process include:
x Program/event goals
x Program structure
x Event locations and date
x Logistics
x Public outreach
x Budget/Fundraising
x Other key stakeholders to involve
3. For events: Discuss locations with relevant City
departments and committees, such as the
Accessibility Division, to identify what considerations
there may be for people with mobility differences.
4. For programs: Discuss with the working group how
event can be accessible and inclusive to all of
Worcester’s residents.
5. Draft goals and potential outcomes with the
working group for programs or events.
Budget + Funding
1. Create a budget for the program or event. Typical
items in event and program budgets include:
x Labor – staff time, contractors, artists,
musicians, etc.
x Materials
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x Outreach materials
x Food / catering
5. Gather and seek out potential funding sources,
including:
x Grants
x City budget
x Sponsorship
Phase 2: Planning and Coordination for the Program or
Event
1. Meet regularly with working group for task
delegation.
2. Establish a clear leader for the event.
3. Create a list of tasks, assigning dates and
responsible parties for each task.
4. Identify permits, applications, and timelines needed
for the City to review and approve the application.
5. Apply for permits needed for any event.
6. Develop an outreach plan, which may include:
x Writing press release.
x Developing social media strategy.
x Creating print and digital materials (poster,
web banners, etc)
x Identifying groups to target for outreach.
7. Recruit volunteers, if applicable
8. Create a plan for tracking outcomes.
Phase 3: Host Program or Event
1. Publish a final communication about the
program/event.
2. Invite key stakeholders, including press and City
leaders.
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3. Meet with the working group prior to event in order
to solidify details, and continue to meet regularly
throughout the planning process. The week before
the event, have a final team meeting to go through
any last-minute logistics and make sure that
everything is on track for the event.
4. Develop a communications method for multi-day
long events and festivals.
5. Train volunteers, if necessary (to track headcount,
manage logistics, etc.).
6. Plan for set-up and break down. For large events,
the planning team might want recruit volunteers to
help with the all the tasks that need to be completed.
7. Debrief after the event to note what worked well
and what could go better for the next time.
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Key Partners + Sponsorship

At their core, placemaking projects are collaborative,
spanning organizations and sectors, making it critical to
develop a strategic team of partners based on an alignment
of shared objectives. Key partners, when strategically
selected:
x Provide the fiscal, physical, and technical resources
needed for your placemaking project.
x Open up opportunities for community funding, such
as grants, budgets, donations, and mitigation
benefits.
x Can help to reduce dependency on sponsorship.
The Roslindale Village Main Streets Case Study below
provides an excellent example of strategic partnership with
their Birch Street Plaza initiative that utilized funding from a
variety of sources without soliciting for sponsorship.

Sponsorship

If a project’s budget exceeds the resources acquired from
partnerships and associated community funding
opportunities, the development of sponsorship, whether
through programs, packages, and crowdfunding campaigns
can help to fill in the gaps.
Sponsorship Programs
Sponsorship programs have frequently been used for
beautification projects in downtown districts. For example,
businesses or individuals could sponsor banners or planters.
There are two types of sponsorship programs that could be
useful for the BID to raise funds for projects and events:
x Sponsors for specific items as part of project
x Sponsors for part of an overall event / project
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Sponsors for specific items as part of project
Examples

Banners, Planters, Benches, Trees, City Block, etc.
Description

The project sponsorship request is a coordinated effort
to recruit donations for a specific project. Get a cost
estimate for each item and know the total number of
new items needed. These concrete numbers will be
extremely helpful when talking with potential sponsors.
Recognition

The coordinating organization should determine in
advance whether to recognize donors on the new
banner or with a sign or through other communication
material.
Sponsors for as part of an overall event / project
Examples

Lighting installation, murals, festivals, large events.
Description

This sponsorship request is coordinated effort to ask
donors to contribute funding for an overall event.
Recognition

Establish sponsorship levels like Gold, Silver, and Bronze
and how the sponsors will be recognized. Typically for
events and large projects the sponsors are recognized
on public communication materials.
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When starting to develop a sponsorship program, identify
which approach might work best, how much funding is
needed, and how donors will be recognized. Next develop a
pitch, sponsorship pricing guide, and materials to recruit
donors. Clarify to the sponsor what their contribution will
fund and how they will be recognized.
Sponsorship packages
Sponsorship packages typically consist of three or four
levels of contribution, with the middle options being the
most common and easily attainable. Because sponsorship
packages are developed for businesses and organizations,
it is important to note those being regularly asked to be
sponsors may not be as receptive due to funding fatigue,
especially if they provide recurring dues to the BID.
Crowdfunding
Crowdsourcing campaigns offer a more decentralized
approach to sponsorship by soliciting the general public,
which also offers another way to widely promote your
placemaking projects. Catalyzed by effective marketing and
promotion, crowdsourcing is typically most successful when
small prizes, match commitments and raffles are introduced
as components to entice small donors.
The Central Square BID in Cambridge, MA Case Study
below provides exemplary work on the formation of
sponsorship packages and undertaking crowdsourcing
campaigns.
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Springfield BID winter event outreach sponsorship material (Source:
https://springfielddowntown.com/2019-event-sponsorshipopportunities/)
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Case Studies
Key Partnerships
Lead Organization: Roslindale Village Main Streets (2019)
Project Name: Birch Street Tactical Plaza
Budget: $191,815
Roslindale Village Main Street (RVMS), the City of Boston, A
Better City, business owners, and community partners came
together to transform Birch Street in Roslindale into a street
for people. In Spring 2019, the project partners worked with
a landscape architecture firm, Merritt Chase, to design the
project. Based on the community’s and businesses' input, a
"Birch Forest" concept was selected that includes trees,
planters with seating, and movable chairs. In spring 2019,
there was a weeklong-pop up to test the concept that
received a lot of positive feedback. The City of Boston will be
overseeing the tactical plaza implementation in 2021.
Project funding includes the City of Boston, Barr Foundation,
Department of Tourism, and in-kind donations.

Birch Street week-long pop-up event (Source A Better City)

Strategic Partners

Source: Tactical Public Realm Case Studies, A Better City (February 2021)
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Source: Tactical Public Realm Case Studies, A Better City (February
2021)
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Websites
x About: https://roslindale.net/2019/06/26/birch-streetplaza-pop-up-to-permanent/
x Case Study:
www.abettercity.org/assets/images/Tactical%20Publ
ic%20Realm%20Case%20FINAL%20Reduced.pdf
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Sponsorship Packages
Lead Organization: Central Square Business Improvement
District (BID) in Cambridge, MA
Project Name: Central Square Mural Project
Contributing Sponsors: 32 sponsors
The Central Square BID’s inaugural public art campaign, the
Mural project paid homage to the past, present, and future
of Central Square, a site where discussions of creativity,
equity, inclusion, social and environmental justice have gone
on for generations.
Thirty-two organizations from all sectors of industry
contributed at one of the BID’s four sponsorship levels – Blue
($10,000), Yellow ($7,500), Red ($5,000) and Grey ($2,500) –
which ranged in offerings from traditional brand promotions
to social media mentions and private tours. By tapping into
the regenerative nature of the project’s mission and pairing it
with simple-to-understand offerings, the BID successfully
exceeded its funding objectives necessary for the project.

(Source: centralmurals.com)

Websites
x Project Overview: https://centralsq.org/publicart/central-square-mural-project
x Sponsorship Package: http://centralmurals.com/wpcontent/uploads/2018/08/SPONSOR-CSMP.pdf
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Crowdsourcing
Lead Organization: Central Square Business Improvement
District (BID) in Cambridge, MA
Project Name: Starlight Square
Donations Crowdsourced: $239,058 (out of $15,000 goal)
Project Partners: Flagg Street Studios & Boyes-Watson
Architects
From tragedy to triumph, the Central Square BID responded
to calls for a retail, arts and culture lifeline created by the
COVID-19 pandemic by embarking on an ambitious
placemaking project. Dubbed Starlight Square, the project
would entail the creation of a temporary venue for events
and retail made out of scaffolding. Taking advantage of a
$15,000 match grant program supported by
MassDevelopment, the BID took to the crowdfunding
platform Patronicity to promote their vision for Starlight
Square. By promoting their match campaign effectively and
providing small prizes to varying tiers of donors, the BID well
exceeded their match goal, raising a total of $239,058 (as of
this publication), enabling them to continue operations
through the duration of the pandemic.

Performance at Starlight Square in Central Square (Source: Cambridge
Community Foundation website http://cambridgecf.org/the-culturalcapital-fund/starlight-square-0820-16/)

Websites
x Project Overview: www.starlightsquare.org/
x Crowdsourcing Page:
www.patronicity.com/project/starlight_square#!/
x http://centralmurals.com/wpcontent/uploads/2018/08/SPONSOR-CSMP.pdf
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BID + Placemaking Examples
BIDs can play many different types of roles in placemaking
work, from curating public art to event planning to public
space management and more. While, these roles vary
widely, they are all dependent on the capacity of the BID,
strategic partnerships, and funding.

Website
http://revbirmingham.org/initiatives-events/upswing/

Below are a few examples of placemaking initiatives with a
link for more information.

Upswing
RETAIL-FOCUSED PLACEMAKING STRATEGY
Birmingham, AL

Coordinating Organization
City Action Partnership (CAP) is under the umbrella of a
larger revitalization organization called REV.
BID Role
In the fall of 2019, REV and CAP created a demonstration
project that transformed a corner parking lot within the BID
into a small shopping district with three shipping container
shops, swing seating along the sidewalk, and three months
of events.

Source: Revbirmingham.org

Goal of Initiative
The goal of Upswing is to let people see an under-utilized
corner in a new light and improve the downtown’s market
for retail.
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Starlight Square
OUTDOOR PUBLIC SPACE
Central Square, MA
Coordinating Organization
Central Square Business Improvement District in
partnership with Flagg Street Studio and Boyes-Watson
Architects.
BID Role
The Central Square BID worked closely with two other
community partners to transform a parking lot into a new
community common for outdoor dining, space for youth
programming to meet, and for music and events.
Goal of Initiative
The goal of Starlight Square is to increase capacity in the
Central Square area for outdoor performances, events,
learning, outdoor dining, and dialogue.

Source: Cambridge Community Foundation website
http://cambridgecf.org/the-cultural-capital-fund/starlight-square-082016/

Website
www.starlightsquare.org/about
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Hyannis Village Holiday Stroll
Hyannis, MA

Coordinating Organization
Hyannis Main Street Business Improvement District
BID Role
The Hyannis BID coordinates an annual holiday stroll, which
in 2020 included the following features:
x Holiday decorations along the street
x Music
x Holiday movies outdoors
x Window display contest at local businesses
x Santa visited from a safe distance (during COVID19)
x Scavenger hunt for kids (outdoors)
x Holiday outfit contest
x Holiday cocktail contest tasting
x BYOB (Bring Your Own Blanket) and outdoor dining

Source: Hyannismainstreet.com December Newsletter

Goal of Initiative
The goal of Hyannis Village Holiday Stroll is to safely
promote the local businesses and create a sense of cheer
around the holiday season.
Website
www.hyannismainstreet.com/events/hyannis-villageholiday-stroll/
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
Placemaking can be a valuable tool to enhance the District
through engaging projects, programs, and events. As
discussed in the previous section, a wealth of ideas and
recommendations for placemaking projects exist in previous
plans. A list of project recommendations and their current
statuses can be found in the Appendix.
This section outlines an implementation strategy for specific
priority activities. It is divided into four sub-sections:
x Priorities and phasing, which recommends key
placemaking activities as well as a proposed time
frame for implementation;
x Roles and responsibilities, for different parties in the
implementation of priority projects;
x Cost estimates; and
x Policy changes.
Together, these four areas provide direction on what to
implement, who can work on implementation, how much
the project's cost, and what policy changes would help to
streamline the implementation of placemaking projects.

1. Identify short-term placemaking opportunities during
COVID-19.
2. Connect places within the District by improving the
pedestrian realm.
3. Improve and create public space that is welcoming
for all people.
4. Connect people to services.
5. Promote economic development.
This framework was used to develop the placemaking
priorities.

Goals

To focus the implementation of placemaking efforts, the
primary goals of the implementation strategy are to:
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Priorities + Phasing

Throughout this process, over 80 projects, programs, and
event ideas have been identified through reviewing previous
plans, and conducting community surveys, interviews, and
focus groups. A full list of the projects ideas is in the
Appendix.
In addition to the core goals identified as part the
implementation strategy, the Project Team looked at the
frequency of project ideas, themes, and support around
certain projects that have been compiled in the priority lists
below.
The priority activities are divided into a few main categories:
1. District-Wide Projects: The district-wide projects
are projects that could happen throughout the
District.
2. Zone-Specific Projects: These projects are specific
to locations in different zones.
3. COVID-19 Compatible Projects: These are quickbuild projects that would greatly benefit people and
businesses owners during the pandemic. A few of
the COVID-19 projects are site specific.
4. Winter Projects: Throughout the analysis there was
a clear need for more winter programs and
placemaking.
For each priority, the table also identifies a proposed a time
frame (i.e., 2021, 2022, and 2023), approximate budget
range, potential adaptions for COVID-19, current project
status, and potential partners or leads.
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The priorities may change over the next year if new funding
becomes available or an organization is moving forward
with a project.
In 2021, are identified for the BID to lead, including:
1. Storefront activation through art (winter
installation). Additional storefront installations will
build upon successful demonstration project at 554
Main Street as part of this planning project. (Call for
art is in the appendix.)
2. Tactical wayfinding signs (plan in winter/spring to
install in spring/summer). Tactical wayfinding signs
are a quick and cheap way to test out sign designs,
locations, and destinations to highlight.
3. Outdoor seating in parklets and tactical plazas
(plan in winter to install in spring). Outdoor seating
has been a lifeline to small business during the
pandemic, and has provide people places outside
where they can meet safely. In 2021, residents will
be looking for safe places to meet, and this a good
opportunity to continue to support small businesses.
4. Activate the CitySquare development parcel at 3
Eaton Place with passive programming, such as art
installations or small scavenger hunts (plan in winter
to install throughout 2021). Since this parcel is
privately owned and slated for development, the BID
should discuss with the property owner to determine
their willingness for light programming and small
projects in 2021.

ǩǤ

In addition, there are four projects that the BID can support
through continuing to build on existing relationships and
partnerships. They include:
1. Murals + art installations with POW! WOW!
Worcester
2. Enhanced lighting with the City of Worcester
3. Wayfinding signs + gateway signs with the City of
Worcester and other groups
4. Alleyway activation with the Allen Court project
team
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PLACEMAKING PROJECTS

COST SCALE

Priority?

Status

COVID-19

Adaptation

Costs

Year 3 (2023)

Year 2 (2022)

Year 1 (2021)

Zone - Focus

District Wide

Category

$50,000 • $$$$$ = $50,000+

Type

Project

•Program

PRIORITIES + PHASING

$ = under $3,000 • $$ = $3,000 to $10,000 •
$$$ = $10,000 to 30,000 • $$$$ = $30,000 -

District Wide: Projects
A

Parklets

Placemaking

z

z

B

Planters

Beautification + Amenity

z

z

$ - $$$$

C

Garbage and recycling cans

Beautification + Amenity

z

z

$$ -$$$$

D

Public bathrooms

Beautification + Amenity

z

z

$$$$$

E

Street trees

Beautification + Amenity

z

z

F

Murals

Arts + Culture

z

z

G

Enhanced lighting

Beautification + Amenity

z

H

Street furniture

Beautification + Amenity

z

I

Gateway signs

Placemaking

pedestrian signs, vehicular signs, Placemaking

z

$$

$$
z

z

$ - $$$

z

z

$$ - $$$$

z

$$ - $$$

z

z

z

$$$ - $$$$

z

z

z

$$

More spacing between seats • quick

City has COVID-19 Guidelines

z

n/a

Planning • Design

z

n/a

Planning • Design

z

Support for idea

z

build options

More frequent cleaning needed
n/a
Self directed programming
n/a
n/a

Pre-planning

z

2021 installation

z

Existing light programs. Builds off previous
plan recommendations.

z

Support for idea

z

Temporary Gateway signs

Support for idea

z

Wayfinding signs - Tactical Signs

Existing initiatives

z

Wayfinding signs (including
J

e-paper signs)
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PLACEMAKING PROJECTS

COST SCALE

Priority?

Status

COVID-19

Adaptation

Costs

Year 3 (2023)

Year 2 (2022)

Year 1 (2021)

Zone - Focus

District Wide

Category

$50,000 • $$$$$ = $50,000+

Type

Project

•Program

PRIORITIES + PHASING

$ = under $3,000 • $$ = $3,000 to $10,000 •
$$$ = $10,000 to 30,000 • $$$$ = $30,000 -

COVID-19 Projects
Quick build outdoor seating
A

areas for businesses: parklets,

ɉ¡ŕîČĚŞîŒĿŠĳ

z

z

ɐȹɐɐɉ

ɉ¡ŕîČĚŞîŒĿŠĳ

z

z

ɐɉ

etc.
B

Tactical wayfinding projects to
promote walking

Yes. Spacing of seats. See State's

City of Worcester has an application

current guidelines.

process for COVID-19 projects

z

n/a

Support for idea

z
z

C

Public art installation

ɉƑƥƙɤ ƭŕƥƭƑĚ

z

z

n/a

Support for idea

D

Scavenger hunt

ɉƑƥƙɤ ƭŕƥƭƑĚȡ/ǄĚŠƥƙɤ¡ƑūĳƑîŞŞĿŠĳ

z

z

ɐɉ

n/a

Support for idea

z

E

Storefront art activation

ɉƑƥƙɤ ƭŕƥƭƑĚ

z

ɐȹɐɐɉ

n/a

Spring/summer 2021 (BID)

z

z

ɐȹɐɐɐɐɐɉ

On going

z

z

ɐȹɐɐɉ

Support for idea

z

In progress

z

New idea

z

Existing program that could be expanded

z

Support for idea

z

F

G

Outdoor movies, concerts, and
events
Create and adapt outdoor retail
and markets

z

Events + Programming

Yes. See State's current guidelines.
Yes. Spacing of booth and event size

Events + Programming

z

should be considered. See State's
current guidelines.

Winter Projects
A

Storefront art: winter / holiday

ɉƑƥƙɤ ƭŕƥƭƑĚ

z

z

z

z

$ - $$

Activate CitySquare
B

development parcel at 3 Eaton

Placemaking

3

$ - $$

z

Place with winter programs
C
D
E

Winter lighting - expanded
program
Winter / holiday market
Lighting design contest (nonwinter)

n/a
Yes. Develop COVID-19 friendly
programs. Passive installation may
work best.

Placemaking

z

Events + Programming
Placemaking

z

z

$$ - $$$$$

z

$ - $$

z

$$ - $$$$$

n/a
Yes. Spacing of booth and event size.
See State's current guidelines.
n/a

z

Zone 1
A

Activate the front side of City
Hall with seating, planters, etc.

Placemaking

1

Placemaking

1

Placemaking

1

$ - $$

z

Yes. Spacing of booth and event size.

Building off of previous plan suggestions

Activate the Common into the
B

fall and spring with more

Building off of previous plan suggestions

See State's current guidelines.

z

$ - $$

n/a

$$

n/a

z

programs
Some previous work

Install e-paper display boards as
C

part of pilot program (example:

z

z

Soofa Boards)
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PLACEMAKING PROJECTS

COST SCALE

Temporary tactical wayfinding signs

Priority?

$

Status

COVID-19

Adaptation

z

Costs

z

Year 3 (2023)

Year 1 (2021)

3

Year 2 (2022)

Zone - Focus

District Wide

Category

$50,000 • $$$$$ = $50,000+

Type

Project

•Program

PRIORITIES + PHASING

$ = under $3,000 • $$ = $3,000 to $10,000 •
$$$ = $10,000 to 30,000 • $$$$ = $30,000 -

Zone 2
Building off of previous plan suggestions

Connect Library, YWCA, and
Worcester Common with onA

Placemaking

z

street wayfinding

B

Increase outdoor seating options Placemaking

2

$$$ - $$$$$

n/a

Support for idea in previous plans

z

C

Allen Court: Art + Walking

Placemaking

3

z

$$$$$

n/a

Existing project

z

Art installation or graffiti wall

ɉƑƥƙɤ ƭŕƥƭƑĚ

2

z

$

n/a

Support for ideas

z

D

Create a walkway between
E

Burnside Court and Portland St

F

Lighting on the Library

Placemaking

2

z

$ - $$$$$

n/a

Placemaking

2

z

$$$ - $$$$$

n/a

Placemaking

3

z

$ - $$

Placemaking

3

z

$ - $$

Placemaking

3

Placemaking

3

Building off of previous plan suggestions
New concept

z
z

Zone 3
New concept

Activate CitySquare
A

development parcel at 3 Eaton

Plan COVID-19 activation

z

Place
B
C

Outdoor seating at Mercantile
Plaza + programs
Enhance walking in District and
connect to Union Station

$

z

N/a
Temporary tactical wayfinding signs

mural on Mercantile Plaza

Building off of previous plan suggestions

z
z

Existing project

Enhanced/decorative lighting or
D

Existing project + expanding

z

$$$ - $$$$$

n/a

z

Parking Garage
~ƭƥƙĿēĚūĲƥĺĚT'ȶsĚǅTēĚîƙɉ
A
B

“Welcome to Downtown” Sign
under the Green Street Bridge
Mural upon entrance to District
from Canal District

Placemaking

z

$$ - $$$

n/a

ɉƑƥƙɤ ƭŕƥƭƑĚ

z

$$ - $$$

n/a
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New concept
New concept

z
z
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PLACEMAKING PROJECTS
ZONE 1
A

B

C

Activate the
front side
of City Hall
with seating,
planters, etc.

Activate the
Common into
the fall and
spring with
more programs

Install e-paper
display boards
as part of
pilot program
(example:
Soofa Boards)

C
A

4
B

5
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PLACEMAKING PROJECTS
ZONE 2
A

B

Connect
Library, YWCA,
and Worcester
Common with
on-street
ǅîǋǛŠēĿŠĳ

Increase
outdoor seating
options

B
C

C

Enhance Allen
Court with art
+ pedestrianize
alley to create
a walkway

A

E
D

E

Art installation
ūƑĳƑîĲǛƥĿǅîŕŕ
(location TBD)

Create a
walkway
between Carroll
Plaza and
Portland St
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PLACEMAKING PROJECTS
ZONE 3
A

B

C

D

Activate
CitySquare
development
parcel at 3
Eaton Place

Outdoor
seating at
Mercantile
Plaza +
programs

Enhance
walking in
District and
connect to
Station

Enhanced/
Decorative
Lighting or
Mural on
Mercantile
Plaza Parking
Garage

D

B

A

C

5
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DOWNTOWN STREETSCAPE FEATURES

Trash + Recycling Bins

BenchĚƙ

Outdoor Seating

Crosswalkƙ

Street Tree Pitƙ

Planters

Hanging Basketƙ

Bo
ollards

Interperative ¬ĿĳŠƙ

îŠŠĚƑƙ

Light Poleƙ

Bike Rackƙ
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PLACEMAKING PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS 2021
PROJECTS LEAD BY BID

Storefront art

Temporary Outdoor Seating

Activate space:
seating + art

¹îČƥĿČîŕǅîǋǛŠēĿŠĳƙĿĳŠƙ

ØîǋǛŠēĿŠĳ¬ĿĳŠƙɤ
Gateway Signs

Alleyway Activation

PROJECTS BID TO SUPPORT

Murals + Art Installations

Enhanced Lighting
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PUBLIC SPACE ACTIVATION
Fost
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Activate space: seating + art

Activate space: seating + art
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PUBLIC SPACE ACTIVATION EXAMPLES
COVID-19 +
OUTDOOR
DINING

Temporary Parklet

Tactical Plaza

Sidewalk Seating

Seasonal Parklet

Quick-Build Parklet

Artistic Seasonal Parklet

Temporary Art

Storefront art

Outdoor Sculpture

PARKLETS

PUBLIC ART
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PLACEMAKING RECOMMENDATIONS + LOCATIONS
ACTIVATE
PUBLIC SPACE:
SEATING, OUTDOOR
DINING, PASSIVE
PROGRAMS

Add movable seating

Install parklets / outdoor dining
in parking spaces

Create tactical plaza

Activate space:
seating + art

Activate space:
seating + art

Add movable seating

Add lighting to Library facade

Add lighting to Mercantile
Parking Garage

Add lighting to Denholm

ACTIVATE
PRIVATELYOWNED PUBLIC
SPACE:
SEATING,
PASSIVE PROGRAMS,
PUBLIC ART

LIGHTING ON
BUILDINGS

DOWNTOWN PLACEMAKING ACTION PLAN + IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
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COVID-19: Placemaking Adaptation
Recommendations
Many existing events and programs can incorporate
COVID-19 state guidelines for safety since they already
occur outside. Depending on the phase that the state and
the City of Worcester is in at the time of an event, these
recommendations may need to be adjusted.

In 2020, the City of Boston and the City of Somerville
developed comprehensive and successful outdoor dining
programs in on-street parking spaces. In 2021 they will
continue the program building off the lessons leaded and
their success.

In addition, creative strategies can be used to help people
feel comfortable enjoying public space even during the
pandemic. Some general recommendations are listed below.
Consult the state or local public health guidelines and
officials about current guidance for event size, sanitation,
and other safety precautions.

Create spaces for safe social distancing
The survey indicated that more spaces to sit and linger are
needed for residents to enjoy the Downtown District. In
addition, respondents noted needing to feel safe about
exposure to risk when out in public. In addition to the
seating itself, there are some creative options for helping
people to properly social distance.
x Exploring low-cost, temporary seating such as
Adirondack chairs or café style seating.
x Partnering with local artists to find ways to
creatively encourage social distancing.
x Increasing signage to remind residents and visitors
of social distancing guidelines in public spaces.
x Using fun, creative ways to illustrate the guidelines
for social distancing.
Potential sites include the CitySquare development parcel at
3 Eaton Place, Worcester Common, City Hall Plaza, and the
lawn in front of 446 Main Street.

Outdoor Spaces
Leveraging the popularity of outdoor seating in parking
spaces, streets, and plazas
The use of street space and plazas has been popular for
outdoor dining during the pandemic. The BID can utilize this
to add more vibrant public space and other activities. Some
possible steps include:
x Assisting local businesses to develop outdoor
seating plans and seating options for winter months.
Provide technical assistance or partner with a
consultant who can offer expertise in outdoor dining
or retail.
x Supporting any businesses needing support in
applying for permits for outdoor seating.
Potential sites for installing temporary parklets include
Franklin Street, Portland Street, and Commercial Street.
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Social distancing markings and signs example (Northampton, 2021)

Events + Programs
Adapt outdoor events for social distancing
Events already occurring in parks and outdoors have the
most opportunity to incorporate best practices for social
distancing. Examples include:
x Using streets as destinations for pedestrian events
by opening up streets for people and closing the
street for through traffic, such as Federal Street and
Portland Street.
x Redesigning all events to be smaller and more
spread out with pre-event registration, social
distancing decals, etc.
Focus on self-guided experiences
x Working with local business owners to design a selfguided scavenger hunt with a prize.
x Partnering with artists to curate a gallery including
storefront art, ice sculptures, lighting installations or
other work for the public to admire.
x Using chalk or street decals to show people where to
move and draw others into the attraction.
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Bringing indoor or large annual events to a virtual
platform
Although many are overwhelmed with online
videoconferencing, it can be a helpful way to still feel
connected to arts and culture outside of the home. Consider
which events would be enjoyable via an online video
platform like Zoom and adapt the performance or content to
reach people in their homes.
x Musical performances may be able to easily make a
transition to online video performance. Ways to
achieve this include:
o Considering ways to engage the audience in
a more tangible way despite the event being
virtual. For example, have a game or guide for
the participants to follow along with.
o Having a “kit” of materials for the participants
to pick up in advance.
o Recommending food pairings, or partner with
restaurants for takeout to enhance the
experience for viewers.
Get creative
x Utilizing walking and/or cycling as the activity,
especially for an event series.
x Using vehicles as a way for people to attend events
and feel safe, similar to the "Movie on the Lot" Night
with showing of "Jumanji: Next Level.” Build off the
success of the drive-in movie event.
o Event ideas:
 Drive-through art gallery
 Drive-in movies
 Take-out Dinner and Drive-in movie
 Drive-in live theatre
 Drive-in Bingo

Ǫǩ

Roles + Responsibilities
Almost every placemaking project requires a team of people
working towards a common goal in order to plan, design,
and successfully implement their vision. Clarifying roles and
responsibilities early will help ensure that people know what
aspect of the project they are responsible for and to avoid
duplication of efforts.

Planning + Design

For a project or event to succeed, there needs to be a group
or individual that is clearly in charge of leading the project,
and a team of people that can support the project. A key
role to establish early in the process is the project manager
for the project, which could be an individual at the lead
organization. Establishing who is leading and managing the
project will help to keep the project on track and define the
other roles.
At the beginning of the process, the project manager, or
core project team leaders, should talk with City staff to
determine the process for review, approval, and installation.
For projects such as parklets, the City may not have an
official process, and City staff may need to work internally
at City Hall to determine what the process may be.

work with the project team members to determine what
level of community engagement is needed and how best to
engage people.
The lead organization or property owner, which may be
different entities, should also talk to their lawyers about any
legal concerns related to the site. Lawyers may need to
review contracts with the consultants or create cooperation
agreements to define the party responsible for overseeing
maintenance.
In addition, a requirement of the installation be that the
owner may need to carry insurance for the installation or
event.

Installation

For the installation of the placemaking project, the project
lead will coordinate with the consultants, artist, or
contractor. The lead organization or property owner will
bear primary responsibility for hiring the contractor,
overseeing their work, and ensuring that the project is
completed in a timely manner.

The lead organization or project manager should also be
responsible for overseeing the consultants or artists who
work on designing the projects. The project lead should
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Roles + Responsibilities: Planning + Design
Role

Responsibilities

Examples of Potential Groups

City Approvals

x Coordinate with project lead
x Support with application process or creating a process
x Reviewing and approving project

x City of Worcester, Department of
Public Works & Parks
x City of Worcester, Cultural
Development Office

Organization Lead

x
x
x
x

Define project/event, scope of work
Identify project manager or point person
Create project team
Identify and raise funds for project

x
x
x
x
x
x

Project Manager

x
x
x
x
x
x

Manage project team
Create and oversee project timeline
Hire contractors or consultants
Manage consultants
Manage budget
Oversee construction, if needed

x Staff at organization
x Consultant on project

Design + Art

Placemaking – Landscape Projects
x Create conceptual site design
x Create construction drawings, if needed
x May be asked to provide guidance on implementation
Artists
x Creating artwork
x Selecting materials
x Developing installation process

x
x
x
x
x
x

City of Worcester
Downtown Worcester BID
Property managers
Business owners
Arts organizations
Nonprofits

Landscape architects
Architects
Engineers
Graphic designers
Artists
Muralists

Legal

x Review contracts
x Create Cooperation Agreement, if needed

x Lawyers with City and/or lead
organization
x Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts

Insurance

x Carry general liability insurance for property, art
installations, or events

x Insurance companies

x

x
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Roles + Responsibilities: Installation
Role

Responsibilities

Installation –
Community Led

Example: pavement mural, pop-up installation

x Organization lead – planning and
coordination for the installation day
x Project partners
x Volunteers

Installation –
Large Projects

Example: plazas, parklets, lighting, etc.

x City of Worcester, Department of
Public Works & Parks
x Contractors
x Construction companies
x Landscape companies
x Artists

x
x
x
x

Organize volunteers for the workday
Assign volunteers tasks on the day
Acquire materials in advance of workday
Provide snacks, water, or lunch, if funding is available

x Oversee all aspects of the construction process

Examples of Potential Groups

Roles + Responsibilities: Maintenance + Stewardship
Role

Responsibilities

Examples of Potential Groups

Maintenance

x Regular maintenance
x Examples: trash pick-up, cleaning seating, watering
plants, etc)
x Repairs and maintenance for special projects
x Examples: replacing/repairing trash cans or seating,
tree pruning and care

x City of Worcester
x Downtown Worcester BID
Ambassador program
x Abutting property owners
x Property managers
x Business owners
x Contractors
x Landscape companies

Forester / Arborists

x Tree care and tree pruning
x Monitoring tree health and conditions

x City of Worcester, Department of
Public Works & Parks
x Landscape companies
x Certified arborists
x Worcester Tree Initiative/Tower Hill
Botanic Garden

Volunteers

x Clean-up days

x Community groups
x Abutters
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PLACEMAKING
PROJECTS

Possible BID

BID's Role
Lead

Responsibilities

Maintenance
Local business owners

Installation

Agreement

Legal / Cooperation

City Approvals

Project Management

Partners

Potential Project

Project Lead(s)

Category

Project •Program Type

BID'S Roles + Responsibilities

District Wide: Projects

A

Parklets

Placemaking

BID

City of Worcester • Local
businesses

BID

z

z

Contractor

Support local business to apply with
to the City • Identify funding sources •
Identify designers for parklet •
Support material selection

B

Planters

Beautification + Amenity

BID

City of Worcester, Accessibility
Advisory Commission

BID

z

n/a

Bemis Farms
Nursery

City of Worcester •
C

Garbage and recycling cans

Beautification + Amenity

BID • DPW&P

Accessibility Advisory

DPW&P

z

n/a

DPW&P

Commission
D

Public bathrooms

Beautification + Amenity

BID • DPW&P

E

Street trees

Beautification + Amenity

BID • DPW&P

Service providers • Accessibility
Advisory Commission

TBD

Accessibility Advisory
Commission • Tower Hill

City of

Botanical Garden & Worcester

Worcester

z

n/a

TBD

z

n/a

DPW&P

Identify locations • Work with the City
Bemis Farms Nursery

Lead

planters
City of Worcester •
Contractor

TBD

Identify locations for garbage and
Lead + Support recycling cans • Work with the City to
confirm locations and install bins
Lead + Support

Tower Hill Botanical
Garden & Worcester

Support

Tree Initiative

Tree Initiative

to confirm locations and install

Identify locations • Work with the City
to confirm locations and install

Identify locations • Work with the City
to confirm locations and install
Discuss with POW! WOW! how the

F

Murals

Arts + Culture

POW! WOW!

Existing project partners • BID

POW!

• City of Worcester • artists

WOW!

z

z

POW! WOW! •
Artists

POW! WOW! • Artists

Support

BID could support mural project
implementation and maintenance to
determine next steps

G

H

I

Enhanced lighting

Street furniture

Gateway signs

Beautification + Amenity

Beautification + Amenity

Placemaking

BID • DPW&P

BID • DPW&P

City of Worcester

pedestrian signs, vehicular signs,
e-paper signs)

owners • artists
Accessibility Advisory
Commission
BID • City's Cultural
Development Division • artists

TBD

z

z

TBD

TBD

Discuss with City about how to
Lead + Support approach lighting options to
determine next steps
Identify locations • Work with the City

DPW&P

z

n/a

DPW&P

DPW&P

Lead + Support to confirm locations and install new
street furniture
Identify funding sources • Support

TBD

z

n/a

TBD

BID

Support

Placemaking

City of Worcester

Accessibility Advisory
Commission

DOWNTOWN PLACEMAKING ACTION PLAN + IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

defining project scope •Create RPF to
hire sign designer
Create working group • Identify

BID • Local businesses •

Wayfinding signs (including
J

Local businesses • property

TBD

z

n/a

TBD

TBD

Support

funding sources • Support defining
project scope • Create RFP to hire sign
designer
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PLACEMAKING
PROJECTS

Possible BID

BID's Role
Lead

Responsibilities

Maintenance
BID • business owners

Installation

Agreement

Legal / Cooperation

City Approvals

Project Management

Partners

Potential Project

Project Lead(s)

Category

Project •Program Type

BID'S Roles + Responsibilities

COVID-19 Projects

A

Quick build outdoor seating areas
for businesses: parklets, etc.

Support local business to apply for

Local businesses • property
ɉ¡ŕîČĚŞîŒĿŠĳ

BID

owners • artists • Accessibility

BID

Advisory Commission

Yes. If it's on
City property.

z

Artists or Local
business owners

outdoor seating permits with the City
• Support material selection • Identify
potential funding sources • etc.
Identify funding source • Discuss with

B

Tactical wayfinding projects to
promote walking

City of Worcester • Local
ɉ¡ŕîČĚŞîŒĿŠĳ

BID

businesses • Accessibility

the City approval process • Create
BID

z

z

TBD

BID

Lead + Support process for selecting designer •

Advisory Commission

Oversee designer, approvals, and
implementation
Identify locations • Identify funding

Local businesses • property
C

Public art installation

ɉƑƥƙɤ ƭŕƥƭƑĚ

BID + Art Partner

owners • artists • JMAC • City's BID
Cultural Development Division

D

Scavenger hunt

ɉƑƥƙɤ ƭŕƥƭƑĚȡ/ǄĚŠƥƙɤ
Programming

Local artists

City property.

z

Artists

Maybe.

Lead

artist /

Storefront art activation

ɉƑƥƙɤ ƭŕƥƭƑĚ

designer

BID + Art Partner

owners • artists • JMAC •
City's Cultural Development

City property.

n/a

Artists

n/a

Lead

G

Outdoor movies, concerts, and
events

Create and adapt outdoor retail
and markets

Multiple Groups

Depends on event.

n/a

z

Artists

n/a

Lead

stART at the Station
and Festival of Lights

stART on the Street

Holiday Market

source •Work with the property owner
to prepare the site • Find and connect
artist projects

on event
host.

Events + Programming

for installation • Find and connect
Identify locations • Identify funding

BID

Depends
Events + Programming

source • Identify any permits needed
artist projects

Division
F

for installation • Find and connect
Identify locations • Identify funding

Yes. If it's on

Local businesses • property
E

source • Identify any permits needed
artist projects

Local
BID + Art Partner

Yes. If it's on

Yes. If it's on
City property.

Project

Yes. If it's on

Lead

City property.

n/a

TBD

n/a

n/a

Support

TBD

n/a

Support

Support Promote movies, concerts,
and events
Discuss with Start with the Station
about bringing event to the BID •
Support markets • Promote outdoor
markets

Winter Projects
Identify locations • Identify funding
A

Storefront art: winter / holiday

ɉƑƥƙɤ ƭŕƥƭƑĚ

BID

Artists

BID

n/a

z

Artists

n/a

Lead

source •Work with the property owner
to prepare the site • Find and connect
artist projects

B

parcel at 3 Eaton Place with

Placemaking

BID • Property Owner

winter programs

C

Winter lighting - expanded
program

in Allen Court • Worcester

Winter / holiday market

Placemaking

City of Worcester

BID

Events + Programming

and Festival of Lights

BID

Holiday Market
E

Lighting design contest (nonwinter)

TBD

n/a

n/a

TBD

TBD

Lead + Support

PopUp

stART at the Station
D

Work with partners to identify small

LuminArtz • Partners involved

Activate CitySquare development

Placemaking
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TBD

Local businesses • property
owners • lighting designers

projects, art installations, and
programs • Identify funding • Clarify
implementation roles

Project
Lead
Project
Lead
TBD

Continue conversations with the City
z

z

DPW&P

DPW&P

Lead + Support about ways to expand and improve
program

z

TBD

TBD

TBD

Support

z

z

TBD

TBD

Support

Support and promote, prep site as
needed
TBD
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PLACEMAKING
PROJECTS

Possible BID

Responsibilities

BID's Role

Maintenance

Installation

Agreement

Legal / Cooperation

City Approvals

Project Management

Partners

Potential Project

Project Lead(s)

Category

Project •Program Type

BID'S Roles + Responsibilities

Zone 1
Work with the City to identify ways to
B

Activate the front side of City Hall
with seating, planters, etc.

Placemaking

BID • City of Worcester

Multiple Groups

City of
Worcester

z

z

TBD

DPW&P

Support

activate the City Hall Plaza for winter
• Find program/project partners +
event hosts.

A

Activate the Common into the fall
and spring with more programs

Placemaking

City of Worcester •
Event Planners

part of pilot program (example:

City of
Worcester

z

TBD

TBD

As needed

Support

Work with the City to identify ways to
activate the City Hall Plaza • Find
Partners, event hosts, etc.
Create working group • Identify

Install e-paper display boards as
C

BID • multiple groups

Placemaking

BID • City of Worcester

Soofa Boards)

• Local businesses • property
owners • artists

BID

z

TBD

TBD

As needed

Lead

funding sources • Support defining
project scope • Create RFP to hire sign
designer

Zone 2
Connect Library, YWCA, and
A

Worcester Common with on-

Placemaking

BID

street wayfinding

B

Increase outdoor seating options

City of Worcester • Library •
YWCA • artists • youth groups

BID

z

n/a

TBD

As needed

Lead

Meet with YWCA and City Staff
develop concept further • Identify
funding sources • Create RFP to hire
designer or artist

Placemaking

Property Owners

BID • designers

Property
Owners

z

TBD

TBD

As needed

Lead + Support

Work with property owner to
implement this project • Clarify with
the property owner how the BID can
support this project.

C

Allen Court: Art + Walking

Placemaking

JMAC • WBDC

BID • Lighting designers •

JMAC •

artists • property owners

WBDC

Join existing group • Assist with
z

z

TBD

TBD

Support

identify funding source • Support
work with the property owners
Identify locations • Identify funding

D

Art installation or graffiti wall

ɉƑƥƙɤ ƭŕƥƭƑĚ

BID

Artists • property owners

Artists /
Designer

z

TBD

TBD

As needed

Lead + Support

source •Work with the property owner
to prepare the site • Find and connect
artist projects
Create working work to explore this

E

Create a walkway between
Burnside Court and Portland St

Placemaking

BID

City of Worcester • Local
businesses and property owners

BID

z

n/a

TBD

As needed

Lead + Support

ideas, define the projects, and get
project cost estimates • Identify
funding source
Create working group to explore this

F

Lighting on the Library

Placemaking

TBD

City of Worcester • lighting
designers

TBD

z

TBD

TBD

As needed

Support

ideas, define the projects, and develop
project cost estimates • Identify
funding source(s)
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PLACEMAKING
PROJECTS

Possible BID

Responsibilities

BID's Role

Maintenance

Installation

Agreement

Legal / Cooperation

City Approvals

Project Management

Partners

Potential Project

Project Lead(s)

Category

Project •Program Type

BID'S Roles + Responsibilities

Zone 3
Work with partners to identify small
A

Activate CitySquare development
parcel at 3 Eaton Place

Placemaking

BID • Property Owner
(Opus / CitySquare II)

AC Hotel • Artists

TBD

z

TBD

As needed

Lead + Support

projects, art installations, and
programs • Identify funding • Clarify
implementation roles

B

Outdoor seating at Mercantile
Plaza + programs

Placemaking

Mercantile Plaza

BID

Mercantile
Plaza

n/a

n/a

Contractors /
Business

Yes

Support
Define scope of the project • Identify
funding source(s) • Discuss with the

C

Enhance walking in District and
connect to Union Station

Placemaking

BID • City of Worcester

Artists • Accessibility Advisory
Commission

TBD

z

n/a

TBD

As needed

Lead + Support

City approval process • Create
process for selecting designer •
Oversee designer, approvals, and
implementation

Enhanced/decorative lighting or
D

mural on Mercantile Plaza

Mercantile

Placemaking

BID • Mercantile Center Local artists • lighting designers

Placemaking

BID • City of Worcester

Artists

TBD

ɉƑƥƙɤ ƭŕƥƭƑĚ

BID • City of Worcester

Artists

TBD

Parking Garage

TBD

As needed

z

Artists

TBD

Lead + Support TBD

z

Artists

TBD

Lead + Support TBD

z

Plaza

Support

TBD

~ƭƥƙĿēĚūĲƥĺĚT'ȶsĚǅTēĚîƙɉ
A
B

“Welcome to Downtown” Sign
under the Green Street Bridge
Mural upon entrance to District
from Canal District
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Expanding on and Fostering New Partnerships

There are many existing partnerships that can be leveraged
to implement placemaking projects, programs, and events in
Worcester. In particular, the Downtown Worcester BID
already has a close working relationship with the
Department of Public Works & Parks, cultural/arts
organizations, and numerous property owners within the
District. There are also opportunities to form new
partnerships that expand the range of who and how the
BID partners on placemaking initiatives.
Implementing anything requires close partnerships, both to
implement projects and for promotion of events and
programs. Below are a few ways that the BID could expand
and build off existing programs to help promote events.
Expand Partnerships
Co-promote events with DCU Center and Oval Skating
Rink
The popularity of DCU Center and the Oval Skating Rink
presents an opportunity to draw their clientele to other
Downtown experiences and destinations. The BID could
partner more closely to co-promote events, and offer
discounts or packaged experiences for local restaurants or
entertainment venues.
Partner with Discover Central MA for signage in parking
garages with QR code for recommendations
The Discover Central MA website is underutilized and could
be leveraged to provide itinerary recommendations by
placing a QR code in strategic locations such as parking
garages, etc.
Market to residents
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The increasing number of residents living Downtown
presents an opportunity to build a sense of vibrancy
(through events and activities) that could then attract more
people into the Downtown BID District. Consider partnering
with staff at the apartment buildings to plan and copromote social events for residents. This could focus on
general interest activities or a particular demographic with
shared interests (e.g., dog owners are one subgroup that
could be considered for targeted programming given they
are frequent walkers).
A cohesive approach to district events
Market all district events in one place. The BID has decided
to use DCM's event calendar and to direct organizations to
collectively pool events there. Interviewees also noted that
there are often competing events in neighboring districts. If
possible, communicate with local groups and neighboring
districts to ensure that events (such as tree lightings) are
not competing and continue to promote organizations
outside the District to also utilize DCM’s website. On the
BID’s website DCM’s calendar page should be linked or, if
possible, embedded.
Partner closely with the City’s Cultural Division to build on
their events or programs
The City’s Cultural Division has many overlapping goals
with the BID, and events and programs could be
codeveloped and copromoted.
Create New Partnerships
Create opportunities for new and nontraditional artists to
do paid work

ǫǧ

There are many artists in Worcester who could be brought
into the recommended projects. Partnering with
organizations connected with emerging and nontraditional
artists allows for a diverse group of residents to feel a sense
of ownership over the district and its future.
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Cost Estimates
Pricing out the project design and implementation during
the planning phase is an important step in the process. This
section provides more details on ways to develop cost
estimates for projects including:
Research off-the-shelf projects
Since there are many common outdoor patio items used for
placemaking projects, a simple internet search is a great
place to start to research off-the-shelf projects. This works
great for smaller projects to find the costs for products like
Adirondack chairs, bistro sets, or paint supplies for murals.
Create a list of costs, products, and vendors in a permanent
spreadsheet for ongoing use and future reference.

Walls, Neighborways Design, Patronicity, and other Main
Street organizations. Ask the organization if they would be
willing to share their project budget. Often, organizations
are happy to share what they learned from implementing a
project and will also have lessons learned.
On the following pages are some cost range estimates for
common placemaking and beautification projects.

Request a quote or cost estimate
For larger projects, a contractor or artist may be able to give
a cost estimate for the project’s materials and labor costs.
Contractors may be willing to informally provide rough
estimates even before a formal RFP is issued. This
information can be valuable in the budgeting and
fundraising stage.
Consultants to price out a project
For projects involving a landscape architect, architects, or
builders, they should be able to provide a cost estimate for
the projects.
Ask someone who has done a similar project
There are a lot of groups that have done similar
placemaking projects in Massachusetts, such as Beyond
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Placemaking Project Cost Estimates
Street Furniture + Amenities
Item
Bench

Banners
Item
Cost Estimate Per Unit
$500

-

$1,500

$20

-

$250

$150

-

$500

$1,000

-

$2,500

Bike Rack - Single

$100

-

$180

Custom Bike Rack

$350

-

$750

$1,000

-

$3,000

$300

-

$500

Adirondack Chair
Bistro Sets
Garbage Can

Bike Corral
Planters - Large (36 inches in
diameter)
Parklet - Seasonal
Item
Parklet Materials +
Construction

Cost Estimate

Banners
TOTAL
Pavement Mural / Graphic
Item
Mural Supplies (paint, brushes,
etc)
Insurance
Artist
Project Manager / Mural
Installation Coordination
Engineering / Construction
Drawings

$1,000

-

$5,000

$1,000

-

$5,000

Cost Estimate
$500
$300

-

$600
$500

$1,000

-

$2,500

$1,500

-

$2,500

$100

$500

Cost Estimate
$20,000

-

$30,000

Landscape Architect

$10,000

-

$15,000

Lawyer Fees

$0
$30,000

-

$2,500
$47,500

TOTAL

Wall Mural
Item
Mural Supplies (paint, brushes,
ladders, etc)
Permits

Parklet – Quick Build / Temporary
Item

Cost Estimate

Parklet Materials + Seating

$1,500

-

$3,500

Landscape Architect

$0
$1,500

-

$1,500
$5,000

TOTAL

TOTAL
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Insurance
Artist Stipend / Fee
Project Manager / Mural
Installation Coordination
Contingency - 10% of hard
costs
TOTAL

$3,400

-

$6,600

Cost Estimate
$1,000

-

$0

$15,000
$100

$300

-

$1,000

$2,500

-

$15,000

$2,000

-

$5,000

$130
$5,930

-

$1,610
$37,710
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Policy Recommendations
The below policy recommendations are for both the City of
Worcester and the BID to consider for future partnerships
and joint placemaking ventures.
Street Space / Parking Spaces for People
City Policy Recommendations
x Utilize NACTO’s design guidelines “Streets for
Pandemic Response and Recovery” as a resource for
permitting policies during COVID-19 recovery period
and for design guidelines for streets and public
spaces.
x Study the use of bollards Downtown and
recommend removal where they impede pedestrian
access and flow.
Wayfinding Recommendation
x Develop a comprehensive plan for permanent
parking signage, taking into consideration both
public and private lots and garages. In the long term,
move away from using street banners for this
purpose.
Outdoor Dining Policies + Permits
City Policy Recommendations
x Extend the City of Worcester’s 2020 Temporary
Outdoor Restaurant Dining program into 2021.
o Continue to waive fees for permitting.
x Create a permanent outdoor dining program.
x Create a review process that includes the
accessibility needs in outdoor dining areas for people
with mobility and cognitive disabilities.
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Open Space
City Policy Recommendations
x Pursue additional Community Benefit Agreements
(CBAs) as a way to fund and create open space at
existing or future adjacent developments.
x Provide incentives, such as increases in developable
floor area (FAR), for adjacent building owners to
transform and maintain these spaces A local
example is Allen Court, where multiple adjacent
property owners in Downtown Worcester joined
together to transform an alleyway into a vibrant
space.
Mural Installations
City Policy Recommendations
x Prioritize local Worcester artists in the selection
process for any new artwork.
x Continue to pursue the Percentage for Art program
(from the Cultural Plan).
x Update the sign ordinance by removing the need for
the easement process in installing a mural.
x Allow current murals to receive “grandfather status”
so that they can be updated with new art without
going through a new permitting process.
Events + Permitting
City Policy Recommendations
x Temporarily waive the “Temporary Food
Establishment” fee permit for the duration of the
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x

COVID-19 pandemic to attract more mobile food
vendors for events and pop-up installations.
Expand the Food Truck Friendly Zone to Carroll
Plaza.
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City Permits

A few of the permits and licenses that are commonly needed
for placemaking project that include:
x 2020 Temporary Outdoor Restaurant Dining,
(Worcester License Commission)
x Food Protection Licenses (Housing and Health
Inspectors)
x Special (One-Day) License (Worcester License
Commission)
x Events in Parks Permit
x Mural Process (Work with the Cultural Development
Office)
x Application for Entertainment License
The Division of Planning & Regulatory Services’ (DPRS)
License Commission typically meets twice a month. During
COVID-19 the Commission met more regularly to meet the
increase need to quickly review and permit temporary
outdoor restaurant dining.
To search for other permits, use the City’s online permit
center: www.worcesterma.gov/permit-center.
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RECOMMENDATIONS + NEXT STEPS
This section outlines recommendations and specific next
steps that the BID can take to advance near-term activities
while building toward longer-term goals. The
recommendations are broken down into two categories,
each with their own recommendations:
1. Projects
2. Sponsorship + Fundraising

Projects

Given the BID’s current capacity and existing work, the
recommendations for next steps are centered around
projects. Specifically, projects that can help benefit and
connect people during the pandemic. Key recommendations
include:
Recommendation 1: Form a project implementation team
Create a Placemaking Project Committee: Create a
committee to work on 3-4 types of placemaking projects in
2021. The development of this document involved many
stakeholders who may be willing to join a Project Team with
three to four other members to work toward implementing
outdoor seating, tactical wayfinding signage, or outdoor
seating.
Î Next step: Create Project Team(s) to work on
implementing 3-4 projects in 2021. The team(s)
should assign roles and responsibilities, create a
project timeline, budget, and identify the steps for
project approval at the outset of the planning
process.
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Recommendation 2: Partner with the City to implement
select beautification projects
The BID should continue to partner with the City of
Worcester’s Department of Public Works & Parks on the
implementation of beautification projects, such as the
installation of street trees, enhanced lighting, bicycle racks,
public bathrooms, trash and recycling bins, planters, and
other measures which survey respondents rated highly. This
represents a high-impact opportunity to build on the BID’s
existing activities and form strong working relationships
with the City.
Î Next step: The BID should continue conversations
with the City to determine what documentation and
approvals they need to implement each of these
projects.
Recommendation 3: Implement priority placemaking
projects (short-term + COVID-19 friendly)
A few projects that rose to the top that have existing
momentum and are COVID-19 friendly include:
5. Storefront activation through art (winter installation)
6. Tactical wayfinding signs (plan in winter to install in
spring)
7. Outdoor seating in parklets and tactical plazas (plan
in winter to install in spring)
8. Activate the CitySquare development parcel at 3
Eaton Place with passive programming, such as art
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installations or small scavenger hunts (plan in winter
to install throughout 2021)
The BID should work to identify funding for these projects
through a combination of grants, sponsorships, and
Community Benefits funding. Currently, there are several
state funding programs and technical assistance programs
for public realm improvements during the pandemic,
including MassDOT and MassDevelopment. A combination
of funding is typical for most placemaking projects, and will
help to ensure buy-in from the key partners and
stakeholders.
Recommendation 4: Engage City and local businesses to
advance outdoor seating during COVID-19
Most likely, the socioeconomic impacts from COVID-19 will
continue through 2021, however there is still time to plan
how to use the public realm for this year. In 2020, outdoor
seating was installed in many business districts as a way to
help people support local businesses and enjoy spending
time outside. A few potential sites with an opportunity to
install temporary parklets in Downtown Worcester include
Franklin Street, Portland Street, and Commercial Street.

survey responses and interviews as part of this planning
process. Wayfinding provides several opportunities for the
BID to better meet the needs of Downtown Worcester
businesses, residents, workers, and visitors. Wayfinding
signage is well known as a measure to help visitors
navigate downtown, but pedestrian wayfinding signage
can also highlight local businesses, upcoming events, and
service providers.
Î Next step: The BID should discuss partnering with
the City and other groups to join existing efforts on
developing wayfinding signage throughout
Downtown.

The BID should work with local business and the City to
identify locations for outdoor seating in parking spaces and
underutilized spaces. More outdoor dining options will
attract people to Downtown and will help to support local
business.

Recommendation 6: Engage potential partners to support
existing projects
There are a number of existing projects the City of
Worcester and other partners are working on, such as
mural installations and lighting, that the BID could be a
valuable partner on. These include:
x Joining existing partnerships that promote art and
placemaking, such as POW! POW! Worcester and
the City of Worcester’s Cultural Development
Division.
x Encouraging other groups to host programs and
events that are promoted on DCM’s website to
create one central hub for Downtown events.
Î Next step: The BID should talk to groups like POW!
WOW! Worcester about how they could partner
future murals installations and discuss the BID’s role.

Recommendation 5: Install wayfinding and gateway signs.
Wayfinding and gateway signs were one of the most
recommended projects identified in past plans, as well as

Recommendation 7: Hire local artists
Through this planning process, the BID worked with local
artists for the storefront window installations at 554 Main
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Street, and released a Call for Art. This project introduced
the BID to several local artists and created a partnership
with the Worcester PopUp at the JMAC. The BID should
continue to hire local artists as much as possible to build out
art installations and other forms of creative placemaking.
This will help the BID to build on existing relationships,
extend the BID’s capacity, and supports local hiring.
Î Next step: The BID should engage artists early in the
placemaking process for all types of projects and
continue to hire local artists in 2021.

Develop A Sponsorship Program
This Plan included an overview of how a sponsorship
program could be structured. The BID should set up a
committee to help work towards creating a more detailed
plan and then work towards implementation of a
sponsorship program.
Recommendation 8: Create a sponsorship / fundraising
committee
This Plan outline two sponsorship types of programs:
x Sponsors for specific items as part of project
x Sponsors for part of an overall event / project
Sponsorship programs require a clear work plan and buy-in
from a committee willing to work to implement the
sponsorship program. Creating a committee to work on this
will help generate the buy-in needed for the success of the
program.
Î Next step: The BID should work to build a committee
of 3-5 motivated individuals to expand on the ideas
laid out in this plan to further develop a sponsorship
program, which could be tested out as part of a pilot
program.
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Stakeholder Lists
Name

Title

Organization

Krissy Pomerleau

Director of Operations

145 Front at City Square (Roseland)

Mary Simone

General Manager

AC Hotel Worcester

Steering Committee

Brenda Nikas-HayesClerk, Board of Directors

ArtsWorcester

Erin Williams

Cultural Development Officer

City of Worcester

Che Anderson

Deputy Cultural Development

City of Worcester

Officer
Yaffa Fain

Program Assistant

City of Worcester

Julian Wade

President

Davis Publications

Libis Bueno

CEO and Chief Technology

Domitek

Officer
Evelyn Darling

Executive Director

Andrew McShane

Program Manager

Downtown Worcester BID

Chip Norton

President & Owner

Franklin Realty Advisors (Mercantile Center)

Troy Siebels

President & CEO

Hanover Theatre for the Performing Arts

Downtown Worcester BID

Margaret Wong

President

Massachusetts Community College Council

Paul Morano

Director of Real Estate - New

Menkiti Group

England
Penn Ruderman

Office of Penn Ruderman Architects (OPRCH)

Anh Vu Sawyer

Executive Director

Julie Holstrom

Southeast Asian Coalition

Senior Project Manager

Worcester Business Development Corporation (WBDC)

Lisa Drexhage

Senior Project Manager

Worcester Business Development Corporation (WBDC) &

Hank von Hellion

Program Managing Director

Worcester PopUp at the JMAC

Linnea Sheldon

Community Relations &

Worcester Public Library

POW! WOW! Worcester

Communications Manager
Robyn Kennedy

Associate Executive Director

YWCA Central Massachusetts

Cultural Development Officer

City of Worcester

Stakeholder Interviews
Erin Williams
Sandy Dunn

General Manager

DCU Center

Chip Norton

President & Owner

Franklin Realty Advisors

Troy Siebels

President & CEO

Hanover Theatre for the Performing Arts

Shyla Matthews

VP Community Development

MassDevelopment, Central Mass. Regional Office

Craig Blais

President & CEO

Worcester Business Development Corporation (WBDC)

Tim Murray

President and CEO

Worcester Regional Chamber of Commerce

Linda Cavaioli

Executive Director

YWCA Central Massachusetts

Mike Kennedy

Staff

Center for Living & Working

Ellen Ganley

Development Director

Worcester Community Action Council (WCAC)

Edward
City of Worcester
City Manager
Augustus Jr.
Peter Dunn
Chief Development Officer
City of Worcester
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Name

Title

Organization

Focus Group: Business Owners
Addie Lee’s Soul Food *

Rob Evans
Libis Bueno

CEO and Chief Technology Officer
Domitek *

Kristi Rucci

Owner

Elizabeth Grady *

Alfredo Viera

Director of Operations

Grid Hospitality Group *

Rakel Wilson
Charlie Pietrello

KuteKellz Glitter Box
Co-Owner

Zach Photakis
Charlie Dalli

La Jolie Fleur
Owl Shop *

Owner

John Rinaldo

Shawarma Palace *
The Muse *

Bill Aldrich

Co-Owner

Theatre Café

Jakeline Estrada

Co-Owner

Umana Restaurant (formerly Talyta’s Café) *

Tina Huynh

Worcester Family Eyecare *

Focus Group: Arts & Culture
Jennifer Davis

Board of Directors

ArtsWorcester

Erin Williams

Cultural Development Officer

City of Worcester *

Deputy Cultural Development
Che Anderson

Officer

City of Worcester

Yaffa Fain

Program Assistant

City of Worcester

Julian Wade

President

Davis Publications *

Jimmy Kang

Co-Owner

Exclusives Boutique *

Troy Siebels

President & CEO

Hanover Theatre for the Performing Arts *

Kathy Gagne

Executive Director

Mechanics Hall

Penn Ruderman

Office of Penn Ruderman Architects (OPRCH) *

Anh Vu Sawyer

Executive Director

Southeast Asian Coalition

Lauren Monroe

Executive Director

Technocopia

David Ginsburg

General Manager

WICN Radio *

Lisa Drexhage

Senior Project Manager

POW! WOW! Worcester *

Hank von Hellion

Program Managing Director

Worcester PopUp at the JMAC *

Stephanie Ramey

President

Worcester Railers HC

Worcester Business Development Corporation (WBDC);

* Invited but could not participate
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Downtown Worcester Placemaking
Interview Summary
09.11.2020

Interviewees
Name

Title

Organization

Edward M.

Augustus, Jr. City Manager

City of Worcester

Erin

Williams

Cultural Development Officer

City of Worcester

Peter

Dunn

Chief Development Officer

City of Worcester

Sandy

Dunn

General Manager

DCU Center

Chip

Norton

President & Owner

Franklin Realty Advisors

Troy

Siebels

President & CEO

Hanover Theatre for the Performing Arts

Shyla

Matthews

VP Community Development

MassDevelopment, Central Mass. Regional Office

Craig

Blais

President & CEO

Worcester Business Development Corporation
(WBDC)

Tim

Murray

President and CEO

Worcester Regional Chamber of Commerce

Linda

Cavaioli

Executive Director

YWCA Central Massachusetts

Mike

Kennedy

Staff

Center for Living & Working

Ellen

Ganley

Development Director

Worcester Community Action Council (WCAC)

Interview Summary
What is special about Downtown?
● Worcester has a special pride and can-do attitude
● Downtown can be the backyard of the city, where everyone feels represented, welcome, and
can hold/attend events, etc.
● Theatre opportunities as well as other less traditional performance and arts groups
● Hub for nonprofits providing services
● Oval ice skating rink
● DCU
● Restaurants
● Increased housing and younger population moving in
● Racial and cultural diversity that comes through in the history, the events, the visitors, and the
events
Favorite Events
● Latin Festival and other cultural festivals
● Pride Festival
● Out to Lunch events
● Fun runs, races, and beer events
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What would make Downtown experience better?
● Activate storefronts
● A sense of arrival into the Downtown including visible gateways and attractive elements like
planters and street banners
● Educate people about destinations and restaurants
○ Put QR code in parking garages for links to itineraries (Trip Advisor or Discover Central
Mass)
○ Hold a scavenger hunt or other self-guided event during winter where people have to stop
in to different places for prizes
■ Note: This would be doable during winter after COVID-19 and help people learn
about all of the new assets and indoor/outdoor public spaces
● More retail and activity opportunities - an 18 hour Downtown
● Small pocket parks or plazas that pull people along commercial corridors
Opportunities
● Public Space, Storefronts, Programs, and Bringing People to Downtown
○ Streetscape work on Main Street will create additional public spaces, and improve
accessibility for all
○ Storefront activation
○ Pop Up markets to experiment with more retail
○ Increased housing Downtown presents an opportunity to do programming for residents
that could draw a wider audience and create a sense of community and place
● Wayfinding: Tactical Urbanism
○ Paint dots on sidewalks to show amount of time it takes to get somewhere
○ Paint arrows to direct people where to go after an event
○ Paint logos to showcase local businesses
● Library
○ Invest in children’s space and programming
○ Plan for tot lot or other outside space (currently being developed)
○ Integrate more with the Common
● Winter
○ Host winter vendor event(s) or holiday scavenger hunt to showcase local businesses - both
indoor and outdoor public spaces
○ Build on the success of the holiday tree lightings (to have lights all year)
● Miscellaneous
○ Utilized Discovercentralma.org since it’s a great asset
Site Activation + Connections Between Places
● Activate Places
○ Plaza and park around City Hall
○ Carroll Plaza (once transformed)
○ Allen Court
● Connect Places
○ Connect Downtown and Canal District
○ Connect Library and the Commons
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Challenges: Past + Present
● Public Space, Storefronts, Programs, and Bringing People to Downtown
○ Need more/better lighting and the need to promote sense of safety along certain
commercial corridors that aren’t as busy at night
○ Not yet an 18 hour active Downtown, very quiet when events aren’t happening (and
during pandemic)
○ How can we build on the success of Allen Court and incentivize others to transform spaces
that are adjacent to their business (through BID encouragement) or properly maintain
their spaces (ex. dumpsters)
● Signage + Wayfinding
○ Parking garages and connections to parking are not easily visible
○ Past signage has focused too much on vehicular
○ Restaurants have not seen value in paying into wayfinding signage
● Events + Programs
○ Programming at Oval has not been widely attended
○ Events sometimes compete with each other (multiple tree lightings in the area)
● COVID-19
○ COVID-19 has caused a decrease in Downtown activity with employees working from
home, businesses being closed (or adapting their practices), and events being cancelled or
postponed
How can we have a Downtown for everyone?
● Transportation
○ Need to invest in on-demand transportation that’s accessible
■ Example: Boston’s pilot program with MBTA and Lyft
● Nonprofit Service Providers + Patrons
○ Understand that there is a population that accesses services provided by many
nonprofits and work with them to meet their needs
● Events + Programs
○ Events that celebrate the history of Worcester
○ Cultural festivals
○ Outdoor amphitheatre that celebrates diversity of Worcester
○ Low or no-cost event
Overlapping Initiatives + Partnerships to Leverage
● Public Space Improvements
○ Library updates and plan for outdoor space
○ Lighting: Partner with Luminarts group
○ City of Worcester’s “I am Worcester” photo campaign could be used in empty storefronts
● Programs + Events
○ Hanover Theatre programming at the new Carroll Plaza
○ Arts and theatre organizations doing outdoor programming
○ DCU and Opal Rink: Co-Promoting events, partnering with BID/Ambassadors or Discover
Central Mass to create a curated experience
○ Indigenous People’s Pageant (Fall 2021)
○ Allen Court: painting and programming
○ Partner with staff at the apartments to co-host or co-promote programming

DOWNTOWN
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Downtown Worcester Placemaking
Arts + Culture Focus Group
07.30.2020

Focus Group Session - Agenda
●
●
●
●

Welcome + Placemaking and project overview (5 minutes)
Instructions: Name organization, and brief description of your work / role in the community
(5 minutes)
Questions (45 minutes)
Other topic + closing (5 minutes)

Attendees
Attended?
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

First Name
Jennifer
Erin
Che

Last Name Title
Davis Carey Board of Directors
Williams Cultural Development Officer
Anderson Deputy Cultural Development
Officer

Organization
ArtsWorcester
City of Worcester
City of Worcester

Yaffa
Julian

Fain
Wade

City of Worcester
Davis Publications

Jimmy
Kathy
Penn

Kang
Co-Owner
Gagne
Executive Director
Ruderman

An Vu
Lauren
Chris
David
Olivia
Lisa

Sawyer
Monroe
Besaw
Ginsburg
Scanlon
Drexhage

Hank
Stephanie

von Hellion Program Managing Director
Ramey
President

Program Assistant
President

Executive Director
Executive Director
General Manager
General Manager
Managing Director
Senior Project Manager
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Exclusives Boutique
Mechanics Hall
Office of Penn Ruderman
Architects (OPRCH)
Southeast Asian Coalition
Technocopia
The Palladium
WICN Radio
Worcester BrickBox Theater
Worcester Business Development
Corporation (WBDC); POW!
WOW! Worcester
Worcester PopUp at the JMAC
Worcester Railers HC
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Focus Groups: Arts & Culture
Background
● What previous art, events, and placemaking installations were really successful in Downtown
Worcester? And what made them successful?
o Thursday’s farmers market (festival atmosphere) and Make-Music Worcester (arts
council) were a success because they were pop-ups and surprising, as well as showcased
musicians
o Craft beer festival that brought people to Downtown
o Cultural Festivals (i.e Latin American Festival)
o Art in the park, start at the street (?), festival of lights, Worcester pop-ups, winter food
festivals, Worcester Out To Lunch were successful because you just had to remember to
walk to the park
o Neighborhood Block Parties
o BLM mural that just went up, involved community input and participation
● What things were tried Downtown that weren’t successful?
o Let’s Dance (community dance event) and fitness programming, both slowly decreased in
attendance
o Worcester Jazz Festival, it never took off
o Yoga in the Park (Ivy Child International)- had all the setup it needed to be successful
Projects & Goals
● How do you see placemaking in Downtown Worcester align with your own organizational goals or
projects?
o Very important and perfectly aligns with what we are doing
o Any inviting atmosphere encourages all of us and makes the city a welcoming space for
everyone (even outsiders) to come in
o It helps a lot of artisans and makers and it can help to engage them and their work
●

What types of placemaking strategies that you may have seen in other communities, or in your
own, do you feel would be the most beneficial for Worcester?
o Attempting to be a walkable city, but not a lot of people do pedestrian things among the
Worcester, where people might do in other cities they do not in Worcester. Need to have
more placemaking strategies to make walking about the BID more exciting and enticing
for people.
o Planters, in spaces that can help with directional walking.
o Portland St. (the entrance off of Franklin does not look inviting and looks vacant). Create
better wayfinding and signage.
o In Brooklyn, there is inviting signage that has historical facts.
o In Washington there is a banner festival that is a contest that has people enter and
people can have their banners displayed.
o In Cambridge, they do a Tango Night, tied to the lunar cycle.
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o
o

In New York, there are permanent tables and benches for chess and board games.
There are spaces that make it very difficult to travel through (like a giant empty parking
lot), adding some lights or planters would help activate these spaces, improving the dead
space would make walkability much more convenient.

●

What types of public arts projects or programming would you love to see happen?
o Enhancing many of the events they already have, putting more focus on improving these
events and doing more focused marketing and planning.
o Engage with youth and college students for programming Downtown.
o Would love to see tango and Latin dancing nights with various instructors.

●

What are some ways the BID and/or City of Worcester could help support arts and culture
endeavors?
o Co/Worcester- Cultural planning really highlights public space, big focus is how to be
more public facing and doing crowdsourcing on what people want to see. Listening more
to the community voices and finding what they actually want to do.
o Adding in more public art like murals, painting trash cans, and other public aspects.
o The BID could help to promote existing programs and events that are being put on
through the city.
o QR codes help with promoting events, sharing the history of different areas in Worcester.

COVID Adaptations (10 minutes)
● How has COVID19 impacted your work? How are you redirecting or adapting?
o A&C being phase 3 and sports phase 4, and so they’re not open - Railers, it’s finding the
balance between what’s feasible and what is necessary.
o Programming is completely virtual. Learning how to record and distribute information.
o It is a waiting game. Wanting staff and patrons to WANT to come back.
● Are there any types of initiatives or art projects that you think are best to maintain safe social
distancing?
o Bruins play-off watch party from your vehicle. Using QR codes to bring in various
Worcester Restaurants.
o Refocus on the membership - Technocopia. Because they can operate in Phase 1, they
are able to offer a space for their members to make them feel safe. Not open to the
public, will be opening to public within the next two weeks.
Specific Sites
● What locations might we want to consider for placemaking and public art? (example: additional
walls for murals, locations for outdoor seating, street furniture)
o Southeast Asian Collation, located on Main Street, have been providing remote services,
and every five days they have a food pantry (they feed about ~500 families), they still
have a healthy presence of real people. Southeast Asian population is 10% of Worcester
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population, and they have no public art that represents their communities. They would
like to use their window space to display different kinds of art and bring some liveliness.
Expanding the Scope
● What partnerships would be beneficial during this planning process and beyond?
○ Need to know each other’s expertise and strength to help each other and create those
connections across the community leaders.
○ Exploring the idea of creating better services and programs for youth.
●

Misc
○
○
○
○

○
○

Q From Chat: Where are we with the vacant buildings window projects? Call for art is
being released very soon.
Q From Chat: How is the website for the BID to centralize Worcester events and sites
going?
Chat: We have an intergenerational urban garden program at YWCA, public library and at
the Fanning building.
This work has enhanced importance during CIVID times. People have felt isolated and
there is an underlying tension within the city. Projects that the community can
participate in will help to bring people together.
Need to think outside the box, it doesn’t just need to be art, but need to find a catch that
none of the other neighborhoods have.
Active seniors don’t come downtown as a result of transportation and parking.
Generational- there weren't a lot of things downtown but in recent years things have
popped up. Younger people recognize there are things downtown, older generations do
not.
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Downtown Worcester Placemaking
Business Owners Focus Group
08.31.2020

Focus Group Session: Agenda
x
x
x
x

Welcome + Placemaking and project overview (5 minutes)
Instructions: Name organization, and brief description of your work / role in the
community (5 minutes)
Questions (45 minutes)
Other topic + closing (5 minutes)

Attendees
Attended?

Yes
Yes

Yes

first name
Rob
Libis

last name
Evans
Bueno

Kristi
Alfredo
Rakel
Charlie
Zach
Charlie
John
Bill
Tina

Rucci
Viera
Wilson
Pietrello
Photakis
Dalli
Rinaldo
Aldrich
Huynh

Jakeline

Estrada

title
CEO and Chief Technology
Officer
Owner
Director of Operations
Co-Owner
Owner
Co-Owner

Co-Owner
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organization
Addie Lee’s Soul Food
Domitek
Elizabeth Grady
Grid Hospitality Group
KuteKellz Glitter Box
La Jolie Fleur
Owl Shop
Shawarma Palace
The Muse
Theatre Café
Worcester Family Eyecare
Umana Restaurant (formerly
Talyta’s Café)
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Focus Groups: Business Owners

Background
● Tell us a bit about your business.? For restaurants: Is a to-go, lunch spot, restaurant, etc?
○ Theatre Cafe, next to Capitol Theatre, been at the site over 10 years
○ KuteKellz Glitter Box is nail salon on Portland Street
○ La Jolie Fleur, located on Southbridge St near the Hanover Theatre
●

Is it possible for you to operate outside? For restaurants: Do you have outdoor seating/would you
like to have outdoor seating?
○ Made agreement with Hanover Theatre to have events outdoors on their plaza
○ Nail Salon can’t use the outside world

●

Who your typical customers? (example: people who work downtown, students, people live
nearby, people who drive to downtown, etc.)
○ Theatre Cafe
■ Downtown Business workers, when COVID-19 hit we lost 75% of those, but of
essential workers we have a good percentage of those
■ We have seen an increase in business in the last 3-4 weeks. We are back up to
75% the pre-COVID costumer level
■ Concerned about winter, no outdoor events, trying to increase our takeout
delivery business a bit
○ KuteKellz Glitter Box
■ A little bit of everybody
■ I work on an appointment basis, can’t have too many people in the salon
○ Floral Shop
■ Our lobby is closed and can’t let people in
■ Online ordering, call in ordering, curbside pickup
■ Lost Mother’s Day and all weddings
■ Bubble Tea shop opening next door
○ General
■ Word of mouth is powerful for us
■ It’s great that housing Downtown has increased

COVID Adaptations
●

How has COVID19 impacted your businesses and how are you redirecting or adapting?
○ Ordering online, delivery, takeout
○ Limiting number of customers
○ We have seen an uptick in micro weddings - we cater those events

●

What are your reopening plans and timeline and how can placemaking help facilitate?
○ Restaurant
■ We signed lease this past January for space across the street from Hanover
Theatre
■ We will be going ahead with our plans, if we create an inviting environment
people will come
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Project Goals & Initiatives
● How do you see placemaking enhancing the experiences of visitors/patrons?
○ Art installations make it more inviting Downtown
○ If it’s clear they take care of the place and its clean than people will want to be there
○ We sometimes put things on the sidewalk to bring people in, in the spring and summer
we hope to do that again to bring people in
○ Planters should be a priority
■ BID Comment: We have plans to bring the planters back for next year
●

How could placemaking help support local businesses and economic development?
○ Directional sign with names of local businesses
■ RMV and by Theatre
○ Most people do not know where destinations are
○ People seem to be very focused on just the location they are going
■ 10 years ago, we had a bad reputation, it has changed but stigma has not
■ People are not likely to wander unless told specifically about places to eat, etc.

●

What locations might we want to consider for placemaking and public art? (example: walls for
mural, locations for outdoor seating, street furniture)
○ More people need to see all the murals, they should stay for a year or two
○ Nicer trash cans would be nice, crosswalk art, not political statement
○ When you are taking a walk it is great to see all the murals

●

What can the BID and/or City of Worcester do to better support local businesses? Now and long term?
○ The BID plan has been well executed
○ Impressed with Andrew’s work
○ City helped us find a new location instead of leaving
■ 90% of our customers followed us
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Expanding the Scope
● What do you feel is the best use of parking spaces? And how receptive are you to curb-side pickup / takeout? Seating?
○ To take any parking spots away would be detrimental to our business
○ Everybody complains about parking
○ One of the parking garages is expensive
○ Other examples:
■ Hartford - they had seating outside in the parking spaces
■ Wakefield
○ Why are people hesitant to park in the garages?
■ People are lost when they get Downtown, and they don’t see the garages
■ Signage is needed
○ On street parking is taken up by residents and now with remote work they do not leave
during the day
○ Customers say Worcester is becoming like Boston
●

Considering COVID, what do you feel should be a priority in this initiative moving forward? Are
there events you feel would work to lift the community’s spirits, or types of art you feel you
would be more appropriate?
○ Hard to say we should have an event at this point
○ Doing triple the work to disinfect everything - tedious
○ Trying to create as many alternative means to drive people downtown, increase foot
traffic and hope it has an effect on your businesses

●

What partnerships may be beneficial for this planning process and beyond?
○ Progress in the alley behind our building is great - Allen Court

●

MISC
○
○

Would love to see us have a street festival with music, art, food, after COVID-19 to attract
people downtown who don’t usually come
Anything we can do to make it a nice neighborhood is great
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Downtown Worcester Placemaking
SURVEY RESPONSES - CHARTS
August – September 2020
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Downtown Worcester Placemaking
SUMMARY OF WRITE-IN SURVEY RESPONSES
August – September 2020

2. When was the last time you were in Downtown Worcester?
Common Responses
● Today
● Last week
● Last month
3. What might attract you to visit Downtown Worcester more frequently?
Common Responses:
● More retail
● The needs of the homeless population need to be addressed
● More restaurants
● After Covid-more events
● More public art
● Food trucks
● More family-friendly activities
6. What is special to you about Downtown Worcester

Common Responses
● Small size
● The history and the architecture
● The art
● “Heart of the City”
● Honest, unpretentious, authentic
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●
●
●
●
●

DCU
Hanover Theatre
The Commons at Christmas
Restaurants and bars on water street
The small businesses

7. What are your favorite Downtown Worcester Events
Common Responses
● Out to lunch events
● Latin Festival
● Pride Festival
● Other Festivals
● Concerts
● Ice Rink
● Craft Brew events
● Races
● stART at the Station
● Holiday Lighting
10. Describe why you would like to see more beautification initiatives?
Common Responses
● It would make Worcester more appealing and welcoming to others
● It would improve safety
● It would remove the stigma
● To give residents a better experience
12. Describe why you would like to see more placemaking and public art?
Common Responses
● It gives people a sense of place and belonging
● Would help make people proud of where they live
● It would make the city more inviting
● It would add color and inspiration, spur creativity
13. Describe what Downtown locations you think would be good opportunities for creative placemaking?
And why?
Common Responses
● The Common
● Around city hall
● Worcester Art Museum
● Polar park
● Elm Park
● Water street area
● Leverage beautiful Union train station
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14. What 3 places in Downtown Worcester do you feel are the most important places to direct people to
via signage?
Common Responses
1. City hall
2. Library
3. The Commons
4. Restaurants
5. Hanover Theatre
6. DCU
7. Union Station
8. Hospital
9. Parking

15. Please list any amenities or destinations you feel are hard to find in Downtown Worcester.
Common Responses
● Registry of Deeds
● Places to eat
● Coffeeshops
● Public restrooms
● Parking
● Dog friendly spaces

17. What 3 words would you use to describe your hope for Downtown Worcester in the future?
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18. What other downtown areas do you enjoy visiting and why?
Common Responses
● Boston
● Portland, ME
● Providence, RI
● Northampton, MA
● Portsmouth, NH
19. Are there any other ideas for projects you’d like to share?
Sample Responses
● City history walks for kids
● Water and Fire events
● Light events
● Holiday festivals
● Chess tables on The Common
● More homeless outreach projects
● Car-free days
● Skate park area for youth
● Outdoor concerts
● Designated graffiti areas
● Encourage busking
● Downtown splash pad
● Outdoor movie nights on the Common
23. What are some of the challenges you have noticed Downtown Worcester has been facing since
COVID-19 started?
Common Responses
● Lack of foot traffic
● Businesses closing
● Panhandling
● People not wearing masks
● No places to linger and enjoy the city safely
● Limited outdoor seating at restaurants
● DCU, Theatre and other destinations operating at a limited capacity
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Downtown Worcester Placemaking
SURVEY ALL WRITTEN RESPONSES
August – September 2020

3. What might attract you to visit Downtown Worcester more frequently? - Responses
Answer
Shopping, unique stores, a small boutique movie theater, clean attractive store fronts, more events at
city hall plaza like the food trucks & obstacle course events. Signage that points out nearby food and
attractions. Shuttle that brings you to other locations (I think one already exists) most importantly:
place to see LIVE MUSIC with dancing
More food options for lunch or takeout during work hours... I frequently drive to other areas for food,
but i'd prefer to walk from my studio. More outside entertainment would be great, music, performers,
buskers, artists, etc. and more outdoor art installations, sculptures, murals as part of the new property
developments.
Large scale murals
a better art and music scene
fashion shows
more cultural events and festivals
If there was more parking and free parking
Some place to shop, retail
greenways to ride bikes with kids and green walking areas along storefronts - more mom and pop
stores -more people - a spice market - playground for kids Public art
Restaurants , concerts, activities on common, art
Better marketing of the assets and businesses. Canal District does a good job of this.
A movie theater, a bookstore/coffee shop, better walkability.
more activity, outside dining
More shopping: stores like Maker on Main.There is such great potential with restaurants too. 110 grill,
Fuel are great but we cannot ignore long standing community members like Spoodles. There is so
much to offer and so many improvements over time - how to show that is
Better parking, more historic buildings being redone on main street. Keeping the old and adding the
new. The more buildings that were re-opened would make it much more walkable and family friendly
Festivals and other family activities
Activity, people on the street
I live by the Blackstone Heritage Center and trail. I heard that the trail may be extended to reach
downtown and I think that would be an amazing resource. I would love to be able to take a bike ride
from my house to downtown and spend time downtown at restaurants or shops. Unique stores and
shops would be nice too.
n/a -- I already visit Downtown Worcester on a daily basis.
Events and things to do
Shops
more teen-friendly activities
Definitely a safer environment
More arts, events such as road races, concerts, etc, and restaurants.
Restaurants
more people and small businesses
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Cleanliness, well-maintained historic locations, safety, interesting shops/restaurants, festivals on the
Common
More places to shop
Literally any new business that isn't a restaurant
More fun stores.
Designated areas to walk, outside areas to eat
More retail, restaurants with extended/weekend hours, outdoor parklets, programs and events
I work here, so...
pocket parks - green space and natural landscaping
Restaurants
Business Meetings
dining
Kid friendly things to do
Shopping, restaurants
We go often
More small businesses, dog park, greenery
More trees and plants
I used to come to Common events before COVID. Otherwise I'm here 5 days a week.
COVID 19 vaccination and when the pandemic is safely addressed
More centralized cultural district with more of the cities anchor organizations having a dedicated
presence. More restaurants (I feel like we go to Shrewsbury Street more often to eat), better
connection to other parts of the downtown area - it's all quite close but feels disconnected. Less
emphasis on the BID area as the definition of "downtown".
I work downtown to I don't need to be attracted.
More things to do
Independent shops that appeal to me.
retail shops
The only way I'd visit more frequently is if I lived there, which is impossible given how high rents are.
Greater walkability
Events at library, crompton, better, easier parking.
I like coming out for restaurants, but parking is always an issue. There are garages, but it is a bit far
with a family and small children. I don't shop downtown, because Shrewsbury and Millbury have
shops with parking that is easy.
If working in the office opens up again.
More free events on the common
More retail shops.
more attractive streetscapes and more shopping
I really enjoy Downtown Worcester and look forward to being able to go more often when COVID is
under control. Having the Worcester Red Sox and other family friendly activities will be a great draw
in the future.
Farmer markets, live music, art fairs!
Murals and art, outdoor seating areas, places to walk, live music
Outdoor activities and events.
A reason to be there. Downtown was a special place when I was growing up. There were stores,
restaurants, events. People used to enjoy going there but no now.
Cultural spaces and restaurants. Also events.
Open Space, Farmer's Market, Live music, Policing,
Festivals, concerts, fun and cultural events, good shopping stores and good restaurants
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A mall, Outdoor Dining, gym, Bike rentals, Movie theatre, food trucks
If it was safer and cleaner
More restaurants, grocery store and activities
Restaurants and bars with outdoor seating
See question 2, already live, work and play downtown.
More restaurants and clean up the crappy ones and homeless who linger on the street all day
I'm a resident of downtown. I'd love to see a cannabis lounge (like Summit) in the downtown area. I
can't walk to the canal district because of the aggressive homeless population under the green street
bridge (these folks are not peaceful and harass attractive women). I would also enjoy art installations
on the lawn at mercantile center.
Outdoor bars or outdoor social scenes.
events like farmer’s gardens etc
Opening of businesses
easier walkability between the shopping/eating areas. with the highways it often feels unsafe and
deserted to walk under the highways between areas
A bookstore and more physical beauty.
More parks, a shuttle to UMass (where I work and go to school), dining outside, fewer homeless
people and less obvious drug use, better restaurants, things that are free to do
cleaning up the streets - making it more walkable from Front st to water st & green st
Restaurants, theaters, retail stores
More restaurants or bars for people to hang out at, with particular attention to young adults (2030yrs old).
I’d love to see more healthy restaurant options. I would also be interested in a fitness center with
classes or maybe outdoor yoga on the common greens.
More green space to walk through or sit/relax/read/eat
Less junkies and vagrants
Shops, things to do, restaurants, breweries and wineries
Homeless shelter in downtown or another nearby part of the city. There are too many people under
the influence of drugs that make downtown their home during the day and night.
Beautification continuation. I think there have been great strides made in attracting a younger and
fresh crowd of residents since Worcester has been revitalized.
More bars, rooftop venues
Bars, returants, library shopping
Restaurants and activities
Stores, parks
Shops
Brewery
Concerts
Park
More events outdoors in the summer
Sidewalk dining expanded
better/cleaner/easier public transit
more green spaces (not over run with homeless and drugs)
Pre-Covid: restaurants, music, stores
Post-Covid: restaurants with outdoor seating, events on the common
Safe park with good restaurants Stores for shopping
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Do something about the homeless and druggies. Streets are very unwelcoming. Not safe even in
daytime. Great gathering under the 1912 bridge 24/7 What a welcome to the ballpark
Music on the common
Farm to table restaurants
Boutique clothing stores
Lululemon store
Movie theater
I’d be more likely to stay in the area with some nice restaurants in walking distance, and if it felt a bit
safer
More grocery and restaurant options. Safe Worcester commons to walk around.
More attractions... restaurants and things to do. It isn’t nice and does not attract people to come down
other then the nicer areas with good things to eat/do
More active street life meaning more restaurants, stores, and outdoor dining. A better common would
be good. I realize they’re making some improvements to it, but it’s not enough. There really should be
a playground to attract young families like mine.
I live in Downtown Worcester
Cafes, fun bars with games
Nicer parks
Cleanliness, less garbage on the ground (my dog can’t stop eating it!), more green spaces, coffee
shops, fun restaurants, a more secure feeling of safety... it can be scary at night alone
More shops (restaurants, shopping, coffee shops)
I would love more restaurants, entertainment, and more walkable areas. Also, more access to shops.
Afternoon about 5-7pm in summer.
I live downtown
We need far more local businesses and less office space.
activities and diverse restaurants. More small and/or local businesses that offer something for
everyone. Boutiques or small shops
More commercial properties to visit
Not having people ask me for money every time I go
I live in downtown Worcester so I am here every day. But going forward more newer apartments will
keep the newer restaurants and shops alive
I live here but great restaurants and cultural events are good attractions.
More beautification with additional foliage, flowers, etc. along with cleaned up streets/sidewalks.
More small/local businesses/restaurants coming into the storefronts on Main Street, especially near
(and around) Worcester common. New, modern apartment buildings to attract more people,
especially those working in Boston looking to move.
Better parking options
Neat people walking around and not broking public behavior rulls, street's decorations, weekly public
events like you did last year, open displayed photo-exhibitions changing quarterly, street festivals.
Allow stufents to do any cultural activities in September in the Downtown Even if a property is
abandoned, make it look attractive.
More places like coffeeshops, restaurants with patios, more green areas
More public spaces to engage with community or art.
Roller Derby, hockey, baseball and other sporting events
Outdoor events, rallies, protests, food festivals, art festivals, outdoor dining, performances
Previously I worked downtown (prior to be laid off due to Covid).
However I love the idea of a vibrant downtown. There are lots of wonderful restaurants, but very little
retail. There needs to be a lot more retail- clothing, gift ware etc. also having the galleries and
museums open.
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music, art events, interesting shops and restaurants
Restaurants, cafes, shops, entertainment, parks, CLEANLINESS, ART
A continued improvement of entertainment and dining options
More restaurants that are more kid friendly!
The restaurants attracted us to the area. the convenience of walking.
The new polar park will.
A bigger park which probably won't happen but maybe a different place to just relax
Attractive retail stores and a safe place to walk, with cafes and restaurants. Like downtown Hudson,
where there are small businesses. But with a longer stretch of stores to walk around longer. A few
bigger retail stores might be nice too (doesn't have to be as big as a Marshall's but something with
that level of desirability).
Good food, entertainment, shopping
Grocery store
Water street
Free parking
Work but stay after with the restaurants, activities and shows.
more friendly walking area, stores, restaurants and "downtown" vibe
Better transportation system throughout the cityBusinesses, art events, Nice areas to walk, food trucks or outdoor eateries.
More cafes, restaurants, grocery stores and (post COVID) bars
More movie nights (drive in or otherwise). Food trucks in public spaces congregating.
Parks, a bookstore, or exercise options
I work there and when on Main St drug addicts begging constantly for anything they can get.
See them in the AM after there methadone treatment and in the afternoon and early evening. I have
spoken to many in our building who would never come to downtown for an evening out. There is no
reason to be there when the environment is unsafe. No clubs,
A Shopping Center or Grocery Store.
Theatre or music events, restaurants
Safe bike routes and bike parking downtown; an end to the pandemic (sorry!); reopening the library
I go to the park behind city hall and to a coffee shop
Retail stores & restaurants
Art galleries, the common, restaurants
Music performances, performance art, street performance, street art and exhibitions
Less homeless on streets. More foot traffic. Useful destinations. Feeling safe to park in a garage and
walk downtown.
Outdoor events
Street food, musicians, performers
more stores, stores that you can afford, maybe movie theater, get rid of all the bums and drug addicts
Continuing to add unique restaurants, shopping. Cleaning up some of the areas with storefronts that
are seemingly out of business (which could include offering those businesses assistance?). Better
parking around the new market and Kelley square.
More restaurants & bars with a similar model to Armsby Abbey, Deadhorse hill. Continue developing
north Main with clean, attractive, and safe ownership. Bring in Tree House (or other acclaimed
brewery) to Irish Times location. A wider variety of shows at Palladium and other venues. Whole
Foods location at Mercantile Center. Reduce panhandling
Evening and weekend cultural events, cleaner and greener space
restaurants
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Restaurants
Bars
Shops
Events
Better parking :)
Concerts, Farmer’s Market, Craft Fairs, Arts on the Common
Art exhibits and events
There has been amazing strides taken by the city to attract people downtown structurally and with so
many improvements the one overwhelming issue that has only gotten worse is the concentration of
the homeless community in this small area I live in 145 front st and my 16 year old daughter lives with
me I’ll never let her out to enjoy the city
We have been frequenting Putnam more often because it has a cute, small downtown area. Parking
is never an issue and there’s no traffic. The main downfall of Worcester is the â�œbad areasâ��
where I am scared to get robbed and the highway to get there.
More restaurants and a cleaner/ safer area
More Cherry Blossom trees(literally just a preference) and seeing less homeless people around. Under
the bridge, several fights between homeless people have broken out the last few times I've passed by,
and it makese feel uncomfortable. I don't want them to get in any trouble, but likely another shelter, or
rehabilitation facility could be good.
Corona being over
Going out to dinner and a show
Shopping, convenient accessible parking.
Move bus stop stations away from downtown.
Make it more walkable.
Add a park like Boston Common and Market place.
Outdoor events during the summer
More policing of riff raff in the common
More interesting public art displays/outdoor events
More things to do. Activities, restaurants shopping
Sometimes it is scary to walk from the mercantile center to water street under the bridge. There is
always people sleeping and ive even seen drugs being done!!!
Secured Free Parking on Main Street between all the new stores / restaurants/ bars.
Less crime, more safety precautions in place, more entertainment options, booking more artists,
musicians, bands at the DCU than what is offered now.
More police presence in high traffic areas.
Shopping areas
Restaurants (outdoor only currently)
Bars (outdoor only currently)
Events
Better parking options
Gym
Restaurants, bars and shopping.
More outdoor attractions, designated walking routes. Historical information available about local
buildings/people.
Stores, shopping
Activities / Events on the Common. Additional restaurants and shops around the common. Clean up of
the Front Street shops near the old midtown mall. Still feels very old and nothing to draw people in.
More places to shop/eat/family activities and free parking
more security at night
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Not sure. I think Worcester has made great strides over the last 10 years, and gets better every year. I
like visiting the Hanover Theatre and the DCU Center. I think the restaurant options are limited.
More Events and outdoor places to visit
fairs or events on town common; concerts on town common
bring the stores back
Shopping and restaurants.
Shows, bands, live entertainment, etc.
If they had some gift shops, clothing stores, etc.
food trucks
Shops, parking, restaurants
Changing public art display, add sculptures/art with things to eat: food vendors or changing food
service/visiting chef
to do: seasonal craft fair artists and/or quality vendors, free movies, musicians at lunch and after work
small boutique shops; feeling safe
Family friendly activities and cool new experiences like the outdoor rink and the Stanley Cup visiting. I
love the downtown road races. I would definitely come to try new restaurants. The farmer's market is
incredible. Food trucks are fun.
Cultural attractions
Book stores
I am looking forward to the Woo Sox coming to Worcester.
More destinations
Restaurants
Outdoor dining, local spots to hang with families/kids, murals, coffee shops, art exhibits
new restaurants, retails. less violence.
More bars, restaurants, good food, my job
More restaurants or shopping areas, less crime.
If it was safer. Maybe more street lights, and light patrol? Especially in the darker side streets where
more businesses are. Once the sun goes down, I'm not comfortable on my own. Also if the art
museum was open more outside of normal working hours! I would love to go after work or something.
Maybe more concerts/events outside of town hall?
More eating establishments
work, restaurants, beer garden, entertainment
Less congested traffic, more parking options near the locations I want to frequent, "community" types
events: concerts, farmers markets, art shows, fun run's, etc.
Restaurants within walking distance to all areas, feeling of a vibrant place to gather.
Outdoor events, jazz music, food trucks, outdoor coffee bars, soup bars etc
Grocery store
Cleanliness
A strong feeling of safety for walk or enjoying common
More open seating restaurants. Concerts on the common. Open Mrkets and food trucks.
Shops, cafes, festivals, fairs, outside music (all probably not till after Covid)
Outside concerts in the park....Flea markets on the weekends....coffee venders near the park..
unfortunately the current downtown area attracts a certain demographic that I don't feel comfortable
walking by myself to any of the local businesses.
more people
more police presence to feel safe sometimes not all that comfortable walking around alone especially
in the winter time
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More entertainment venues, sit down restaurants along main street
easy walking access to good restaurants
artwork and pleasant sitting areas
great coffee
FOOD , Food trucks ,
public art, live music, outdoor cafe, outdoor food/trinket carts
better parking options (more than 3 hour blocks)
I would visit more if parking was free and there were more businesses that I was interested in
patronizing - unique & sustainable local arts/products/food/ fashion/accessories. More diversity in the
cultures/demographics catered to: high-end as well as low-income. Also, the streets & sidewalks need
to be safer both physically & psychologically.
Bars/clubs, restaurants, shows at Hanover theater, concerts/events at DCU, Palladium, etc.
More entertainment on The Common and much brighter fluorescent lighting near companies that stay
open at night and weekends. Pipe3d in music on the side streets. We have to compete with Green
Street/Kelley Square.
A return to work at the Merchantile Center. End of the pandemic.
if there were less panhandlers and homeless people
More events, open air markets, festivals, street performances, outdoor concerts, fairs
better lighting, free parking in easy walking distance of events/restaurants. Less "sleazy feel"
More restaurants open at night
More retail opportunities, outdoor events
More attractions/events.
Easier transportation, places to sit outside the Common
Less trash, panhandlers, better parking, better festivals, events. More welcoming atmosphere in
general. Recently someone showed me the Worcester Hates You insta and its on point. The powers
that be in Worcester seem to actively hate the people who live here. Downtown is desperate and
dirty. If we don’t feel like El Patron we drive to Hudson.
If the police presence were not so aggressive (for example police officers driving their motorcycles on
the common), If the city addressed the homelessness and poverty issues that cause people to be
outside using substances, asking for money and walking into traffic, and if businesses reflected the
cultures & communities the people who live here.
Things to do besides just eating.
Crowds of people, higher end retail stores and boutiques, if the homeless problem was controlled.
I don't work in downtown Worcester, so it has to be after-work activities. Restaurants, dining,
activities.
A place that has a mix of entertainment, dining, retail and grocery options
More pop ups on the common.
More parking or easier parking, less construction, more places to eat. Less homeless people hanging
around sorry but it’s true.
Coffee shop, restaurants, bars. Festivals, outdoor concerts.
spaces and activities for youth - large park?; community garden; family friendly retail/events; closing
down streets to cars and making them for people...implementing Play Streets and other people-based
placemaking; more trees
More restaurants, shops, coffee shops, and improved walkability. With COVID, outdoor seating would
be nice. I live in Kelley Square, so improving the lighting & cleanliness of the 290 underpasses would
make it more pleasant to walk to the downtown area.
pre-Covid: more variety of restaurants
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parking, safety.
I wanted to go to the ice rink last year but then I heard someone got carjacked or something...
More things to do with kids and getting through the COVID times.
A variety of businesses varying from shops to restaurants. A vibrant streetscape with natural
vegetation.
Live music, food, pop up shops, art gallery’s, installations, small music venues, affordable food.
Gin room
Clothing stores shopping indoor mall
Cleaner downtown, more restaurants
Restaurants/bars/shopping
Less panhandlers and gang members
Hard question. Cleaner streets, less homeless people hanging around, stores that I would be
interested to shop in.
Retail shops. Clothing store. Good quality clothing stores.
Shoe store. Little boutique and hair salons.
more restaurants, retail, a supermarket and more things to do
Businesses with contactless pick up and online ordering options
Restaurants
Hanover Theatre
DCU events
Polar park events
Meetings
better parking
Our COVID rates being lower and easy free parking so I can come and park and walk around.
Easier crossing (I walk my dogs), dogs being allowed behind city hall, we love seeing the art!
Not sure
A playground for children and a comprehensive and well funded strategy for helping unhoused
individuals in our community. I mean actually affordable housing and a comprehensive
mentorship/day programming option for these community members. I would also like to see
businesses run by local entrepreneurs, fewer chains.
Work, Food, entertainment, retail if any existed.
restaurants/events
Shopping
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6. What is special to you about Downtown Worcester? - Responses
The old buildings with character mixed with new buildings. Diversity of food options. Hanover theater,
pow wow art in the buildings.
The mural art has completely changed the landscape and brought vibrancy, positivity and pride to
the community. I've been blessed to be a part of this transformation, as a mural artist. Being born
and raised here, I would have never expected the city to embrace street art the way it has. It's a
beautiful thing to walk around and witness.
the potential and growth
I love how cultural and artsy we are
The nostalgia of what it used to be...
the Worcester main library, the Davis gallery, Technecopia, JMAC, the Girls club next to the library,
arts Worcester,
I love the city and my family has lived here for generations 3 generations have owned business or
worked downtown I love that pre COVID it was coming to life and can’t wait to post COVID
The history / architecture, the mix of independent businesses, the cultural venues and assets
There seems to be a whole host of small business owners and other people that are invested in
seeing the downtown area grow, become more vibrant and safer.
celebrating its rich history while watching new transformation
ItÃƒÂ¢Ã'Â�Ã'Â™s NOT Boston! People are nice, thereÃƒÂ¢Ã'Â�Ã'Â™s a genuine pride in the city.
It is so historic. Love seeing the architecture and the history of the city.
I own peppery there Also I need to go to city hall a lot
You see a lot of diversity Downtown and I wish that was more reflected in the businesses and stores
too. I wish residents of Worcester benefited more directly from the improvements and opportunities
Downtown.Unfortunately, it kind of feels like people from Boston have come into Worcester with
respect to people living in pricey lofts or developers.
The diverse range of shopping and restaurant options.
Having been born and raised in the city, it's a special part of the city's growth.
Easy to get to, shops new ball park
There is a diversity of people, businesses, and events.
The Common, Hanover Theatre, murals, some of the architecture
I like the Common area...
The "graffiti" art on the different walls is cool.
There's so much to do in a walking distance, I love the Thursdays on the Common in the summer!
Love the small town vibe with City amenities and tremendous diversity in businesses, eateries and
programs!
As a lifelong resident of the city, it's exciting to see the downtown core becoming revitalized.
interesting architecture - close to home
Historic buildings
Central location
Worcester Common
Library
Connection to Main Street
Proximity to train and bus service
New development
variety of things to do
It’s the heart of Worcester where you see everyone you get to meet new people are the time
Table talk pies/George's Coney island
The vibe is fantastic
Walkable
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I enjoy the Common particularly in the summer when we had Out to Lunch music and farmers
markets.
Great entertainment venues and outdoor festivities. I also like that downtown Worcester; Shrewsbury
St. and the Canal District are within walking distance
The varied architecture, variety of mom and pop restaurants and shops, greenspace
Vibrant. Especially when business people are out around lunch or there are a lot of people at the
DCU Center or other gathering location. Makes it feel like a happening.
The new restaurants, and beautiful places popping up
The progress and possibilities
It's the heart of the city, and one of the few places where no one bats an eye at me walking
everywhere (I don't have a car). Great local businesses.
The food options
The library
Unique small businesses are the only thing that brings me there besides work. Everything else I can
find closer to home and just as good.
All of the murals, walkability
Hanover
Hanover, and library.
the historic architecture
the pop up
theater cafe
Hanover theater
Joes Albums!
coffee houses
There's so many options now close by for food, drinks, coffee, etc but I really love Worcester
common. It's a beautiful anchor for downtown and a very inviting place to be.
Murals :)
Variety of things to do.
Nothing now. There's nothing to do. Its scary to me with some of the people that hang around down
there
Recent efforts to beautify, and new business and restaurants that make the downtown core more
walkable.
The history, central location
Downtown Worcester could be a really nice place to go for a walk on weekends, having a nice dinner
and visiting the art exhibition center or the library.
It's my hometown. City Hall is always nice to see. Restaurants.
It’s clean and new
Easy to walk around
Close to work.
The revolution and continued improvement effort
It's a true melting pot for Worcester. All walks of life use the area and generally get along very
peacefully.
It’s close by and easy to access
Frequent business
Proximity and the Common
Things to do, transportation, vibe
There are (pre-Covid) places for me to work, study, and enjoy nice weather. The older architecture is
beautiful and unique to Worcester, and i enjoy taking pictures.
The Commons, the green spaces and the proximity to all of Worcester
Restaurants and things to do like Railers' games (after Covid).
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I like the city vibe from having the tall buildings and everything relatively centrally located.
I like being able to walk everywhere
It is my home. I love the city hall and common and how picturesque they are and provide a central
hub.
The restaurants and breweries
It has many great attractions such as Fuel, vicinity to Green St, Beer Garden etc. and it is starting to
become a beautiful part of the city.
Hanover Theatre, restaurants, music
It is up-and-coming
Community
Convenience
Small town feel in a large city
Walkable downtown area
diverse
Cool building facades
Convenience
New ballpark will be cool, but IÃƒÂƒÃ'Â¢Ãƒ'Ã'Â�Ãƒ'Ã'Â™ll be moving out of Worcester and back to
the Boston area when my lease is up in April. Worcester is going to blow the
ÃƒÂƒÃ'Â¢Ãƒ'Ã'Â�Ãƒ'Ã'ÂœrenaissanceÃƒÂƒÃ'Â¢Ãƒ'Ã'Â�Ãƒ'Ã'Â� by not cleaning up the streets.
I feel safe
Close to work
I enjoy both green spaces, I love the Hanover theater, the architecture is very interesting also
I like the city vibe with the many amenities that have developed over time (the numerous eating
options)
I live there, I like the old buildings and density. I just wish there was more!
I am a City person so I love be downtown in the thick of things
Just moved here!
I love the architecture of the larger buildings that surround the grid I think the common has a lot of
potential I like the history of union station and city hall
The diversity of shops, people, and cuisine
It is very walkable and destinations of interest in close proximity to each other
I like that there are still ma and pa businesses in Downtown Worcester. Hopefully rent will not
increase and gentrification will not push them out. They are the heart of the city.
Old buildings
I like the architecture
It's more-or-less the only part of Worcester that has sidewalks everywhere, the density makes unique
encounters with people possible more often, and access to public transportation with ease is key.
It has so much history and I love the location, but there isn't a ton to do in my opinion.
Being close to Shrewsbury st and the Canal district
That you can walk everywhere
The diversity and the ability to walk to places - Shrewsbury St and canal district specifically
I love the thought that most things are close by and within walking distance--library, theater,
restaurants, stores. I also like green spaces to walk in and they beautify the area.
I love the festivals/activities put on in Worcester common. Really love all the murals around. And my
favorite is to grab a drink or food at local spots (would love more of them & like how Worcester
overall brings diverse offerings).
DCU Center and Hanover Theatre
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I like it, and I like Worcester, but it looks patchy and scatchy. Probably because city does not have
high income jobs, med income not enough to spend s lot of money for intertament and events.
Createhigh income jobs and city will revone.
Walking around, not having to drive
It is centrally located and extremely capable as a place where community can be built through public
spaces and community projects.
the small scale means an easy walk from one activity to the next (library to city hall, to WAM, to The
Hanover Theater, etc.)
It’s growing and becoming a community. I love seeing the collaboration
unique character
Downtown has a lot of potential. As a lifelong worcesterite, I know downtown used to be the center of
commerce. I’ve seen the pictures of the sidewalks full of people. People have to be enticed to come
back downtown. Many of the new businesses are a great step in that direction. But the homeless
folks on the common are a problem.
There is an energy coming back that draws on the historical power that downtown Worcester had.
The days of the mall and Denholm are stories I’ve heard my entire life but downtown is finally starting
to get that back. More shops, dining, and entertainment options will continue that push
The variety of restaurants
I love the city feel without all the traffic.
There's a certain charm to it
Nothing too special yet.
Worcester is a great place to live
The new stores opening up the ice skating rink in the winter the art
Love the area I been working in for 20 years and love all the new business and restaurants.
THe "old" downtown feeling.... wish it was back
I love the Commons at night when all lit up.
I like seeing youths use the park, playing frisbee, skateboarding, roller blading or bike riding. A park
is to relax and for physical activities. We need more areas for physical activities and excercise. How
about walking paths with work out stations.
Short distances to walk everywhere. Wide sidewalks could be nice for European cafe style
environment. Lots of old, nice buildings that need love.
Architectural charm. Increasingly becoming more walkable and safe.
Interacting with diverse people. Looking at the old buildings. The Worcester Common.
I am 63 years old. I remember the days we would go out and have dinner and dancing. This city had
night clubs and restaurants and a new mall. Over the years has died a slow death. No new
businesses, no retail, no dinning. No business man will attempt to open an establishment with a good
chance of failing. Several have tried in the last 10 years.
I Live here. Like Worcester Common.
Small, walkable (except for unsafe areas)
The architecture, the Common, the many events and festivals
I enjoy exploring new stores and back streets. I Also enjoy looking at all the old buildings.
Historical integrity and revitalization to create more foot traffic
Historical feeling, classy New England
Sadly, nothing.
Old world charm
The local businesses all know each other, walkable, MURALS
nothing really, too many drug addicts
I just really like seeing the improvements that have transpired over the years and seeing how it is
getting better.
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Diversity is the strength, but feels a little unsafe in majority of downtown. Need to highlight the
diverse dining options better in a clean, organized, and safe setting. There are really fun bars, but
they are spread out (Vincent’s, Ralph’s, Nick’s, Armsby). A closer proximity will bring additional foot
traffic
The personality and lack of chain restaurants and businesses. The older buildings (when
maintained). Mechanics Hall, the Main Library and soon - Polar Park!
It is a diverse/busy area. Nice outside space on the common, feel safe.
It’s my home. Love the old architecture combined with the new.
Local stores and Restaurants.
There is a great vibe of excitement downtown and pre Covid it was amazing Covid has had an
impact on this throughout the world, not just Worcester if we keep on the oath we’re on great things
are in store for Worcester The town common is beautiful
I have memories from when I was younger going to bars with friends.
Work
Worcester is my home. There are a lot of local businesses located in that area, and I prefer to
support local businesses rather than large corporations.
The ability for close engagement and services
The vibe
Restaurants and the performing arts theater.
Beer Garden
The community and events in the common
I grew up in Worcester. I love seeing all the renovation and new excitement coming into the city
The restaurants and bars on water street
The city hall area...restaurants...bars.
Memories of what it used to be
The Hanover Theatre, The restaurantsand my job.
Working here and the beer garden.
It's a diverse/busy area that you can feel safe in
It's home to me and to see the progress over the years is truly meaningful.
I love to see it getting back to how it was way back. Stores, restaurants, getting spruced up again.
I grew up in Worcester and although I have always been proud to be from Worcester, but others can
now see what I have always seen in it. With all changes and investment already put into the
Worcester area, I can encourage others to visit and enjoy it as much as I do.
The Park
It is where I work
I like seeing the growth and the new buildings getting built. The WooSox coming to Worcester is
special. Not sure if that is within the boundary. If not, it is close.
I have family here and work here
great city; love working here
Hanover and some bars and restaurants
Grew up in Worcester.
It looks and feels alive, I think back to the past few decades. I love to walk around now in the area, it
looks great and feels safe.
I grew up in Worcester and used to come downtown with my friends on Saturdays to shop at the
Galleria.
Small town feel
it's coming back to life and I'm glad to be part of it.
The history and the community.
City Hall Garden
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It's the city without going into Boston.
focus on the arts
Old world charm, lively place
The overall vibe and atmosphere. There's a lot to do and it's a great city to explore.
it has potential to be a great area to visit/work or spend time seeing.
I work there
I like the Worcester common area, very nice around the holidays. Hard to say what is special now
though given many closed businesses and increase in crime rates.
The family owned / small business restaurants! They're the best! The Vegan Nest Cafe, Shawarma
Palace, and Talyta's CafÃ© are AWESOME.
I work there, I've seen it transform from drab to fab over the last 9 years and I'm so proud of the
transformation!
Good "vibe" : feeling that things are on the move. good selection of retail and hospitality venues.
Small town \ mom & Pop feel to certain places. Convenience of so much variety and so many options
in one area.
I grew up in the area and feel that the area is starting to transform into destination.
the history, the ice rink, the public area behind city hall
I like the restaurants and the attractions at dcu center and Hanover theatre.
The Common and the look for Christmas. Beautifully done.
I like how it is progressing
I grew up in Worcester, seen lots of change over 50 + years. Shopping at Denholm's with my mom,
bridal shopping at marcus' working at the Galleria from high school to young adulthood, New
England Telephone...So many fond memories! I am excited to see future development!
There a variety of very good restaurants to enjoy
no traffic
convenience of having the library and various stores within mercantile center
The Common
Main Street is set up to support more activity and walking if retail & restaurants are more robust.
The large green Common.
The Historic Buildings of many different eras and styles. The beat and hum of the people.
I worry for the homeless that spend time downtown. As the city transforms I hope a lot of thought can
go into how to provide healthy opportunities of inclusion for them.
The murals
events on the commons
Nothing, and that's the problem.
The park behind city hall
The Common.
The revitalization was attractive.
the community
I grew up here. I have seen it all as far as changes that have taken place...from visiting the
Christmas window display at Denholms' as a child, attending the opening of the Worcester Galleria,
to working multiple retail jobs there as a teen and as young adult, watching it try/fail as an Outlet
Mall, to currently working in the Mercantile Center.
DCU, Hanover Theater
Beautiful buildings and events at the common
Feels accessible and walkable, central location makes it an easy gathering spot for me and friends
from across the City. I enjoy many of the businesses located downtown
The union train station.
El Patron every once in a while The Fix.
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Worcester’s immigrant communities. it would be great if the city prioritized them and built upon the
strengths of the diverse people who live in the city and prioritized the needs of residents before
attempting to attract people from other towns
Nothing really, there really isnÃ¢Â�Â™t attraction. I drive through it all the time and the amount of
people falling over and stumbling around is a detriment to me. I witness people openly using drugs
on the sidewalk by the common, I have witnessed several fistfights and this is just driving through.
That and the lack of retail gives me no reason
It's "downtown". It needs to have buzz and fun. It needs to be a destination itself. "Let's go
downtown" then figure out the rest.
No opinion
It is the heart of Massachusetts!
The Worcester common oval, the history & the events like food trucks on the common and drinks at
the brewery. Also love brew on the grid and Addie Lee’s.
The murals and public art, the turtle boy statue, the common, the Hanover Theater, the beer garden,
Fuel America, City Hall.
it has the potential to truly evolve into a space that values its residents/historic architecture
The architecture & public space.
Walkable and aafe
I spent 20 years working in Downtown and would walk the BID daily. the boom that Worcester has
seen in the past few years is exciting. the cafes and restaurants are great to see and make it a great
destination.
City feel without having to go to Boston
I use to love getting on the bus as a child and going downtown to a movie or the mall. It use to be
busy with lots of people. I miss that. It is much nicer now but I don’t feel safe walking around after it
gets dark.
I enjoy going to the Hanover
Municipal parking lot at the library is close to the Hanover theater and it's cheaper to park there.
The historic buildings
I like the architecture, growing arts community, walkability, the Oval ice skating
How up and coming the area is
Honest/earthy/gritty
Real
Local
Fun
Unpretentious
Productive/Easy get it done atmosphere
I used to work there and like to head back to visit. It feels like the heart of our city (but no one really
cares for it).
I love how it is small, traffic is very light after 5pm, the buildings are historic and I love the art.
My Gramma lives nearby.
I like that Worcester isn't overly developed (ie very large, imposing buildings), and the non-corporate,
community owned businesses. I like running into members of the community. I like the history and
character. I like the green space and walkability.
It's potential
The history, particularly the historical buildings and architecture.
It’s the heart of our city.
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7. What are your favorite Downtown Worcester events? - Responses
Any and all festivals.
Any gathering on the park (festivals, etc)
Any outdoor event
anything art related
Anything with food trucks and farmer's market
art fairs
Art, theater and food
Arts Worcester, going to Hanover Theater, events at the DCU
Arts, culture, and sporting events; community events / celebrations
Beer festival on the common, winter tree/ice skating. Anything where the community comes
together
Bought a home on Union Hill in mist of a pandemic. I have not experienced events so far.
brew woo, Christmas tree lighting, sporting events, concerts.
Brunch at Deadhorse hill.
Central Mass Jazz Fest, Brown Bag lunch at Mechanics.
Christmas and Ice skating. I also have gone to the 80s dance several times
Christmas tree lighting Out to lunch concerts in the summer
Common and restaurants but I wish it was more safe at night.
Concerts
Concerts and events at the Palladium and DCU Center
concerts at city hall plaza, outdoor dining
Concerts at the Palladium, Hanover and DCU Center, Open hack nights at Technocopia,
ArtsWorcester exhibitions, Anything related to POW WOW, Concerts on the Common, XMAS
tree lighting, street art tours, etc.
Concerts in the park and Farmers markets.
Concerts on the Common
Ice skating
Tree lighting
Concerts on the commons, Food Truck events.
Not Downtown, but LOVE the "Taste of Shrewsbury St." event. Many Pro's for consumers,
residents, and businesses. Doing something like that in the expanded downtime area would
be great.
concerts, festivals, summer food trucks, farmers markets
Craft Brew Races, Festival of Lights
cultural events, city -wide eventsCurrently, nothing.
DCU Center and Hanover Theatre events. Oval ice skating.
DCU events and fairs, Home Show, Auto Show, Health Fair
Don't really attend downtown events but enjoy when public art is happening.
During Covid we are held back a bit so at this point it’s eating out and having a beer
Eating, ice skating
Events at city hall
Events at the DCU Center, Mechanics Hall, Hanover Theater Worcester Common activities.
Events that are at the Hanover, Mechanic's Hall/Music Worcester, and ArtsWorcester.
Farmers market different events on the common
Farmers market, common music series, Hanover theatre
Farmer's Market/Food trucks...
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Farmers markets
Festivals
Festivals
Festivals and concerts on the common.
festivals on the common
Festivals, Obstacle Course
Food markets
Food truck and concert Thursdays during the summer
food truck festival
Latin American festival
Food truck festivals, parades
Food truck festivals, road races, beer festivals, tree lighting, Hanover and mechanics hall
shows
Food truck vendor Thursdays on the common in the summer
Food trucks Hanover Theatre
Food trucks last summer on Thursdays
Food trucks
Ice rink
Food trucks
Ice rink
free COVID testing. Other than that I'm not sure what events there are. Something similar to
the Lowell Folk festival between park at city hall, elm park and institute park would be
fantastics
Friday concerts on the Common, Ice Skating, 5k events that start and end downtown, music.
Going for a drink with friends
Hanover
Hanover- Christmas Carol
Do you see you whenever play the show is happening.
Hanover only
Hanover Shows
Hanover Theater. 110 Grill, Fuel
Hanover Theatre events
Hanover theatre events
Mechanics hall city events
DCU concerts, WBJ and Chamber conferences
StART on the street at Union Station
Hanover theatre, mechanics hall, Christmas activities
Hanover theatre..any outdoor concerts or even indoor.
Hard to say
Have only lived here a year and a good part of that is COVID which makes this hard to
answer. Christmas events at City Hall common were nice. Taste of Shrewsbury (not really
downtown) was great.
Holiday art show & market at Union Station.
I actually don't know many events in downtown other than the ones held at common park. I
like the woo arts festival, as well. I wish there were more events, actually. There is space at
Mercantile center and the green space across from Fuel America that could be used for
famers markets, art shows, small business events, etc.
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I don't go to many but the last one I went to was for the 2019 Women's World Cup and it was
really fun
I enjoy the food trucks and farmer's market tables during the week so I can visit when I'm on
lunch
I enjoy the ice skating in the summer, Pow Wow Worcester in the fall, and the variety of
cultural festivals throughout the year.
I go to the DCU events but not usually city sponsored events.
I have been here a year and have only attended a few because Covid happened, but I went
to the runway event, food trucks and the skating rink
I have never seen any events downtown.
I have not attended any yet
I have only lived here for a year. The only event I remember was ice skating which is not for
me. I'd love more art events.
I haven't gone to an "event" yet, but when the weather is nice, I got for a walk.
I like going to the Beer Garden and events in the Common
I like the farmers market in the summers. If it could include a few more vendors that would be
good.
I like the live music the Beer Garden has to offer and would like more live community events.
I like the pop up farmers market/local artisan shops
I like when they have food trucks along Front Street.
I love all of the festivals - food truck, POW WOW, vegfest, ice cream festival.
I love the festivals at the Worcester Common and the Outside music events in the Summer on
Thursdays.
I love the winter fair at Union Station. We also frequently attend Railers games
I personally haven't been to any events in the area, as I never hear about them until they've
passed.
I really enjoyed the Christmas events downtown last year, and I wish I could have gone ice
skating! I like how the artists of Worcester come out.
I really enjoyed the food trucks and music during the summer.
I went to a stand up comedy show which was amazing
I will attend a concert at the DCU, go to the Hanover theatre, go out to eat,
Ice rink
Ice rink in December
Ice skating
Ice skating and farmers market
Ice skating at city hall, Beer Garden
Ice skating in the winter and DCU shows
Ice Skating with the family. Music in the common in the summer. Food Trucks and farmers
markets
Ice skating, DCU center.
Ice Skating, Food Trucks, Outside Concerts, Railers, restaurants
Ice skating, pride parade, beers and music at the town hall
Ice skating, protests, food trucks, Christmas tree lighting.
Ice-skating and going out to eat
In the summer they usually have a weekly festival with booths to buy things from local crafters
It used to be the Summer Nationals car show that used to be held way back but now I would
say I enjoy the lighting of the Christmas tree in the Worcester Common.
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I've skating
Jazz festival
Just moved here
Just moved here!
Library and activity in oval common, street festivals.
Lights and skating in the common in the winter
Live Preachings, Latino Festival, Christmas lightings
Local-inspired events such as brew festivals and art festivals.
Love the food trucks, music, farmer's market, Wahlburger's visit!
Markets in open air
Mechanics Hall, Hanover, festivals
mercantile events
Movie and Gathering at the Common. Mechanics Hall Concerts.
Musical venues, cirque d'soleil, plays.
Musical, food and art festivals (jazz festivals was really nice)
Not familiar with any "events"
not sure
Out to lunch
Out to lunch concert series because of the density it creates.
Out to lunch is my favorite.
out to lunch on the common
Out to Lunch on the common is great during the summer! I wish there were more free events,
fewer paid events. When they showed World Cup games on the common a couple years ago
that was also awesome.
Out to Lunch on the Common, classical music performances at Mechanics Hall
Out To Lunch Series, Worcester Jazz Festival, movies on the common.
Out to Lunch series.
Out to Lunch series; most social justice protests; ice skating @ the Common; shows @ the
Hanover
Out to Lunch
The tree lighting and general lighting that exists all Christmas in the common and surrounding
areas.
Out to Lunch, Festival of Lights, Craft Beer festival
Out to Lunch, Festival of Lights, food truck festival
Out to Lunch, Festival of Lights, Movies on Common, Latin Festival, Caribbean Festival and
events at Worcester PopUp.
Out to Lunch, Jazz at Sunset
Out to Lunch, skating on the Oval, Hanover Theatre shows
Out to Lunch...various festivals
Outdoor shows at Palladium are in interesting concept.
Performs at the Hanover theater
Plays
Pop up stands, restaurant week
Pow wow . Would love to see An old fashioned Christmas caroling type event in the common!
Pow wow, protests and marches, the beer garden, I also love to run in downtown.
Pow Wow, Thursdays on the Common, ice skating
Pride festival, concerts at the DCU Center, shows at Hanover Theater.
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Protests
Railers Games
Railers' games, museums, Christmas Tree lighting
Railers games, Wormtown
REC plant sale, out to lunch series
Road races
Parades
Fairs
secret walls at the beer garden
Shows at the DCU.
Shows at the DCU.
shows at the Hanover
Skating, food trucks
Social Justice Rallies, Pow WOW Worcester, Out to Lunch events
Sports and theatre performances
stArt
stART at the station was awesome. Food truck lunches on Thursday’s, ice skating in the
winter
StART at the Station, Ice skating, POW WOW
start on the street commons music lunch series
mechanic hall out to lunch
Summer band, food trucks. Strolling the Common.
Summer live music events and the Ice rink....really great for our city.
Summer music and food markets. PRIDE. Various celebrations.
Summer Out to Lunch on the Common, Canal Diggers 5K
Taste of Shrewbury St
The annual Craft Brew 5k, PRIDE Festival, the Latin American Festival, and the Friday
lunches on the common during the summer.
The art festival at Elm Park, attending events at Hanover Theater, visiting and taking classes
at the Worcester Art Museum.
The Christmas tree lighting in winter
The farmers market at city hall - ice skating.
The festivals, protests, and other events where the community comes together.
The Food trucks on Thursday
the jazz festival
Pride
The library events and events on the common.
The once a week entertainment in July and August.
The Out to Lunch series.
The outdoor rink in the winter time.
The summer series on the common.....love that.....missed that this summer
The Thursday vendors on the common.
The Thursdays in the Common during the summer, and Hanover Theatre events.
The winter festival
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The winter wonderland in Worcester Common.
sTART at Union Station (the craft fair in Union Station during the holidays - honestly rivaled
those in Union Square/Bryant Park in NYC)
Beer festivals
Theater
Theatre shows and events at dcu.
There've been a handful of beer tasting type events on the Common, which are great.
thursdays on the common in the summer
Thursdays on the Common with the vendors, entertainment and food trucks in the summer
Volunteer Activities that bring people together to serve the underserved in Worcester. Also,
the live music, farm stands, and food trucks because I like purchasing from and supporting
local art and vendors.
We moved here during COVID so I have yet to experience many of them! But I enjoy the
outdoor patios at el patron and the Worcester public market!
We usually go to a play at the Hanover theater for Christmas event year.
weekly summer on the common event
With COVID, there are not a lot of options right? But I like to eat outside at Mezcal.
WooHaha
Worcester PRIDE
Worcester pride in September
Worcester Pride. Bob Marley birthday bash (usually at library).
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10. Describe why you would like to see more beautification initiatives? - Responses
When an area looks well maintained it gives the feeling that the city is paying attention to it. Which
leads you to feel safe. Overflowing trash cans, dark areas, feeling lost without signage leaves you
feeling uncomfortable and even scared. When no one cares, crime takes over and people stay
away.
It creates a more uniform, cohesive appearance and makes the city feel connected. There's also
functionality, signs give you direction, benches to rest on, racks for your bike, lights to feel safe...
these simple things contribute to the overall wellbeing and happiness of visitors.
it would add to the city's character and charm
Who wants to work in an ugly city?
there's no reason to bring kids to downtown - unless there is an event or ice skating. there's not
enough everyday reasoning to go to downtown. there's not alot of places to pop in and out of on a
nice walk.
We need to make downtown Worcester the place to be For everyone Green space , colors and
places to relax are inviting and will attract many
The more it looks like the City is trying to take care of the downtown area, it may encourage others
to do the same.
beautification will help with public perception... i always feel safe downtown but there's a perception
it's not safe
It changes the whole atmosphere for the better and deters criminality
To make the downtown feel like a friendlier place to visitors
In general, it makes it more enjoyable to walk or bike around the area and helps people linger and
shop or spend more time Downtown. The lights help make people feel safer. The cans keep spaces
clean. The trees help provide shade too which helps people take advantage of being outside even
when it's hot. Decorations help make it feel welcoming.
Brings a sense of pride to the area, makes it more inviting
I think it would make downtown more family friendly
Civic pride, more incentives to spend time there, nice place to walk around
IF it's nicer more people will want to be there. Nice to have places to sit and where you can
socialize with others.
It really makes a place more inviting, making people want to spend time and return often
The beautification of downtown is key to making it an experiential, enjoyable place to be - there's
already lots to do and see, but the visual experience of the space isn't always as pleasant.
It'll improve the visual appeal and update longstanding impressions of Worcester.
more natural features break up the concrete - more pleasant to walk around
enhanced lighting can add beauty at night
trash/recycling cans show that you expect people to spend time there
Make downtown more walkable and welcoming to ALL the residents of the city
Space for the animals the Dogs
More inviting and comfortable
Holiday decorations and changing banners with the seasons would be nice.
Makes a much better atmosphere than a concrete/asphalt jungle
Lighting is critical for safety perception.
Bench's and bike racks invite trouble
The nicer downtown is physically/aesthetically , the better
Store fronts that are abandoned, dirty and not prepped for rental. Unfinished main street paving.
There are no public recycling bins/cans anywhere in downtown that I know of, that would be
fantastic to have! Trash cans can also be hard to find and the lack thereof contributes to litter. I
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don't really care a lot about seasonal decorations, but the fake Christmas tree is embarrassingly
bad.
Makes you enjoy a space more. Benches with nice surroundings relax you.
Especially in the winter downtown is dark. We need more light!
It makes for a more inviting place
Green spaces and cleaner streets
Worcester should have beauty to encourage people to linger and wander the downtown area
presentation is so important to enhance the streets and substantial architecture we have
It helps create an ambience and invites people in to spend time in a signature part of the city.
It would attract more visitors and encourage locals to explore the town
it will make the area more appealing.
Just beautification is not going to attract people. They need things they enjoy to attract them there
It makes the area more attractive to walk around and it helps make the area show that it is cared
for. This enhances safety.
they give a unique character to the city. Ff the center is well kept and beautiful, you are happy to go
there
It brings life to the area. It's very welcoming and positive. It puts smiles on people's faces. It's
cheery. It makes the city feel clean and safe.
It provides a sense of positivity
To feel comfortable
There really has got to be something done about the trash and homeless/drug population. It's
unfortunate, but really taking away from what Worcester and downtown Worcester is trying to do.
We walk through huge amounts of trash and homeless daily. Understood there is no easy answer
and it's a typical urban issue.
Remove the drug addicts and homeless that scare away normal people
It's very hot downtown and street trees would really help with that.
I personally really appreciate the vibe and the design of the mercantile center. It makes downtown
Worcester more welcoming.
Lovely trees and flowers
Makes it look more inviting
Downtown could use some sprucing up.
I hope that beautification will lead to community upscaling, and places where I can sit with a book or
spend time with my friends. I live downtown and would like to see more trees from my windows.
More greenery would make dining feel more private, reduce ambient noise, and make my city
Instagram-worthy.
To make the area more attractive to people from outside the downtown are who doesn't live there.
If there was better lighting and more benches, people could walk around after dinner or a show and
sit and rest.
I think more lights gives people a sense of security of being there, particularly at night. Likewise
with the plants/trees... I think it gives a sense of positivity that would be nice.
One of the things that sets Worcester apart from cities like Boston is its increased space and with
so much greenery and rural area outside downtown Worcester it would be nice to bring more green
into Worcester and make the city feel more alive and growing, rather than just concrete and gray.
Makes the junkies and vagrants and homeless less noticeable
Worcester is becoming a wonderful place to explore new and exciting events and culture. I want it
to continue to go in that direction.
It makes the area feel more comfortable and pleasant.
I live here.
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8/26/20
enjoy the view
Will attract more foot traffic if people see that the area is cared for they will be more likely to feel it is
safe to visit
Worcester needs a lot of lipstick
They make me feel good about where I live
Make it more attractive to live here
The more attractive downtown is the more people will want to be here and the more people here
will make it more sustainable financially
It gets hot in the summer so more shade offered by street trees would be nice and make the streets
more visually appealing
More people would come downtown
Sometimes there is excess trash around the streets. The green space isn’t entirely inviting to go sit
down
The downtown area is littered with garbage... I want to have green spaces to relax and
planters/trees to warm up the aesthetics of the area it is currently a bit of a concrete jungle
Aesthetically pleasing and can be quite useful (ie benches, signs)
More beautification initiatives will make the downtown area more inviting. Also, if the area is more
walkable, it will increase foot traffic and make the area more visited.
I believe that Worcester on the whole has a lot of hardcaping (monuments stone etc) but could use
more greenery and public art
Downtown needs far more trees, native plants, and the like, both for the benefit of our
environmental footprint and human comfort. It gets HOT down here in concrete/asphalt central.
More trees would help alleviate this. Research also shows improved mood and overall wellbeing
when there is more green in your home environment.
if people feel that the city is more asthetically pleasing, they will be more inclined to visit
More beautification would make me want to spend more time in downtown, and would attract more
people
I think welcoming cities thrive more
Worcester common needs to be a family friendly, green space to hang out. The landscaping is not
up to that standard right now
They are attractive and can also attract people who do not live here to visit. Street signs--maps can
help people feel confident about where they are if they are new to the area. Recycling is super
important to me and Worcester does a great job with it but it also needs to be visible and available
for people to use.
It's such a draw to visit places where it feels clean and looks beautiful with trees/plants/flowers
lining the sidewalks. This is true of Chicago and every time someone I know visits they leave saying
what a clean and beautiful city. It also adds a welcoming atmosphere. The seasonal decor
enhances the excitement of that time of year as well.
Makes for a more friendly feel and a more sophisticated city
I don't want to drive to Boston to fill I'm spending day in a nice Downtown. I want to spent my
money in Worcester, go to public events eat Downtown with my eyes and bump on different cultural
objects, that make me think or fill positive.
It'll make downtown a attractive space to be in
I want people to feel like they are in a city, but still connected in certain ways to the world around
them. Natural, Historical, and social.
To get. More people to come to Worcester and see what a beautiful city it is.
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The more attention given to creating enjoyable environments for people to gather and walk on the
the street, the better.
The beauty makes the area more inviting and engaging
it will make it a more desirable place to live/work/invest
More beautification would just enhance the reappearing beauty of walking around in downtown
Worcester. Additional lighting will also make it safer when walking around in the evenings .
Enhances the quality of living here.
It's nice downtown but it feels like it's empty sometimes
It makes the space more attractive and welcoming and sets the tone for what's to come. Any place
with interesting and unique lighting and trees stands out.
Because it looks tired and people need a reason to respect their surroundings. If it looks bad why
should people care?
Keeps people coming back
Trash cans encourage people to throw there trash away as opposed to just throwing it in the street
or on the side walk.
Love to see more lights and trash cans. Benches would be nice but then they attack the homeless
unfortunately.
Encourage people to come to downtown and enjoy
beautiful surroundings uplift spirits. Especially for kids, youths elderly,and homeless.
Greenery is what makes the place look more desirable and walkable. Do that plus outdoor seating
year-round for restaurants like European cities and Worcester will be very popular. Have a small
cafe trailer in the park at city hall. Reduce the street size for cars to increase space for bike paths
and pedestrains. Worcester is too far heavy.
Increased beautification initiatives increases the overall feel of downtown and creates a unique
sense of space that cannot be found elsewhere in the City.
There are not enough garbage or recycling cans currently. We also need more trees, especially on
Main St.
Isn't it obvious ???
More trees, more green spaces. Less vacant store fronts.
To show pride in place; to improve perceptions; to contribute to walkability and health
Extra Tree shade is cost effective for saving street-side businesses heating/cooling cost and looks
great.
A public water fountain for drinking would be ideal behind city hall for families and people in need.
(post Covid ? )
place appealing lighting for the backside of the midtown mall to make it appealing ( help 20 small
buisnesses thrive)
Clean streets that are well lit with create more walkable space. Cleaning city walk ways and areas
as well as our trash program should not fall on the small businesses’ responsibilities.
A beautiful downtown should be festive, and goi there should feel special, and a spectator should
be wowed by the visual treats
To create a more welcoming environment
nothing beautiful to look at. all there are are buildings
Beautification encourages movement and attracts people to the area, even those from out of town.
It brings in people to spend a day or evening in the area, in flux of spending in the area or simply
creating a sense of nice community. Im also a runner, so I know the impact that a nice city can
have on drawing athletes and organizers in for eve
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Less panhandling at intersections. Get rid of Midtown Mall and slumlords. Take run down properties
by eminent domain. Sell these properties to colleges to bring downtown campuses (increased
college student foot traffic). Bring in Whole Foods into a safe location (north Main or Mercantiel
Center). Wider variety of concerts at all venues.
People (hopefully) treat attractive, well-maintained spaces with more respect. Trees and plants add
color, support wildlife, and improve air quality. Garbage and recycling cans make it less like people
will just drop their trash.
I think decor/design is the first thing people see and will be more drawn to spend time in the area.
Lighting for enhanced safety and receptacles for cleanliness are top priorities. Planters will add a
colorful beauty.
It would help make downtown Worcester look more clean and safe.
I enjoy walking so these add to the sights I see along my walks the challenge is that if you are going
to have more trees and plants youÃƒÂ¢Ã'Â�Ã'Â™ll have more need to do weeding Does the city
have the ability to weed all these flower beds? If not the flower beds become more of an eyesore
Plastic weed control needed
I feel like it deters people from loitering.
Makes it look more appealing
It's not only beneficial to me, but also beneficial to local businesses as more traffic will occur in their
stores.
It will make me want to be there
More lights are always good. Gives the night energy and shines light on the sketchy people
Makes our city respectable and an attraction visitors long for.
It will bring more business to the area as people will be more interested to see what the area offers
if the first thing they see attracts them.
I work in downtown Worcester and would like to be able to enjoy a restaurant or bar with coworkers on occasion but unfortunately as it currently stands, it still feels a bit dangerous too late at
night. It has certainly improved but still has some ways to go.
The downtown area (while improving) still carries a bad reputation. If we continue to add color with
banners, flowers, seasonal decorations and lights it will begin to feel more welcoming.
Where I work at the Mercantile Center their flowers are amazing.....the patio in the back is
gorgeous. Looking at that all through downtown would be gorgeous.
I feel like beautification initiatives just bring it all together and make a City landscape feel like home.
It draws people in and that's what will make a difference for our city.
I feel like if an area appears to be warm and welcoming then it will attract more of the right kind of
people. Less benches prevent an excess of the wrong kind of people.
When I think of beautification I think of plants, trees, and flowers. I like what Mercantile Center has
been doing in terms of plants and flowers etc. I enjoy walking through the courtyard on my way into
work. It brings a suburban feel to the city.
If it is nice looking then it will make me want to visit more
makes it inviting
Enjoyment
It would make downtown more inviting, and safer feeling
When your environment is beautiful, the effort and thought put into into creating that atmosphere
should echo back with respect and appreciation by visitors and those feelings help to create
ongoing positive experiences where people want to congregate.
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I don't think seasonal decorations are a priority, but the space would look odd without them. These
efforts would bring people together and invite outsiders to downtown to spend money. If you make it
beautiful, people will feel proud to be part of Worcester and will want to spend time there.
Making sure the streets are clean and safe.
Feeling of peace and joy
It just makes a city feel more inviting and pleasant to look at. Makes for nice walks, a sense of
community and safety.
more murals, colors, happy & vibrant, colorful murals,
It’s a nice area
I think this will make the city more inviting to visitors.
A safer and greener downtown!
It's more welcoming and inviting. It makes you feel like you are somewhere, rather than just
anywhere.
More color, Art Sculptures around,
I feel it brings the people together from all backgrounds.
It makes it seem safer and cozier
It would make people feel better and lift their spirts!
It will help enhance the local scenery.
flowers and lights are pleasant to look at
if the area I nice and clean well lit more apt to want to use it
When people see beauty in their space, they notice and care for a place. Sometimes aesthetic first
and function second help people understand need. Allen Court now mostly unnoticed, once it is
noticed because it has art to look at, makes people consider the need for better function of the
area.
it helps make space people want to linger in.
shows that the area is looked after and no abandoned
The streets do not feel welcoming or friendly
More planters/greenery and trees. Make it feel better to walk around the city by having some
separation between the side walk and street and some plants to see/smell. Make it feel more like a
walk in the park.
Brighter Lighting in garages and side streets.
Makes downtown more enjoyable.
It shows care, thought, intention and pride that the city cares about it's image
Our downtown is dingy and uninviting. I have been in many cities worldwide. The ones with flowers,
trees, and clean streets are the most inviting.
Make space more welcoming and inviting to pedestrians, provide greenspace for relaxation for
those who work downtown
It would really give the city more appealing.
As someone with limited mobility, places to rest every other block or so would make it easier for me
to visit businesses and attractions downtown.
The streets are disgusting on a regular basis and not just downtown.
The driving culture in Worcester is terrible and we need bike lanes. also the city needs to prioritize
public transit and transit should be free of charge.
More trees
Worcester has always had a "dirty" stigma. Although it has vastly improved, we sometimes have to
focus on correcting that stigma.
Garbage and recycling please!
Will give downtown the warmth it needs.
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It will attract more people and businesses downtown. It will make me proud of my city.
Beautification of downtown is essential for the overall improvement of the entire city. A clean, safe,
attractive downtown benefits all Worcester residents as well as bringing in visitors.
Beautification shows people that our public spaces can be welcoming, creative, and interactive.
Successful placemaking relies, in part, on psychology. If it makes people feel good and safe, they’ll
want to come back. Build things for people and they will take ownership over those spaces.
I’d like to patronize local businesses, and be able to walk from my apartment (Kelley Square) &
office (Union Station) for errands & events. I love the art & food scenes in Worcester and would like
to see them thrive in a lively downtown. Also, I’m buying a condo in the downtown area & would like
to see property values continue to rise.
if downtown looks well maintained and easy to navigate it will make visitors feel safe and
comfortable
They bring human scale to the street.
Looks nice and inviting
Lighting is the most important but garbage cans. I am afraid to go there at night.
It would be more welcoming . Maybe less scary old city feeling.
It would make Worcester more appealing to more poeple.
It would just generally make it feel more welcoming.
More art!
More attractive to visitors, both residents and tourists.
Clean up and somewhat beatify the place
This city is naturally beautiful and we need to preserve that aspect. Litter is a huge problem and if
we want to maintain a friendly atmosphere in downtown, it needs to be contained.
Decorative lighting
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12. Describe why you would like to see more placemaking and public art? - Responses
Again, when an area is beautiful and bright it shows care and tells you about Worcester. Drab
boring dark grey everywhere is depressing. Sidewalk art is just going to get worn away so I don't
think it's a good investment
Public art has made a huge impact on the city, but I see a lot more blank walls, ugly facades and
urban eyesores that could be easily beautified with some splashes of paint. Most public art is free
to enjoy, which makes it available for everyone... not all of us can afford theaters, restaurants, bars,
etc. Art is for all of us
it would brighten up the city and inspire the community
it gives people a destination to start out at/with. Land art would be great where people are
interactive within the landscape. NO PLOP ART PLEASE
I love the murals that the city started to commission years ago and art is so important in life Cities
like Chicago and Toronto are interesting to walk through because of public art
Makes visiting downtown more interesting.
Downtown can be useful to lift others up, in this sense it could be our local artists.
helps to enhance the vibrancy of the area... multiple reasons to visit
Art is critical to all vibrant cities
To increase the foot traffic and get people to think of downtown as a friendly place to be, and a
place where events happen
Especially with Covid, we need safe and enjoyable outdoor spaces. Who doesn't love public art?
It's great to look at and brings more people into the city too.
Brings a form of vibrancy to the city. I feel like these are things that would bring people into the
downtown if just because it will look cool on their Instagrams! :)
Make the city unique, attract artists/business/visitors, support art in the city, engage people
I already love all of the Murals that are painted around town. Would love to see some more... It's an
unexpected gift to pass by something...
One of the highlights is being able to see all the murals and art -- people will come for that alone!
I would enjoy beautification and addition of greenspace downtown because between construction
and traffic, the experience isn't always as vibrant as I can imagine these elements would offer!
Same answer as above
Same as above must make downtown welcoming to ALL the residents, not just visitors
It think it’s a way to express individualism while letting the people express themselves. I like the
apples of Clinton the Mr Potatoheads in Rhode Island, once we happened upon pianos in the
streets and that all gave thee destination personality
I actually don't see the need for more.
Makes for more pleasant environment to be in
Things that are iconic and have staying power, that signal to people that they are in a certain city
and can put that city on the map (but require low maintenance on budgets, or can be funded
through partnerships such as events) I think are very important to the soul of a city.
I think events and performances are great and if there are the right locations and
promoters/businesses feel it is advantageous, they will come. We should encourage but the City
should not specifically fund.
Pavement paintings are a mistake. They look like crap after one winter and make the downtown
look worse.
I think the city has done a good job with public art (Pow Wow Worcester, etc.) but could do more to
have outdoor seating and performance opportunities for diverse local artists
To give Worcester a sense of city character, provide places for people to congregate to make it
more of a 24 hour city
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Even riding by it makes you happy.
It makes a neighborhood seem more inviting.
It’s more inviting
Create a more welcoming space and give reason to go downtown
These are the aspects of a downtown that will make our downtown distinct and memorable. Also
reasons for visitors to spend time and browse the downtown area.
Outdoor seating and anything encouraging outdoor activity is especially important during Covid and
for generating activity and energy in the city.
it will bring more people to the area outside of business hours.
This makes the downtown area more vibrant, attracts walkers and those walkers support local
businesses.
In Europe there are plazas everywhere and free events pretty much every weekend, we need to
share fun stuff with the community. I would love to walk , doing window shopping and relaxing on
my spare time in downtown.
We would love to be able to socialize more outdoors. It attracts people from other places. It
generates money for the city.
The common
Added seating
The Worcester murals are fantastic and I would love to see more, everywhere!! Painted crosswalks
sound really cool and interesting. It could be like a whole painted artsy city!!
There are ton of restaurants but not enough bars or social settings for younger generations to get
together.
I want to see more things that catch my eye when I walk through the common
It would add character
Again, to make it more hospitable.
Local art would support our vibrant artist community and allow Worcester to take on a unique
image. Public art is for everyone, and would draw locals to the area for increased foot traffic, local
revenue, and hopefully more upscale shops.
To make the area more attractive and more fun
Outdoor seating and parklets invite people to stay downtown longer. Events and performances do
the same thing. (I miss lunch on the common this year.) Murals and pavement paintings make the
area more colorful and pleasant.
Having more places to be will usually attract more people to occupy those spaces, as long as there
is something attractive about them.
Performances and places where people can be outside give the otherwise quiet downtown a more
lively feeling and give people something to do when they come downtown more than just go to a
museum or go to a restaurant.
Worcester is a fantastic city of artists. I think incorporating local art is a great way to show unity and
participation in the well-being of a city.
It makes the area stand out and gives it a voice.
Attracting more people to downtown Will help to improve the area economically
Needs it
They make downtown Worcester look very inviting
Street art improves the overall feel of a city
Again encourage more people to come Downtown
Seating and parklets would be great to go sit at for a coffee
It adds culture and beauty to the area and it’s fun to look at! I like that it gives artists an opportunity
to express themselves
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Large scale works of art add aesthetic value and outdoor seating serves a useful purpose plus
allows people to spend more time downtown if they can sit
Placemaking and public art will celebrate the culture of the city.
it enhances and softens things
While I LOVE static art around downtown, I think a greater focus on events and real-time
performances would be a good focus going forward.
More seating and space to gather - OUTSIDE of consumer environments - is also key.
Embrace local artists and display their skills to visitors and residents. It gives more aesthetic,
something people can interact with, take photos of and share, which could encourage others to
visit. We need a vibrant and diverseatmosphere that makes people want to engage with Worcester,
especially in a way that benefits local businesses.
People will spend more time in these spaces
Makes Worcester more attractive
There needs to be more safe, family/adult friendly events to keep people living and wanting to stay
here
When outdoor seating was added to parts of midtown in Manhattan, if offered a great space to
gather. Parklets are similar. I also love art in downtown spaces. When out walking the other day, I
took pics of murals on walls to share on social media.
Art enhances the city's culture (however there are already a ton of murals so I didn't put this as high
priority as I think funds could be prioritized elsewhere first). Love events outdoors - festivals, beer
gardens, music. Think it's a huge draw for people.
Makes the city a more friendly place
I love all forms of art, it just lightens any space
Art is food for the soul, and having places to sit with neighbors or other locals you may not normally
meet is a great social opportunity. If there was more art in the world, maybe people would think
more creatively about the world in which they live and how they can improve it.
Places more conducive to allowing events in the public realm will allow for a more engaged and
diverse population the feel like Downtown Worcester is a welcoming place for them, creating an
active and pleasant city
It’s fun and engaging especially when it involves local artists
it will make the area more desirable to live/work/invest
Public art is a great attraction. Especially rotating pieces which would bring people to the city more.
Displays our love of culture.
Art livens the place up
It gives people something to do. It makes the downtown a destination when there are events to
draw people in and keep people coming back.
Gives tourists an extra reason to walk around and soak in the sights.
Encourages people to explore.
No pavement painting or crosswalk art. It is distracting to drivers and encouragers pedestrians to
stop in the middle of the street to look. All of which is very unsafe.
love to see more on the Common in the winter.
Reason to bring people downtown
For the public to enjoy
This attracts people to the downtown not just to walk through, but to stay. Make it more enjoyable.
Convert old abandoned parking lots to mini parks (there are many in the downtown). The AT&T
building should have greenwalls on it and murals. It's a big eye sore the parking lot is useless.
Streets are too wide and car centric. Not fun for walking
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Not only does public art draw the attention of those passing by but it makes community members
feel like someone is interested in improving the conditions around them.
Unless the city resolves the gangs and drug addicts from dominating our downtown no new
business or patrons will ever come no matter how much money is spent to beautify our city.
This makes the street alive and has a sense of human.
To provide visual interest; to make the city "ours"
I would love to see more sculptures but would like them in a traditional memorial theme. Modern art
is nice but will look tacky in 15 years.
Because it increases a sense of community and gives our artists in the city a sense of pride and
accomplishment.
Public art is the lauguage and story of the people of the city. The art is a way for the life blod of the
community to communicate and share their vision of beauty and what the city means to the people
who live there. It makes the city an attraction for visitors especially,to see u ique art installing.
To create a more welcoming environment
While Worcester is walkable in terms of distance, we have VERY little pedestrian traffic given the
population. Place making and public art will increase foot traffic.
wouldnt
Love all of these ideas. Yes please!!
Powwow is doing incredible work!
Attractive public spaces are more welcoming and encourage foot traffic. They usually add color to
the gray-scape.
Again - I think it draws people in to spend more time in the area as there is more to see and
appreciate.
The city will look more interesting with art on display in a classy way in practical places.
It would make downtown Worcester more inviting and fun.
They add more life to the city
Murals look much better than graffiti.
Sculptures and tasteful art. I don’t care to see murals on buildings or graffiti
Art is beautiful. End of story.
It makes one feel safe seeing art everywhere
bring more life and people to the area
I love art, and am an artist myself. Iwould love more chances to contribute to local culture and the
BID.
It shows the culture and creativity of the Worcester people
To change the atmosphere
Makes our city respectable and an attraction visitors long for.
See more local artists tapped for these projects.
Brightens the mood of people and creates an attraction.
It will draw people in to spend time in the area
Beer gardens and events would be great
I think the public art allows local artists to be showcased and could provide for more potential
events.
I love the murals and love the planters. It is fun on your lunch break to go see entertainment etc.
Pretty things to take a walk and look at.
Again, I think these are more ways to bring the people of Worcester and surrounding areas
together and also bring people in from all over. I'm hopeful once we are able to spend more time
together as groups that we will enjoy these opportunities even more. And, for now I think we need
to find ways to incorporate outdoor events on some level.
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I don't personally like public art, especially graffiti. It is an invitation to vandalize, protest, and
politicize.
Bringing art to the city is important because it brings a different feel to a typically boring cityscape.
Color is vibrant and can have a positive impact on how people are feeling that day.
I think public events draw a lot of people and can be really fun for a group of people to attend that is
different than the everyday norm
support local artists
Creativity and enjoyment
If there were more performances and events, that would bring in more downtown traffic.
More inviting
It's about creating an enjoyable place where people want to be. Give them a comfortable and SAFE
PLACE to sit, entertain them with performances and art, feed them with got-to-have-again
food/culinary experiences (pop up restaurants). They'll come back for more.
It adds color and inspiration to a space. They become meeting places to relax and gather especially
if there is a coffee shop or juice bar or something close by those seating spaces.I want to head out
after work and sit with a friend in a nice space. Outdoor bars would be amazing.
It brings the area to life. It gives visitors a purpose to come and bring families.
Yes, I love seeing the statues and murals on the buildings.
It makes a city come alive! There would be a ton to do with friends and show your kids.
all of the above
It would allow more possibilities
I think this is a good idea because it is what you normally see in much larger cities such as Boston
or NYC.
I think it give Worcester a younger more energetic vibe.
It further develops the community feel and spirit.
It will liven up the area and spirits of the people that walk by. I think it also makes the city look
vibrant and attract people outside the city as well. Like Providence and the water fire events which I
have been to many times and had dinner as well while there. We need to make Worcester and
attraction place with great art/entertainment ideas
For pure enjoyment...comments by all
So that you can enjoy the outdoors and still feel privot
It just would make people feel better and be proud of where they live.
Great spaces to gather
makes use of downtown nice to offer free entertainment to folks who may not be able to afford it
public art adds beautification to areas
For the reasons stated in #10
It makes a statement as to our priorities in Worcester. allows people to slow down
Downtown Worcester, actually all of Worcester, is very drab and run-down, not visually appealing.
Many spots are not at a human scale conducive to safe, genial activities.
Make the city more "Instagram friendly" with vibrant colors, maybe a mural on the side of a brick
building that you can take pics for social media, i.e. angel wings wall.
More benches may bring more homeless to downtown. Please make sure you do not phase out the
American white people with all the changes you may do.
Gives me and others a reason to go downtown.
It gives a cultural aspect to the city, makes it more pedestrian/visitor friendly,
Makes the city more inviting and prettier.
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Public art would make spaces more inviting and could be used for creative messaging about what
we as a community hope Downtown will be
More to do in the city, appealing!
I'd like to see the downtown area be more accessible and inclusive of the people who live in the city
now.
This place has no soul.
it would be great if the city would reconsider the columbus statue and identify something to
celebrate heritage that doesn’t implicate genocide. After the police had to settle a lawsuit about a
brawl outside the beer garden downtown and their use of force in it I strongly feel that our city is not
ready for a beer gardens
Worcester 's identity isn't finance or commercial opportunities. It's culture and diversity. We need
Greenspan and expressions of the multi-faceted city we love.
It gives more of a vibe. For example the stuff at seaport in Boston adds to it
Will give local artists a chance to display their works.
It would make Worcester downtown look nicer. Yes
Public art adds cultural and aesthetic value to the city.
People-oriented places are what create successful cities. They create a sense of community, which
is the backbone of ensuring equity and inclusiveness in our home.
I’d like to support Worcester artists & using art to improve public spaces can also create a sense of
community & inclusion and attract businesses. Right now, the downtown area is dirty & uninviting.
Investing in art & its maintenance might help clean the area up & make it more inviting.
again a welcoming/attractive downtown will give visitors a positive feeling about Worcester
Art improves us all.
It's for everyone
As a senior citizen, none of these things would bring me downtown.
Would make me want to visit more often and stay longer.
It gives me something interesting and exciting to walk to when I choose to walk my dogs here
More attractive to visitors, both residents and tourists.
To give people a place to be and connect with one another.
Need more businesses services and retail
It breeds a sense of community.
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13. Describe what Downtown locations you think would be good opportunities for creative
placemaking? And why? - Responses
Answer
Down the end near armsby Abby and the old Irish times (which REALLY could be great) because
there are a lot of attractions there dcu and palladium but they are not nice looking, inviting, each
area should have a niche\nickname and theme even like color coding
The former Boys Club which is now occupied by the Woo Creative Hub, huge building designated
as creative space with TONS of potential and great location. 554 Main street of course, has great
access and is bordered by murals, the Theater and several creative initiatives.
truthfully the real investment should go into the lower funded areas of Worcester
Start by making Main Street a One Way, take the other half of the street so it can become
Worcester's very own Greenway.
Running water is always a lure, how about having some in the park by city hall & taking down the
fences around the statues.
Fences are not welcoming in parks! access to some rooftops for alternative spaces
Common, Grid, Hanover mechanics hall courthouse mercantile center union station DCU center St
Vincent’s Library YWCA
These are locations that people will be coming downtown for and are the areas that will encourage
people to return
The Common, Mercantile Plaza, Carroll Plaza. Public spaces that can hold larger gatherings. Allen
Court / new theatre for smaller events.
The front of the Denholm building. Like they used to do over the holidays WELL before my time.
all over... saturate the downtown with creativeness!!
Carroll Plaza, Mercantile Plaza, Green space across from AC Marriott
By public parking lots. It might be cool to have a mural that is a placemaker.
The former Notre Dame church lot. The space is centrally located downtown, but is currently an
unsightly vacant lot.
Green Space across from AC Hotel
Anywhere it will fit.
I can't think of any specifically
Underused parking lots, vacant buildings, and main street itself could benefit from creative
placemaking as underused spaces often become problem sites and eyesores.
Front Street and Main Street near the Hanover Theatre, to make it look less derelict.
above the city square parking garage
next to the glass tower
The outside corners of the common up and down Main Street Front St. not sure about Winter
access Though I like the Oval
In the areas which I walk/visit, I think there is plenty to see
Pretty much all of it
I think that spreading a creative placemaking across the whole of downtown, not just the BID, is
important to unify a disconnected downtown area (this concept of the BID is siloing). This can unify
otherwise disassociated parts of the city.
Green space over the City garage, Commercial St. behind DCU Center, Mechanics St. Streets that
have a "cozy" pedestrian feel.
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Anywhere there's currently just a big parking lot. If we had better public transit we could reduce the
% of downtown taken up by copious parking. I love that there are a couple underground garages but how could the space above the Worcester Common garage be better used?
Front Street by the Common. Making it more visually appealing could be a draw
The common is great, small areas that have parking nearby.
Green space above the underground Worcester Common Garage.
Large parking lots are off putting. Create more unified streets ape.
Mechanic Hall
in front of Hanover theater and Muse Cafe
Near the DCU center
Mercantile center and the grassy area near the parking garage.
Spread out from the Hanover down to the old courthouse
The plaza at Worcester Common Garage, Plaza outside Hanover theater,
city hall and main street
There are many empty parking lots and spaces that can be turned into great spots and bring life to
the city in every neighborhood. There are many buildings that are quite empty as well that can be
used as outlets, stores, malls, entertainment fun. (Like Apex in Marlborough)
The common
Main street
Mercantile center green
The common
Near the main street and common
The former church land on Foster
The sidewalks along Front St. in front of Fuel America/Shawarma palace: This is the best way to
get to Elm park, and it's highly visible from town hall
Main St: There is a lot of potential along Main St. in the downtown area, especially with the
beautbut lack of greenery or interesting retail has created a shady vibe
WRTA: highly used
side of old buildings, DCU, Street crossing - water street area
The area between Mercantile Street and Commcercial Street would be a great place for sidewalk
art. There is nothing there, just the parking garage. Art and a couple benches would make it much
more inviting.
Side streets, particularly the dingy ones, would be a good target location for sprucing up by
different pieces of art.
Outside the St. Vincent’s parking garage. Lots of open space for events or performances.
Behind deadhorse hill and across from DCU, make parking underground and make that a little
park like was done with the Worcester Common garage. There are also many empty buildings on
Main street whose empty parking lots that could be turned into open air performance spaces. Also,
make it easier and safer to cross the rotary to get to Shrewsbury St!
Places that are currently occupied by homeless. Those are the largest eye-sores right now. I want
a place for the homeless people to go, but those are the current places I avoid because I want to
avoid being accosted while I'm with my children and wife.
Areas that are run down or abandoned
The Common if you did something about the homeless and druggies there. I don’t go in because
of that
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Around Green Street to help promote all the new businesses
Near Hanover theater, green space near AC hotel/St VÃ¢Â�Â™s Cancer Center
I’m not sure
The Common - sculptures
The Common - performances
The Common - festivals
Outside the library, fill up the paved area of the common with better seating in the green space
above the garage (next to fuel america)
A park with seating and greenery - it’s clean, beautiful, and safe which provides everyone with a
space to be free/creative
we have a lot of areas dedicated to history and that's great, but lets update and keep things fresh
to attract a diverse downtown
There is too much streetspace and dedicated parking downtown. We should be encouraging fewer
cars and one way to do that is to reduce the space available for them. Use the gained parking
spots, streetspace for pedestrian friendly things such as placemaking.
there seems to be tons of underutilized space around the main st area, as well as between the
commons and the MCPHS Lincoln building and extenind outwards. This area is super walkable
The area above the Worcester common garage across from the AC hotel is underutilized
Surrounding the common
The Worcester common, huge space and lot of room for renovations/improvements
behind City Hall, YWCA (when construction is done), St. Vincents
Main Street by the new ballpark is a key area to start as this will be where most people are visiting
for games and so much is being done already with the market and Kelley Square.
The streets around Worcester Common could be another good place - another super popular area
for residents and visitors.
Worcester Common and the green space across from 110 Grille
Plenty of room to work with
Downtown is not so big. Use it all for different placenaking, let people explorer it. This brings
people back to Downtown again and again, they will spent more time and more money in local
businesses
Main street, because it looks underdeveloped
The park at City Hall is a classic, there is the smaller plaza above the Worcester Common Garage
that can be definitely used a space for smaller or more intimate events. If there are streets that can
be opened to foot traffic, especially in fall or spring, that would be wonderful as well. Anywhere art
can fit there should probably be art.
Open spaces of all scales, from parklets to plazas, if programmed for activities through engaging
elements that can be used, misused, appropriated etc. If unprogrammed the spaces can feel
barren and disengaged.
1. Open space across from the AC Hotel.
2. Alleyway next to JMAC. It looks a sketchy at the moment.
3. Outside in front of the Hanove Theatre. I know there are plans for it. Can’t wait.
4. In front of city hall. I personally think the Worcester Common is just right.l with benches, trees
and statues.
5. Open space in front of the glass tower
The Water St area
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Green Street - will enhance the walk to the ballpark.
Not sure
The area around the DCU center could become what the garden in Boston is becoming - a place
to go before and after a show. But also a destination without an event. Right now Major Taylor
Blvd is always empty and seems sterile with just a large stretch of road and a hospital. There is
nothing to do near there.
Somewhere near the townhall
In front of the Hanover Theatre, in front of city hall.
City hall, Main st... spread it out so it feels like a downtown and not just one "happening" spot
Nice to have welcoming and comfortable Green Spaces
Murals on plain walls of buildings.
As I mentioned, the AT&T building is big eye sore and could really light up the area, especially if
their parking lot was instead a park and it was covered in a green wall and murals.
The park at city hall should have a mini coffee stand that also sells wine and beer. Live musicians.
Side walks should have glass greenhouses for eating year-round.
Green area by Glass tower. Common. Alleyways. Carroll Plaza.
All the city can afford
Residential buildings exterior wall can be used for murals.
Empty parking lots - to convert to more productive uses; the grass by the Santander Building
Next to city hall. the Worcester telegraph and telephone company once did a demonstration for the
town to show off the magic of the telephone in the city hall. The demonstration helped people
understand the technology and the importance of it.
The northern part of Main Street would be ideal, as well as continued advancement in the theatre
and grid districts.
Worcester Common is a great spot to engage, as it has greenery and shade. It would be nice to
develop the areas closer to the train station with art and plazas, so foot traffic could take
advantage of business and relaxing environment after their commute on the rail or bus
city hall
Seem to be some areas in the works for outdoor performances (mercantile center) which would be
awesome.
North Main Mercantile Center North Main Mercantile Center (repeat)
Not sure exactly!
Worcester Public Library area; St. Vincent’s Hospital / DCU area; City Hall area
The Common area. There can be performances and events there. Make it a space that people
want to travel to.
Not sure
Near union station and main st. Main Street needs a makeover
Not sure
The common, it is the heart of the city
Green St/ water St
Main Street / Mechanics / Commercial Streets
In front of City Hall.
Not sure, I only work here during the week.
The Common, sides of buildings in the area
the front street strip where the mid-town mall is. Currently is not a very pleasant street to walk
down.
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The Hanover Theater area......people go there a lot when it is not CovidÃƒÂ¢Ã'Â€ Ã'Â¦...The open
space across from the Mercantile Center....that field area
I don't know what the age of the MidTown Mall building strip is, but I could see that being pulled
down and that space opened up to an area like Quincy Market. And, if the building shouldn't be
taken down, then it really needs a huge overhaul. It is an eyesore and no shops or businesses in
that building are currently a draw to bring people in.
None.
I can't think of any off the top of my head. Any areas that are currently empty, provide a blank
canvas for creative placemaking.
Worcester Common
in open spaces
Not sure
DCU area, Main St., common
The oval behind City Hall as the space allows for flexibility for use.
Make Main Street approachable with street vendors.
Leverage beautiful Union train station - more events
The plaza at mercantile center is a nice space to have sculptures or part of an art path people
could walk through (thinking Freedom Trail). The common as well. I only know those areas :(
Any really
Worcester Common is perfect for this, lots of room for creative placemaking.
Around city hall, Worcester art museum, polar park, elm park, water street area
Would help people get safely to where they need or wish to be at any given time.
Around the park, near coffee shop and restaurants, near library. Beer gardens sound appealing!
The park is a great place to hold all kinds of events.
Around front street where the larger businesses are located
commons accessibly park like atmosphere
Allen Court.
green/water street, Portland street
City Hall Plaza - it tends to usually be wasted space.
around DCU center - barren, unwelcoming
sidewalks in general - not user friendly, many unsafe areas
Area around 110 grill and the grid. With the new rooftop restaurant going in near 110 people will
want to walk around after a nice meal and having art will give them a good experience of the city.
Also, many young people live in the grid so having placemaking tailored for them will help integrate
them into the city and community.
The side streets.
Near the DCU, the hospital, better use of courtyard of mercantile center
I wonder if Church Street could be pedestrian only given it’s central location for creative
placemaking use
Across from AC hotel, there isn't much in front of our property and Front Street is a very busy area!
North Main St, more places to gather and sit with others. Dedicated chess and game tables would
be an awesome addition
That should be done in collaboration with the communities that live in the neighborhoods.
Especially the communities that have lived in these neighborhoods for a long time. Any art making
should reflect the cultures of the people that live in the neighborhoods, not the people from outside
the city that the city is trying to attract to the downtown.
I'm not sure, I'd have to spend time there. But if there's any public space, its a candidate!
No opinion
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The common.
I think the opposite side of Worcester city hall needs some help looking nicer and having better
businesses in there (next to cvs) I think the new area around grill 110 looks great and needs to
somehow be connected to downtown a walkable way to show people where to go maybe a path
painted like freedom trail so people can see all of downtown.
Main Street: festivals, outdoor dining, closed to cars, etc; Common: same as Main Street; former
Notre Dame church: community garden, skate park, playground, outdoor movie theater; Any
surface parking lot: Green space; outdoor dining, basketball court/other sports area; curbside
parking spaces: parklets, permanent covered bike storage, retail
The area around City Hall seems like a natural start. It would be nice to have more shops & cafes
in that area. The former department store would be another area that seems to be a natural
gathering place & good use of space.
question #11 has a typo
it would be nice to see one of the streets that goes along the common turn into a plaza or parklet
the Commercial Street garage and facade of the low-rise adjacent to 100 Front Street.
the area outside the glass tower
The space in front of city hall... feels so empty and unwelcoming. Anywhere were there is space
and also people could safely walk across the street.
Side streets bringing people to other historic places like Salisbury mansion, George street, etc. I
would appreciate and feel it is important to highlight non white historic markers. I would like to see
the continentals markers by the TD bank in downtown addresses as this group inflicted racist
horrors upon indigenous people.
Main Street north of City Hall to the Court house which seems to have been abandoned.
DCU Center- because it attracts visitors to downtown more than anyplace else.
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14. What 3 places in Downtown Worcester do you feel are the most important places to direct people
to via signage? - Responses
Hanover theater,palladium,city hall plaza\beergard
City Hall Commons, Hanover Theater, Union Station
parking, common, union station
Library, city hall, Worcester art museum
Common & areas around it Hanover mechanics hall
Hanover Theatre, City Hall, Mechanics Hall
City Hall, Hanover Theatre, and the Grid
Hanover Theatre, DCU Center, Worcester Common
City hall, theatre district, hospital
Parking, public restrooms, and transportation
Parking,DCU,City Hall
Main Street, City Hall, Union Station
Arts District, Common, DCU Center
City Hall Common, Library
Around city hall and main st
BPM, I've rink/hanover theater
Art museum commons historic museum colleges
The Hanover, the Hub and the Common
DCU Center, Mechanics Hall and the Hanover Theater
City Hall, Hanover Theatre, Main Library
Perf venues where visitors go. HT, DCU, MH, Pallad
DCU Center and Hanover
the library! city hall and St V's
Library, DCU Center and City Hall
Public Market, Union Station, Shrewsbury Street
Back of city hall, bus, and train stations.
Parking; Pedestrian attractions.
Library city hall parking Hanover theatre
Hanover, dcu, library
JMAC, Hanover theater, Mechanic Hall
Canal district, Worcester common, DCU center
the common, the theater, public market
Downtown is not that big
Worcester Common, Plaza outside theater
City Hall, public transpo. spots highway exits
The HUB
MBTA, Green St (with signage nothing Major Taylor)
the common, front street
Courthouse, theater, common behind city hall
City Hall, the Common
Worcester Public Market, DCU Center, Theatre
city hall, the WRTA, and Hanover theater
Worcester Commons, DCU, Worcester Art Museum
The Art Museum, the DCU Center, and the Hanover.
City center park. DSU Center. Parking.
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Hanover Theater, Union Station, Parking areas
Outside Union Station, Worcester Common, DCU/St. V
Library, Hospital, Worcester Common
Local businesses
Cool building facades
Hamilton theatre union station park
Ballpark, DCU Center, Hanover Theatre
Green St, Shrewsbury St and Main St
Hospital, theater, city hall
Train station, city hall/Worcester commons, RMV
Green St, Common, Main St
Hanover, Mechanics Hall, DCU
City hall, library, theater
Worcester public market, library, city hall
City Hall,Worcester Public Market,Baseball Stadium
the common, city hall, venues
Union Station, Worcester Common,The Paladium
parking, event spaces/parks, highways
Parking Garages, Worcester Common
Canal district, Shrewsbury St, Worcester common
near City Hall, Main Street, Eaton Place
Polar Park, Worcester Common, Union Station
Between DCU and St Vincent; Main St City Hall
Worcester common, union station, public library,
Union Station, City Hall, Worcester Public Library
City Hall, The Hanover Theater, WAM
50 Portland St///AC Hotel///Worcester Historical M
Shrewsbury St, the DCU center, The new Polar park.
Shrewsbury Street, City Hall, Union Station
Registry, Hanover, Library
Canal District, DCU Center, Shrewsbury St.
Courthouse, theater, parking
Hanover Theatre, DCU Center, Mechanics Hall
city hall, transportation area, near courthouse
Midtown Mall - it looks beautiful, needs business.
Crust bakery, maker to main, hanover theater
Palladium, DCU Center, Hanover Theatre.
Union Station, Public Library, City Hall, Parking
all
The Common, Hanover Theater. Central Station
The Common, Union Station, Worcester Art Museum
Midtown mall, above
Mechanics Hall, The common and DCU center
Train station, bus station, Worcester common
Common
hospital, bus station
Kelley square, Worcester common, Hanover, dcu
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Canal District, North Main, Mercantile Center
Public parking, City Hall/Library, Mechanics Hall
Parking, beer garden, library
Common, Theater, Historic
Kelley square, Shrewsbury st, downtown common
Not sure
Polar Place, St. V's, Court House
Worcester common
library, hospital, parking
water st/ green st public market
City Hall The Common
Shrewsbury St., New Ball Park, DCU
Beer garden, any local shop/restaurant / police
Library, parking, restaurants
City Hall, Hanover Theatre, Library
The Hanover Theater, the DCU Center, restaurants
Registry of Deeds_City Hall Offices_Library
The areas most walkable.
Hanover Theatre, DCU, Saint V's.
Worcester Common
city Hall, DCU, Hanover
?
Hanover, Art Museum, Mechanics Hall
hospitals, DCU Center, Main Street/downtown
not sure
common,
entering Worcester, Worcester Common, street names
Common, Union Station, Shrewsbury St
Library and church and local business and restaurants
courthouse, registry, mercantile center
Restaurants, bars, polar park
DCU Center, hospitals, colleges
dcu center, registry of deeds, town hall
Parking options, Library
City Hall, DCU Center & Shrewsbury St
Central areas, main street to other interests off
To restaurants, to Hanover, shoppes Train station
The registry of deeds...Hanover theatre....
town hall, dcu, union station
Hanover Theater, City Hall, Public Library
Hanover, city hall, restaurant district
Food, parking, (library/makerspace/performing arts
Main St
DCU center, Palladium, Beer garden
The Common.
Worcester Art Museum, Canal District,
downtown, around the DCU, near Hanover Theater
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The Common, The DCU Center, and public parking
DCU, Train station and gas stations.
City Hall, Courthouses
Boston,
library, city hall, bus station?
Common, DCU, a park
No opinion
Polar park city hall and scoopdrip.
Grill 110 area, the Hanover theater, palladium
Hanover Theater, DCU Center, Mechanics Hall
Library, bus station, city hall
City Hall, DCU Center, colleges
library, the common, Hanover theater
City Hall/greenspace, Theatre district, parking
City Hall/Common, Hanover Theatre, library
Hospital, DCU center, court house
Main st, the common, Hanover theatre
Library, turtle boy, accessible parking
City buildings, cultural institutions, restaurant
Bus Station, Rest rooms, Court house
City Hall, Library
DCU Center, Hanover Theater, City Hall
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15. Please list any amenities or destinations you feel are hard to find in Downtown Worcester. Responses
Answer
Restaurants opposite dcu (still and stir)
Technocopia at 44 Portland St. (as there is no outdoor signage on the building), Hanover can be
tricky because of the new street layout, Kelly square & WooSox construction have redirected a lot
of roads which can be confusing, but eventually the dust will settle.
trash, recyclables, and compost receptacles
I know Worcester but my husband who is not from here has a hard time finding Coney Island, as
well as the train station and Shrewsbury Street -eyeball roll
Parking public bathrooms
Dry cleaning, grocery
Movie theaters, book stores.
sight lines are challenging...very easy to park at library and walk to either common or DCU Center
but you can't 'see' those destinations from there so it can appear too hard to do so if you aren't
familiar with downtown.
Public Restrooms
Clothing Stores
Would be fun to have a bike/walking trail...
Signage in general can be hard to follow -- or in the old mall, its hard to know what's in there from
the street
I do not feel parking is hard to find but I hear other residents complain that is the case so
additional communications around parking is important for visitors and residents alike.
Connections to nearby neighborhoods
Outdoor eating, farmers markets
Quick eats before the show Shopping
Some of the small shops on Mechanics Street Commercial street
Affordable places to eat and get drinks. I worry about gentrification forcing the more affordable
places to eat and drink before an event or if you want to eat lunch during a work day. Also
wheelchair accessible on-demand transportation
Mechanic's Hall, locations outside of downtown that you go through downtown to get to (e.g.
airport, EcoTarium, art museum, Polar Park), public courthouse
None. Just google it or use the visitor widget. Post COVID, everyone is going to be much more
digital focused.
Downtown is not large enough to require signage. People use phones to find things they are
looking for
Worcester Historical Museum, Worcester Public Schools Adult Learning Center (Chatham St
building), social services like Community Legal Aid, Worcester Family Resource Center,
MassHire, etc.
Union Station for people new to Worcester
Easy parking in some areas.
I believe that visitors don't understand how close attractions are to each other. People always say
there's no parking downtown.
THE Vegan Nest
museum areas
shopping areas, more pubs, public restrooms, more indoor spaces to place art or musical events.
More pedestrian walking areas.
Mostly services inside buildings because there are no signs outside that state what are in them.
Also, too many old signs that need repair and color
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Museums.
GROCERY STORE! Nails/salon. Grocery store or at least a small mini-market with basics (CVS is
really all there is). Basics...milk, food, bread, wine, sandwiches, etc.
There's no place to really enjoy the view of the city. We have all these great hills and even a
skyscraper but no place for the public to enjoy the view. I'd love to see a building on one of the
hills with a rooftop restaurant. I also wish the glass tower had a top floor restaurant. We should
amplify the benefits of our hills!! &Farmers market!!
Dog park
not really
Parking
grocery stores, high end retail, indoor art space
Worcester Art Meseum, Salisbury Manson, the colleges,
I live here and can't find the Federal Courthouse. The Hanover is also tucked in there.
Unsure.
Art Museum, Hanover Theater, parks/trails (lived here for 2 years and only just saw the sign in Elm
Park for the trails and other park it leads to)
Grocery store/market
Historical sites
Grocery shopping. Movie theaters.
Shops
Grocery/convenience stores
Grocery store like a Whole Foods
public bathrooms
Movie theater, General shopping, groceries
Cultural events, ethnic restaurants
An New York style Bodega - probably located in 145 Building
Women's boutique
Bike friendly, grocery store
Grocery store (there are markets but they have odd hours or lack basic ingredients),
Parks/greenery (put one at corner of Trumbull and green street!!!)
Worcester Public Garage is hard to find if you don't know where to look.
nice nail salon, boutique fitness,
Anything in the true theater district is kind of "off the beaten path" down here right now.
When I first moved here from Michigan, I was surprised to find places downtown that are open
late. I love to dance and haven't been dancing since I moved here a year ago. With so many
young professionals here, it would be great to see more options in terms of night out. The previous
city I lived in had so many people enjoying the city on weekends
Good retail stores
Bars
Ice cream place
Movie theater
Outdoor recreation
A good sports bar. A family friendly, outdoor restaurant
food shopping!!!! need a Trader Joes or a small Target!
I don't know what the Canal District consists of even with a few signs (though I live nearby &
should just look it up on a map).
None
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None
Community theaters or other similar community groups, parks with amenities for children.
50 Portland St and Worcester Historical Museum are hard to find.
There’s very little shopping downtown. I’d like to see an office supply store and more retail in
general.
A bookstore/gift shop would be great
Parking
movies
It's not too hard to find things down here to be honest
New public market.
People are always asking me where Main Street is
Or where good places to eat are.
We may need a website making a listing of our local hotspots and food places
Mechanics Hall, because the front of the building does not stand out.
?
grocery stores, movie theaters, mini mall for shopping
Dance concerts.
Public Restrooms, Parking, Garbage and recycling cans, bike racks.
Safe area's for all kinds of evening activities.
Bathrooms. Convenience stores.
Bike racks and biking accommodations
Child-friendly activities. (Why not a downtown splash pad?)
Maker to Main market is a full service, local grocery store currently surrounded by businesses that
are all closed. If residents knew there was a local grocery store they could walk to , that would
increase walk ability. Retail needs a huge boost. Sweet Janes is the only open clothing store on
the north side of downtown.
Bus station, greyhound station
The bus system is so confusing and has little to NO clear signage; we can improve this drastically
by creating more clear signage, and making it available downtown and on all buses/bus stops.
We need better transportation between downtown and other parts of Worcester (trolley? Bike
lanes?).
entertainment options other than drinking
Honestly everything is hard to find until you know how to get there. I grew up in Arizona and
IÃƒÂ¢Ã'Â�Ã'Â™m not used to the one way roads here. Not sure thereÃƒÂ¢Ã'Â�Ã'Â™s an easy
solution! More street signs ?
Hanover Theatre
Public Parking, Saint Vincent's
Gym!! A lot of people work in downtown and it would be huge if they could walk to/from a gym!
None
Not sure
outdoor seating
Gym!! Adding a fitness facility downtown would allow all of the professionals in the area to get a
work out in before, during, or after work. It would also benefit the local residents to be able to have
a facility like this in walking distance.
Safe upscale restaurants and bars
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I grew up in Worcester, moved away and now work in Worcester so I know everything.
Parking. It seems there is plenty of it right now, but directions to or signs around the city for
parking are lacking.
Dog friendly spaces that serve food/alcohol
I can't think of any.
Registry of Deeds
?
Art museum, Mechanics Hall
Can't say as I know where things are.
not sure
Maps of places to eat
None known
Need more Starbucks!
decent parking near where you want to be. ANY of the non-Landmark locations. Landmarks: DCU,
WMC, Common, Courthouse
Water Street Area
More seating, however benches along walks need to be supervised and not a hang out....also,
more direction regarding smoking and monitoring of gatherings along the main street area...those
without purpose or groups that approach people who are enjoying a walk or heading to business.
Public bathroom, relaxing pretty places to sit.
The registry of deeds.
armsby abbey water street facilities
parking, water street/green street dining, city hall plaza
Places to eat
free convenient parking
Musicians here and there summer and fall.
restrooms, parking.
Definitely lacking in fun retail shopping in the downtown area.
Public restrooms, trash cans, recycling
Parking
Public bathrooms, city offices (registrar of deeds, eg)
Amenities? destinations?
A true park
No opinion
Scoop Drip.
Joe’s albums isn’t â�œhard to findâ�� but it is unknown to some. Cigar bar area across from
DCU
Green space, grocery stores, covered bus shelters, non-hostile benches, covered/secure bike
storage
Grocery store! The Makers’ grocery is nice, but has limited selection & is expensive.
Coffee shops/bakeries. Brew on the Grid is nice, but I’d welcome more - maybe even food trucks,
like at South Station in Boston.
Clothing or home goods (like a Target, maybe) would be nice. I would shop downtown instead of
driving to the suburbs.
since most people drive, it would help to have good signage for parking garages.
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parking can be at a premium due to the distance away from many shops/businesses
Worcester Common Garage
music venues
Parking that is easy and safe.
More dog friendly spaces? Public toilet?
Rest rooms x3
Public rest rooms, shopping
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17. What 3 words would you use to describe your hope for Downtown Worcester in the future? Responses
Bright, inviting, fun
Colorful, Active, Peaceful
innovation
earth minded
creative
community, culture, inclusive
Alive Busy interesting during the day and at night!
Vibrant enticing welcoming
Family Friendly
Clean
Entertaining
Cleaner, safer, fun
Goodbye COVID19 Virus!
Civic minded residents
Clean, active, beautiful
Vibrant, welcoming, lots to do!
No more homeless
Ethnically and Racially Diverse in residents, businesses, restaurants, and events.
Fun interactive safe
Creative, Inviting, Fun
Welcoming, Creative, Lively
Walkable, clean, visually appealing
more art and natural spaces for people
Inclusive
Welcoming
Diverse
It stays clean and can unite the city.
Fun, hip, young
Delightful destination
Populate, Energy, gathering
Fun
Be with family and friends
Safe
Vibrant, revitalized, busy
Vibrancy; Welcoming; Clean
Long way to go
We need retail
Market hosing to attract higher income residence
welcoming, pedestrian-friendly, cozy
Better public transit
On the up!
Rebuilding, Innovation, Creativity
Cleaner, safer, and vibrant
active, charming, engaging
Vibrant, mixed use, diverse
Safer
clean, safe, and busy.
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Put something down there that attracts the residents like it used to
Vibrant
Diverse
Safe
Safe, attractive and alive
Clean, Fun & Safe
ARTS
No panhandlers, addicts
Continue on the path of improvement. Continue to bring in restaurants, shops, bars, etc. Grocery
store. Continue to clean it up and bring in more people to live/work/play.
Occupied, safe, interesting
A lovely stroll
Bring back citizens
lively, full, active
Attractive, safe, walkable
Walkable, artsy, aesthetic
future
exciting
fun
Busy, "happening," safe
Positive, encouraged, uplifted.
Revitalization, reduce stigma, friendliness
Safe, family-friendly, green
Community, Friendly, Unique
Vibrant place for people to shop, walk around, eat outside, bring family and friends, concerts in
the park Safe
Clean it up
successful, bustling, and busy
Warm, Welcoming, Walkeable
Safe, clean, cultural
Beautiful safe clean
Safe, trendy, amenities
Density, people, activity
Vibrant, friendly, welcoming
Clean, green, parks
Clean, safe, fun
vibrant, attractive, intriguing
I hope that Downtown Worcester will be more walkable and friendly to bikes. This will increase
foot and bike traffic and increase visitors to the area. It will be a vibrant place to visit throughout
the year.
Organized, Energetic, Beautiful
clean up drugs
Green, Car-free, Accessible
Vibrant, engaging, diverse
Bustling
Exciting
Friday Night Destination
Clean, safe, fun
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Possibilities, bright, diverse
walkable, clean, energetic
Growth
Attractive
Welcoming
Friendly; clean; fun
Eventfull
Clean
Changing
Just for it to have more people. People make a place alive
De-gentrified, Community, social
active, weird, entertaining
Beautiful, vibrant and busy!
Safe, family friendly, beautiful
diverse, inclusive, welcoming
Growth, History, Art
Safe, pretty, fun.
People can feel safe, and feel like it’s worth walking around downtown
More Trash Cans!!!!! I can't stress this enough. It encourages people to throw their trash away as
opposed to in the street or sidewalk. Also only have 2 types of trash cans (trash and recycling),
any moire becomes confusing.
Energized, inviting, safe
European downtown vibe
Dense, bright, and green.
Maintain diversity. Alternatives to policing. Don't drive out the poor, offer ways to support.
Dismal, over run with immigrants and homeless. A city full of people trying to get free housing,
food, what ever possible. Over run with unemployed aliens, drugs, looting, violence and I have
lived in Worcester my whole life.
High.
Destination, density, vibrant
inviting peaceful water
Community
Walk -ability
Pride
Modern Art and Design
Diverse, equitable, accessible
more things to do
Vibrant, healthy, connected
Cool neighborhoods similar to Bedford Ave (Williamsburg BK), Alberta Arts Distirict (Portland
Oregon). Restaurant density of Portland, Maine. A music scene similar to Northampton, MA.
Vibrant, Clean, Fun
Vibrant, thriving, diverse
Parking-friendly, Safe to walk, Beautiful
Hopeful, hard work figuring out homeless issue, success
Clean new refreshed
Needs a makeover
Safety, comfortability, assurance.
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Modernization, attraction, events
Revitalization, culture, safe
Free Secured Parking for new restaurants/shops/bars
Busy, Bustling, Entertaining
Clean, people not begging for money on every car, and more places to shop
Vibrant, diverse, thriving
I work in downtown Worcester and would like to be able to enjoy a restaurant or bar with coworkers on occasion but unfortunately as it currently stands, it still feels a bit dangerous too late
at night. It has certainly improved but still has some ways to go.
Shopping, People, Restaurants
Vibrant, Melting Pot, Welcoming
Safe, Dog-friendly, Accessible
3 words? Continue to grow.
Inclusive, Exciting, Eventful
Go Woo Sox !!!!
?
vibrant, welcoming, safe, fun, fresh, innovative -- ok, that's more than three!
Beautiful, Inviting, Fun
Community, welcoming, safe
Safe, fun, festivals
Family friendly safe and green
less poverty
Remarkable, social, opportunity
nightlife, safer, cleaner
Brighter, Safer, Livelier night life / weekend life. Maybe more shopping, more cafes
trendy, flourishing, busy
Festive, Friendly, Vibrant
Gem in Progress
Safety for all
eclectic, relaxing, walk-able fun
Hopeful...Ã¢Â€ Â¦..clean...Ã¢Â€ Â¦Ã¢Â€ Â¦.fun place to visit.
safe, attractive, hip
safer environment cleaner user friendly
vibrant
clean
fun
safe, creative, friendly
a safe place
Safe, Active, Busy
Accessible, walking, nightlife
Successful, protection,Lighting.
Vibrant, Engaging, Sustainable
Thriving, Busting, Up-and-Coming
Dynamic, vibrant, Engaging
Accessible, fun, inclusive
Welcoming, accessible, innovative
Clean, safe and appealing
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Walkable, accessible, inclusive
Get out soon.
make it affordable (to live here)
Hang-out, nightlife, greenspace
Welcoming, diverse, engaging
Up and coming
Prospering, family friendly, historic
Walkable, safe, lively, clean.
Car-less, affordable, green
Vibrant, accessible, open
positive
moderate expectations
excited
clean, safe, fun
Vibrant
community driven
Bohemian
More shopping
crowds
fun
destination
clean, safe, events
More people, easy and fun to get too.
Clean, accessible, fun
Worth visiting often
Accessible, affordable, kid friendly
Return to 1950's
Preserving our history
safe
clean
inclusive
18 hour day
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19. Are there any other ideas for projects that you'd like to share? - Responses
Kids festival city hall plaza (lawn games, video game truck, kids food, kids music)
scavenger hunt to find local attractions, reintroduce people to downtown. Could even be in
winter (think amazing race) a reward system on an app that reward s you for visiting
downtown businesses. Festival similar to taste of Shrewsbury St.
I would like to see a designated legal mural wall to emerge in the city - a wall or series of
walls that are completely free and open to paint on. Many cities have these, such as
Cambridge, Hartford, Providence, etc. and its hugely successful. Legal walls provide a
place for emerging artists to experiment and develop their skills.
Cannabis Coffee Shop
Land Art
Give me a space and I will design something!
~Marybeth Lensel
Make sure anything done is accessible and welcoming and inviting to all socio economic
and races
Put a single-screen movie theater in.
Having open streets regularly is really cool and helps foster community, physical activity,
and local businesses. Connecting the Blackstone trail to downtown would be amazing. A
better (e.g., reliable, safe, fare-free) public transit system would really help connect all
different areas of the city to downtown.
See if you can get American Ninja, to tape a show downtown
Not at this time
N/A
Ride the Woo is a great idea I hope it brings us more Connections
No
I like what's going on right now. No need to change anything. Just make sure that
accessibility for people who use wheelchairs and visually impaired (protruding objects) is
taken into consideration
City needs to care for its streets and sidewalks. Lots of money was spend in improving the
Look of downtown and other areas in the city and have been neglected after the project is
completed to let it decay.
Make the city safer for bicycles
No
Pre-Covid Worcester focuses too much on events as a success metric. Passive everyday
experiences in the downtown footprint should be a priority to retain and attract visitors and
residents.
Worcester is very dirty. Businesses should clean streets and sidewalks daily.
another destination for small retail shops similar to Crompton Collective
Public gathering spaces at all seasons.
Just clean up the panhandlers and riff raft. Put something down there that makes it special
that people want to spend time there.
Safety, I don't feel totally safe walking in some part of Downtown
CLEAN our MAIN Street and downtown area of prostitution, homelessness and drug
addicts. Too many beggers which make it unsafe and unattractive to go to downtown
especially by yourself.
a Mall, Outlets, a space for food trucks, indoor entertainment like Dave n Busters or APEX
More ARt
More seating in the park on Front St/courthouse for people taking a lunch break. I see
homeless now and would not be inclined to sit and eat there.
Free parking
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not really! very excited though!!
Be creative and provide safe areas
Farm to market grocery store: a permanent farmer's market with local produce and local
goods
Clean up the streets - under water street bridge & the common so people who live in the
area feel more comfortable walking in those areas. A local convenient store for the
residents of the area.
Please take care of the dog park at the corner of Foster and Green. It has become a
campground for homeless.
Again, I like the idea of food trucks.... it helps local businesses, and it is a fun place to be
and hang out.
Hiring local musicians to play at more restaurants and public spaces
Rebuild the Canal!
Homeless shelter for those downtown
Street cafes
Just more downtown family events
I really think the Common needs more things to keep people there. That means more
business in the vacant storefronts that surround it but also a playground for families to go to
the common and stay there.
The empty lot off of Trumbull street would be a great space for an addition of green space
and seating
PLEASE turn the lot at the corner of Trumbull and Franklin into a park!!!! I will go Leslie
Knope on this project!
Even with the Worcester public library down here, I'd love to see more attention to book
culture. There's little in the way of of it in the city right now and that's a shame.
nope
Downtown Worcester is improving but it still doesn’t have a safe or clean feel that would
help families and young professionals live here/spend their money. If it’s clean and safe,
then it will thrive
Attempting to create more dog friendly establishments especially with outdoor spaces
Youth centers, there are a number of kids I see around this area risking trouble with police
or building security officers- and I would rather give them a space in downtown that is for
them.
Engage artists, architects, landscape designers, etc. to rethink public gathering and
engagement in times of social distancing. Be bold! Public space is more important than
ever, but how we interact must be different: interactive urban lighting projections, zoned
play and civic spaces, sonic landscapes, separated gardens...
I’d like the BID to have social handles. Look at the Canal District. They do a great job
promoting the businesses, shopping and restaurants in addition to updating what’s going
on in general. BID needs to do this. I think it would expand your reach.
Also walking or carriage tours would be neat
would like to see more trolley options
I'd love for it to be a place to spend the day with family and friends, not just for a meal and
leave. A place to stroll and linger. It MUST have enough parking. Nobody will come if they
have to be stressed about finding parking.
Water features always bring people in too, and it is nice to look at when walking around.
Provide a safe place for homeless to find the help they need.
Make it easily accessible for any class of citizens.
Update the midtown mall dramatically.
Maybe add small convenience markets for those who live there.....
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More parking is needed
love more live music
Get youth involved! Include various groups- cultural and abilities
Skate park area for youths, maybe a large one for older youth and a beginning one for
smaller kids and beginners.
Several places along Linden street there are unused parking lots. Please convert to mini
parks with cafe stands and enclosed glass seating areas for year-round dining. They'd
have a great view over the city.
Cobble stone streets and restaurants place tables & chairs in the street at night.
Cobblestone makes it feel more welcoming.
Pilot initiatives for street closures to allow for increased pedestrian activity, pop up markets,
dining, etc.
Only the obvious that make every city a welcoming destination.
Downtown splash pad?
I have been noticing that the city hall will be needing a new roof I would like to see
Worcester replace it with slate. I'm worried that with the current economy modern shingles
will be an option but I belive once we make that change we will not be going back to slate
and in the sunset the current roof lights up and compliments the tower beautifull
Interactive visual art installations with led lighting and video mapped projections on alrge
scale sculptures
Create a more welcoming environment for the physically challenged. Inclusion and access
would be nice, not to mention the law.
Car free days and walking only streets
Would love to see frequent live music outdoors and street performance. Encourage
busking! Plenty of college students and young bands. Designated graffiti areas could be an
interesting addition! Love the athletic events like the craft brew 5k and tour de Worcester. A
public Christmas caroling event (like in Elf or whatever other cheesy Xmas movie)
See above
Public service campaign for the purpose and function of crosswalks, and how to use them
properly (maybe new concept for new Americans?). Public service campaign for not spitting
on sidewalks!
Not at this time
I think having a schedule of street performers would be great for Kelly square area
Maybe more homeless outreach projects to keep the homeless off the streets
I would love to see free outdoor movie nights on the common. I really enjoyed this when I
worked in Boston. Vendors could be lined up around the perimeter (not for free of course),
but the free movie and local vendors would draw people in. Old classic movies and Family
movies. Nothing intense or violent of course. Movies that make people smile.
Just a better restaurant selection.
Outdoor concerts would be nice
public large scale, easy access, swinging benches - something different
Art on buildings
"Taste of Downtown Worcester"
Water & Fire Events, Outdoor Jazz entertainment, Food Trucks celebrating different
cultures, Holiday Events ie: Different trees decorated, Pumpkins decorated, Recycling
Fairs, Save our planet Fairs, Painting class of historical buildings in the city, Light Shows
with music, Farmers Market, Science Projects for Kids, City history walks for kids
not at this time.
Make some areas cobblestone for walking onlyand then add more gift shoppes and cafes
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no
Food truck festival
More street entertainment as in making balloon animal, craft tables, hands-on craft tables,
face-painting. This will be more of a family-oriented feeling, other than Green Street, which
isn't family oriented too much, yet.
There is a significant need for 24/7 public restrooms downtown
Panhandling is out of control, makes the city look like a very bad area.
Food carts, open air seating with tables, chess tables on the common
It would be great to rename pow wow because though it may refer to onomatopoeia, it
comes across as cultural appropriation.
We don't have a good retail/dining/shopping district. I would love to see a big project that
works to combine them all into one collection of 5-10 streets that satisfy a whole day and
night of activities.
No opinion
More live concerts.
More places to eat on Main Street or small businesses, skate park for young folks
Other cities have implemented string lighting over streets or in other areas and I think
something even as simple as that would go a long way for downtown.
Distribute this survey to Worcester Public School students - youth are consistently left out
of planning processes. Their input will help shape a better and more equitable downtown. If
their input is solicited and valued, they will want to actually use the space. It’s their city too.
Involve those in recovery / homeless in the revitalization. I find the litter & lack of hygiene in
downtown off putting; however, I appreciate that all people need that space & access to the
services downtown. Other revitalization efforts in cities where I’ve lived pushed locals & the
poor further to the margins which made the problem worse.
Cleaner main south
need public bathrooms
More attention to the east west trail? More drive to get people to walk/run it.
I would like to see demonstration gardens and other ecological and environmentally friendly
landscapes. Small wilderness areas for
More support for preexisting places that have been struggling.
More outdoor seating areas
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18. What downtown areas in other cities do you enjoy visiting? Please describe why. - Responses
Portland Maine, it's walkable, wide variety of food and shops (tourist and local needs) street
vendors selling jewelry, breweries, art sculptures, cobblestone streets, hidden jewels
Portland Maine - very walkable, by the ocean, historic but also trendy and modern, small enough
that traffic and parking isn't an issue. People are generally cool and the city is fun to explore.
Barcelona, Spain, London, UK Dublin, Ireland Amsterdam, The Netherlands Paris, France
the liveliness, and energy that the city brings
the architecture, street art, food and music
Water Fire in Providence! Fanueil Hall Boston! Downtown Crossing Boston- shops / notice there
are no cars in these areas but there is tons of foot traffic. Portsmouth NH has the main drag with
bars and shops but then there's winding off streets that have hidden gems as well as galleries.
Paris is great because of the pockets of food, shops museums
Broad Brook Meadow great outdoor space peaceful
Shrewsbury St Restaurants street festivals
Elm park easy walking places to sit
Old Port in Portland ME - clean, historic, walkable, mix of bars, restaurants and other attractions.
The Grid -- coffee, restaurant.
Providence - number of active businesses on the street
I love Magazine Street in New Orleans because there is an eclectic mix of shops, restaurants,
and homes and very walkable and safe but also very homey. Neighborhoods in DC and Seattle
are walkable, connected to public transit which makes it easy to get to other parts of the city, lots
of green space, and easy to happen upon things to see and do.
Newport and Portsmouth , historical and easy walking
Portland Maine
Providence RI
Greenway in Boston; Public Garden in Boston.
Worcester Art Museum, Worcester Center for Crafts and the Sprinkler factory-- I love seeing art!
Also, restaurants all over the city. And, the public market!!! I love that you can see/ get all kinds
of great stuff in one place.
I enjoy visits to New Haven, CT; Portland, ME; Boston, MA; Pittsburgh, PA and other industrial
cities that incorporate public art, cultural events, dining, nightlife and vibrant diversity into their
city infrastructures.
Downtime philly love all the historical monuments.
Boston common
Portland Old Port : Shopping and eating
Brattleboro: walking around eating
Boston: Shows Shopping Museums
Portsmouth:walking exploring
(Need more shopping)
Boston because you can walk to so many things.
Chicago for the architecture
Sturbridge, Plymouth, Hudson, to a lesser extent,Boston. I like being able to visit multiple
amenities without having to get in and out of my car
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Boston - historic, safe, connected and lots to do, also easy to navigate to outlying but still in
downtown stuff
San Antonio - the riverwalk!
Seattle - vibrant, lots to do, touristy, great views
Dallas - largest cultural district in the country and lots of parks/greenspace plus a free trolly to
trendy not in downtown areas
Corridors with lots of active businesses and storefronts. Not offices with ground level activity.
Back bay in Boston
Downtown Providence - really pedestrian-friendly, not very many cars, large sidewalks, etc.
Any places where they close the streets to cars for better pedestrian access to food, shops and
green space
The commons, small shady playgrounds.
Portsmouth, NH; Portland, ME
Small green spaces in Montpelier because it’s welcoming. Amherst for retail mixed with
restaurants.
Charles st Boston
Georgetown shopping district
Boston. The history, the theatre, the museums
parks, historical sites or monuments, plazas
Historian trails
Boston. Has a young hip vibe. Can ride bikes.
Countless. New York. Tampa. New Orleans. Houston. Miami. Orlando. Indianapolis. Los
Angeles. Boston.
I enjoy cities with a strong artistic and vegetarian culture.
Boston greenway, Boston common
Businesses and theaters
ann arbor, davis square, Baltimore Fells point, Burlington vt. Portland or, Seattle wa. walkable,
explorable. interesting things in all directions and no lol between interesting areas. Historic
architecture. interesting festivals.
Cambridge Ma. It has everything a human being needs.
Elm park: it's beautiful, has walking trails, and doesn't feel dangerous
Lake park: I jog here
Blackstone valley corridor: educational and beautiful place to walk
Acoustic Java: showcase old factory buildings
Crompton Place: funky vibe, walkable, with beautiful architecture
Providence RI, Portland ME, Portsmouth NH
I like Boston Common because you can eat and sit outside and people watch. It is also close to
transportation and restaurants and theaters.
Central park areas with food trucks. It gives a taste of local culture.
Rittenhouse Square in Philadelphia bc big park with tons of trees, benches, paths to walk,
surrounded by restaurants and stores for visiting or just walking by. River in Chicago-- bring
back the canal!
Large parks in any major city. They are typically filled with greenery, modern lighting, and safety
features
Sydney, Washington DC. Both have cultural places and good navigable transit.
Restaurants
Boston, NYC, Tampa, Miami All over not just downtown
Boston, I love busy places with a lot of people watching opportunities
Parks, central squares, shopping districts
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Museums, ethnic restaurants, cultural events
Boston, providence, NYC. They are clean, feel safe, and offer lots of things to do
Boston: food and atmosphere, history
I like any dense, walkable, and bikeable place with lots of street life, activity, restaurants, and
culture. My family moved here from Manhattan and we love to travel cities big and small that
have great city life.
NYC - anywhere
Chicago - The loop and the Park
Boston common (obviously), the Greenway in Boston,
The greenway in Boston has breweries, outdoor seating, sculptures/planters
Boston common (it’s gorgeous!!)
Beacon Hill - great coffee shops and restaurants
Providence, Rhode Island- murals, Kennedy Plaza, ice-skating rink, mall
I love visiting the Boston harbor area and the public market space in Boston. I also enjoy Lawn
on D near the Convention Center. There is plenty of space for pedestrians, it is inviting, and is
easy to find. These spaces host or are near events year round.
Tampa - I LOVE the river walk there its an awesome gathering place for all people
Harvard-square (prior to the recent influx of outside money and business takeovers...) was an
ideal. A ton of local businesses that work together to create and maintain a culture, walkable and
open well past 5 pm. Even there needs more green though.
I love any kind of eco Park that is open for picnicking and just hanging out. Also a larger dog
park area for residents near downtown would be awesome.
One of my favorite experiences is Art Prize in Grand Rapids, MI. Outdoor movies in parks are
also cool
Safe places to hang out
I enjoy downtowns that have open areas and music
Central Park, NYC. Lawn on D, south Boston
I am a native New Yorker so that is my favorite place to be. The city is walkable. There is an
energy there. Regarding smaller cities I like downtown Providence--restaurants, the river,
shopping.
I love the East Village in NYC because of the robust restaurants and bars that are so different
and unique in their offerings, in addition, it has a small park where people can play basketball,
other street games, lay out/read, and even has dog parades which area always entertaining.
Small but well used green space in a city block.
Portsmouth, NH
Walkable with lots of retail and restaurants
All Boston downtown, Manhattan, Portland MN, Moscow Russia
Any downtown in any city to walk around and look at people, art, places
I enjoy visiting downtown in Boston for it's use of public gardens and parks. They also promote
artistic ventures and a wide variety of public events.
Pocket parks and the High Line in NYC, Beer Gardens in Frankfurt, Lawn on D is South Boston,
the pier in Toronto, the waterfront in Portland ME, Lurie Gardens in Chicago, Chinatown in just
about any city. Each create unique and distinct environments that feel specific to their location.
Generic placemaking (planters, banners,etc.) feel undercooked.
Boston Faneuil Hall-retail, restaurants and history
Newport RI downtown shopping district-retail and restaurants
Portland ME - the upper downtown. You’ve got shops, restaurants and museums/galleries
The Boston waterfront. Museums in Springfield
Annapolis, Boston, Newport - love the idea of walking and exploring.
None, I don't leave this city very often
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North End, Seaport, Quincy Market and Newbury St. in Boston for the food and shopping.
Newport, RI and Portsmouth, NH for the views and feel of the cities.
I enjoy Portland, Maine. It's easy to walk and plenty of shops, restaurants, and hotels.
Nashville, Dallas, Portland ME
Northampton, MA- with all the colleges in the area, could feel like more of a "college" town (not
indivdiual silos of colleges)
Evansville IN - River side Walkway by Museum and shopping.
European cities (Italy and France especially) where it's pedestrian centered with cobblestone
streets at are closed at night so restaurants can put tables out into them. Plus they have live
music and overhead light strands going across the street. In Somerville there's Davis Square
and Powder House Park. Lowell historic district (cobblestone).
Northampton (lively, artistic, diverse, food, shopping, event spaces)
Boston (parks, historic buildings)
It's amazing to say this but even small towns around the Worcester area have more downtown
business, restaurant franchises, name brand stores, and alike. Bs. ig business just don't want to
come to Worcester. Worcester for 30 plus years has been a totally mismanaged city. Chief
Gemme was of no help never mind his brother and there crooked way
Boston Common, Chicago Downtown. Manhattan.
Boston, Providence, Portland (ME), Baltimore - historic, walkable, dense
Burlington VT & Portland, ME are robust, quaint in size, but packed with everything from
restaurants, cafes, shopping, groceries, art, events and more. They are both perfect examples of
what downtown could be. They are also very clean, well cared for and maintained by their city
years after construction.
Water fountains, outdoor sculptures
Walking streets because no cars
Seaport District, Boston. So many places to eat and drink with friends/family, always an exciting
event, near the water.
none, don’t leave Worcester
I love WaterFire in Providence and some of the old architecture and neighborhoods there.
Burlington Vermont has an aesthetically pleasing downtown. San Francisco is pretty awesome
but hard to replicate those views in central Mass! although their beautiful fragrant lavender
pathways... (??)
See above
Boston for the historic buildings, unique stores and restaurants, and cultural events.
Vienna, Austria, for the lovely architecture, green spaces, clean streets and sidewalks and
efficient public transportation.
Portland, Maine for the independent store and restaurants and walkability.
Atlanta. Numerous attractions, trails, and food/drink stops!
Art Exhibits, the historical districts and the green space.
Not sure
Boston is so historic and has many beautiful parks
Boston is nice and inviting. Good signage and easy to find things
Boston, culture and food
Boston.....lots of shops....restaurants....entertainment with bars.
Providence - Water Fire Exhibit/Festival
Boston - Newbury St. Shopping
Portland Maine - for the variety of food options
Boston, it has fenway park, the ocean, and has its roots deep down in history and thats what
Worcester needs to do it for itself or make more clear to the people visiting.
Atlanta: many attractions, restaurants, outdoor trails/parks
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Boston Seaport Area - it is upscale and very well maintained. Lots of restaurants and
bars/breweries to go to as well.
Providence Place....love the Fires in the canals during the summer, so fun to go there. So much
to do. Portland - love the shopping and the restaurants and the walking around the area on the
water. Northampton - again the shops and the eating.
I love visiting Providence RI because of the riverwalk and waterfires. But also because that area
is a great place to watch people interact and enjoy time together. I realize that's probably not
something that can be done in Worcester, but the atmosphere is what I enjoy. Same with
Boston, walking along the water is especially welcoming to me.
Boston Common, anywhere with a pretty outdoor area.
The River Walk in Providence. Faneuil Hall in Boston.
Boston Common because it is beautiful and there are a lot of fun places that surround it
Putnam CT; Galena Illinois;
lots of funky small shops and places to eat
A city with outdoor venues
Clean and appealing to the eye.
Fanueil Hall, Boston; Waterfire area, Providence; Newburyport
All have activities, interests, restaurants, events, shops
Ethnic centers (North End in Boston), parks/flower gardens (Greenway in Boston)
Fanueil Hall - for the reasons above. And for people watching
North End - Harbor Walk and food
Charleston - shopping and food, historical
Burlington, Vermont (Church Street)
Boston, I like to walk around and see the sites.
Boston, Fenway, South end
I enjoy the Worcester Common area the most. It is a little bit cleaner and the lights around the
holidays are very nice. I also enjoy 110 Grille and eating outdoors.
Newbury Port, Newbury St Boston, Brooklyn NY, Amherst MA.
Very safe, lots of lighting, safe to walk to many businesses, lots of small business owners,
outdoor seating.
Common, Parks - a little bit of greenery and escape from the hustle and bustle
Restaurants - Yum! The more variety the better!!
Theater / Festivals, Events, etc. - because they are FUN!
Providence for restaurants and water fire events &
Salem Ma for the history, museums, fall events outside
Historical areas
Boston Faneuil Hall area, west Hartford, Burlington Vermont, Newburyport
Elm park is fun for kids
Boston: Faneuil Market
Boston: North End
Kentucky, Louisville: Waterfront Park
California: San Francisco: Gateway Park
Tokyo: Shibuya
Montreal, Davis Square
Technocopia
NYC, Paris, San Francisco - these places are very walkable, there is a LOT going on, they feel
unique to that city, they are not trying to be like another city.
Portsmouth, NH. No large chain stores/restaurants (small regional chains), mostly small
businesses, lot of niche stores, plenty of food/drink options
Boston, Dallas, Fort Worth. All are engaging with various attractions during the day and night.
Food, entertainment, art, lighting, parking, safe.
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Newbury St. Boston for shopping and outdoor dining
and people watching.
Providence, RI for the same: fun shopping, lots of restaurant options, Historic
I enjoy downtown Providence particularly. I think great effort has been put into making the
downtown area walkable and using the waterway as a draw for visitors.
Boston, clean, many attractions.
Boston, Providence, Salem - fun activities, places to sit and enjoy, food carts
Hudson’s skate park (free parking, clean green space that caters to people who actually live
there, picnic tables, very few panhandlers)
Northampton, MA (lots of parking options, clean green space, college town that really invests in
its school, few panhandlers, variety of events, welcoming of all people)
I want a downtown where I can park and spend the day/night. Cities like this include Portsmouth,
NH, Newport, RI, Northampton, MA
Downtown crossing in Boston. Just love the array of shopping Opportunities.
Bookshops, coffee places, small mom and pop shops with local swag (Worcester wares should
be on Main Street)
I enjoy visiting the north end in Boston because it is so walkable and there’s tons of restaurants.
Not so much â�œdowntown,â�� but anywhere in cities that are people-oriented...there is a lot
of active green space, very few (if any) cars, retail/food easily accessible, lots of different people
existing in the same space, youth-oriented places and activities
Boston’s Seaport (pedestrian space, mix of restaurants, clean, open on weekends, events &
art); downtown Seattle (pedestrian space, events, clean, variety of shops, open weekends,
easily accessible for quick errands, coffee, food); Baltimore (mix of restaurants & shops, open
weekends, public art & festivals, connects to rest of city)
Boston: lots of different restaurants and interesting shopping
Cambridge: lots of different restaurants and interesting shopping
Portland, ME: lots of great restaurants
Portland, ME old port - easy parking, rich culture, walkable.
Northampton. So much to see
Love Boston Back bay, Newbury street ,Faneuil hall Seaport District
Chicago - great architecture & skyline, beautiful parks & blvds, easily walkable, good
transportation, neighborhoods with very different character
Tucson - lots of murals & art, funky independent shops, desert beauty
Boston - historic, attractive, dense, walkable, good transportation, good restaurants & bars
Amherst, Northampton, WORCESTER!
Portland, OR - events & proximity to good food and art institutions
Frederick, Maryland. Small, locally owned businesses close by each other in walkable distance.
residential tree lined areas, public parks. Looking for peaceful space and space for wild animals.
Hanover Theatre/Franklin square
Boston-walkable, Portsmouth NH- fun environment with restaurants and shopping, Newburyport
-restaurants and shopping
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23. What are some of the challenges you have noticed Downtown Worcester has been facing since
COVID-19 started? - Responses
People just don't want to go out. We don't want to have to eat at every place we stop which
forces you to only stay at one location
The building where my studio resides was closed down for over 2 months, and greatly affected
my ability to work, as I make my living as a self employed artist/designer. Also many stores, such
as CC Lowells, where I acquire my materials for projects, were also closed.
I think everyone is just staying home more and in their neighborhoods -we are and everyone I
know is
The challenges we are all facing balancing safety with the desire to be out
Feels more empty.
I've seen more homeless.
Junkies are the only people left
I haven't been regularly so I can't answer this question.
Many business have not re-opened since closing at the beginning of the pandemic.
There has been a noticeable increase in the homeless population since the pandemic began. I
am concerned that this population is not receiving the help and support they require.
lack of mask enforcement
increased little of masks and gloves (but the ambassadors do a great job)
people seem less friendly b.c of masks
business use of masks not uniform (my tailor, for example, often lets his drop under his chin while
talking with me)
There are no public bathrooms for individuals, particularly those who are unsheltered. With all
public buildings and private businesses there are clean spaces for individuals to access
restrooms, handwashing, etc.
I'm afraid some of the smaller businesses will have to close.
Businesses not opening or very limited hours
Worcester, like all city's in the U.S., struggle with compliance to regulations (e.g. social distancing
recommendations, mask wearing, etc.) so I personally feel more comfortable in less densely
populated places.
Vagrants with no place to go, especially on the Common, along with small businesses struggling
because of the economic shutdowns.
it can seem empty at times - surface parking lots seem like a wast of space - lots of weeds
growing!
Seems like an increase in homeless people.
Other people advising by safety practices
Closed businesses such as Z Cafe
Businesses in threat of closing. My favorite venues are currently closed: DCU, Mechanics Hall,
Hanover Theater, activies on the Common
Businesses leaving, impacts of unemployment rate being so high.
stores are closed. Foot traffic and events are cancelled
People don't wear masks when they're just walking around downtown, they assume they should
only put them on when they go in businesses. I have done takeout only from some restaurants
that seem to be doing okay.
Revenue for businesses
Safe dstace
Restaurants struggling; the lack of outdoor dining options for many restaurants; public safety
concerns.
Hanover closed and library closed snd courthouse closed.
less pedestrians in the area
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Less activity in general, less reason to get together with people
Closed businesses, less scheduled events
Restaurants closing (would like to see more outdoor dining opportunities downtown)
Businesses closed
More people without homes or resources on the street
People in Fear. Not much to do. Other then COVID, the drug addicts & homeless all over the
place.
Not everyone has outdoor seating capability
Homeless/trash/drug issues. Unfortunate. Not uncommon for urban areas. No easy solutions.
Seemingly worse since COVID-19.
Sidewalk seating for restaurants forces pedestrians into the street. People waiting outside
restaurants without make.
Just lack of safety
most resturants don't have parking lots to have outdoor seating. some other cities have shut
down streets to create communal outdoor dinning areas
Lack of space for outdoor dining--it would help to close some streets to cars to encourage
pedestrian traffic
homeless population seems to be getting bigger
The theater, DCU Center, and restaurants are operating at lower capacity. Getting people to wear
masks or social distance is a challenge.
People don't wear masks out in public.
Downtown feels so empty without business people in the offices and places for people to sit in
the park.
Reopening businesses
Local businesses with limited patronage
Other people not following guidelines or procedures
Restaurants not open
Homeless and druggies without masks
Lack of things to do outside
Amount of homelessness
Eating at the 110 grill downtown has felt very unsafe with a majority of the kitchen staff especially
not wearing masks appropriately or at all while preparing food
Need more outdoor space for the restaurants.
Restaurants are not operating as usual
Increased homelessness. Let’s get them some help
Pollution, there has been an increase in homelessness in the area- we should find safe spaces
for these people
Not everyone wears a mask while they are outside. On Shrewsbury Street specifically,
restaurants use the sidewalk space for outdoor dining which means if you walk on the sidewalk
you are very close to diners with their masks off.
The same as all other places
Some folks refuse to follow guidelines and little is done to enforce them (little is generous). We
need more outdoor options. But given the layout down here that means we HAVE to let go of car
space to do it. We should.
so many businesses are operating on restricted hours and staff. It makes me worried for the
longevity of the businesses. Also there is a high homeless population that needs more support,
especially during this time
Employees at some places not properly wearing masks
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So many homeless people
How to keep the small businesses alive
Having adequate space for outdoor dining, seating, etc. Most local spaces are surviving on
delivery.
Nervouse restaurants will go out of business not being able to seat at capacity. Loved the free
testing in Worcester Common and hope it can be done more frequently. I feel horrible for the
homeless population in the city and wish there could be more done to provide them masks, and
shelter, even outside of COVID.
Retailers lacking customers
No big events, so it's empty this summer. Not that I want big events. We certainly have to wait
until the pandemic is over
Businesses are struggling, and not enough open spaces are available for many of them to make
use of to continue business in a wider space.
not enough outdoor activities to replace indoor commerce. Not just dining, but outdoor meeting
spaces, shops, or other areas to supplant activities that are typically inside in
commercial/business districts.
There’s nothing. Very quiet and sad looking
Limited outdoor seating in restaurants
Businesses closed or have reduced hours
None
People not wearing masks at all
Always the homeless and now I am concerned with business being able to sustain themselves as
more people are working from home.
People moving about who are not following safe protocal
Restaurants are hurting and closing,
Lack of downtown employees coming in and spending income on local businesses. Business
closures.
No bathrooms or wash stations for the homeless, or places for them to stay safe, cool, rest during
the day.
Lack of people customers, etc.
Mainly a lot of business are closed. So less places to visit.
Far fewer pedestrians, limited store hours, Main Street paving seems to have stalled
I WHOLEHEARTEDLY BELIEVE THE PUBLIC BATHROOMS BEHIND OUR CITY HALL
SHOULD BE REOPENED FOR THE TAX PAYERS.
Cleanliness- the city is literally filled with trash all along the unnecessary chain link fences,
streets, parking lots, etc. for months no one was downtown. Would have been a perfect time for
construction and cleaning. Coupled with a lack of lighting and empty/ closed businesses, doesn’t
make downtown very attractive to visit. Nothing is open.
Motherfuckers not wearing their mask correctly
Even LESS pedestrian life
hours of the establishments
Ive been more concerned about trying to support businesses during this time because Im fearful
about the economic impact on our city. Starting with the St. Patricks Day parade, events were
canceled all summer, restaurants and bars closed... its been heartbreaking. Im more concerned
that we wont economically recover and
Panhandling, and people not wearing masks
I think the City Government did an excellent job and I watched the press conferences regularly. I
think businesses are struggling because people are afraid to go out. A lot of people are walking
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around without masks on and it makes you worry that they are not taking proper precautions in
other ways as well.
I don't think any challenges different than general economic/health challenges!
Can’t use St. Vincent’s Hospital to walk or visit chapel. Library pretty much closed and
construction causing a messy entrance to access book pick-up. No bathrooms available!!! Bank
branch still closed.
Homeless population
Homeless people and drug addicts in Worcester, everywhere
People don't wear masks. There's not much that you can do about that.
businesses closing
people not wearing masks asking for money or coming up to your car asking for money with no
mask on
The only problem I have is with the fact that the businesses need to re-open and everyone needs
to take their masks OFF especially waitresses! COVID has a 99.6% survival rate!
Nothing, its been awesome since the commute is easy and the parking garage is not as packed.
No different than overall economic challenges
Everyone is working from home so no people around. With no people, a lot of businesses are
suffering (restaurants etc).
Events have been halted. I realize this is happening everywhere, but bringing people together is
the biggest problem right now that is costing a lot of money for businesses. I know the Hotel
industry has been hit hard.
Most people are working from home and it is a large business area - most people frequent the
spots during business hours for breakfast/lunch or a post work get together. Wouldn't necessarily
go out of their way to go there when not working.
I can't say what the challenges have been. It seems like downtown is a lot quieter since COVID
started. Mercantile Center is mostly empty and there isn't a lot of foot traffic in and around the
area.
Not all folks wear their mask
?
lack of foot traffic
Lack of foot traffic to support businesses, people are staying away
People working remotely so not much people traffic
closing businesses
bringing business back to downtown
groups, lack of masks
Businesses closing
Some people not wearing masks.
no people
have not been there enough to be able to add comments
Things appear all right to me.
places to linger and soak in the city vibe safely
n/a
It is very desolate
Businesses have closed that I would visit so it's been tough to find a reason to go downtown
N/A
Lack of human traffic; closing of businesses.
Food options for workers have decreased
High level of construction currently makes navigating downtown in a socially distant way difficult.
Not all visitors to downtown are observing social distancing / mask wearing protocols
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People not wearing masks and not social distancing.
No foot traffic
The coronavirus pandemic has impacted Worcester’s significant poverty and housing crisis. The
homelessness crisis is very apparent downtown and the city should do something to address
homelessness systemically
No opinion
Lack of people visiting
N/a maybe library being closed
Lack of foot traffic, businesses closing
General lack of cleanliness; lots of litter. The homeless population doesn’t have masks or ability
to keep clean.
not many people on the streets, making hard for businesses and restaurants to survive
N/a
Keeping it clean navigating construction, addressing homeless and addiction.
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^ŝŶĐĞďĞŝŶŐĚƌĂǁŶƚŽƚŚĞŝƚǇŽĨtŽƌĐĞƐƚĞƌ͕dŚĞDĞŶŬŝƟ'ƌŽƵƉŚĂƐďĞĞŶ
ĐŽŵŵŝƩĞĚƚŽĞŶŚĂŶĐŝŶŐƚŚĞŝĚĞŽůŽŐǇďĞŚŝŶĚĂŶϭϴͲŚŽƵƌƚŚƌŝǀŝŶŐ͕ĚŝǀĞƌƐĞĂŶĚ
ĐƵůƚƵƌĂůůǇǀŝďƌĂŶƚĐŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇƐƵƉƉŽƌƟŶŐůŽĐĂůƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚƐ͕ƐŵĂůůďƵƐŝŶĞƐƐ͕ƚŚĞĂƚƌĞ͕
ĂŶĚƚŚĞĂƌƚƐ͘ϱϱϰDĂŝŶ^ƚƌĞĞƚ͕ŽǁŶĞĚďǇdŚĞDĞŶŬŝƟ'ƌŽƵƉ͕ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƐ
ŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƟĞƐĨŽƌŶĞŝŐŚďŽƌŚŽŽĚͲƐĞƌǀŝŶŐƌĞƚĂŝůĂŶĚĐŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂůŽĸĐĞƐƉĂĐĞ͘&ƌŽŵ
ƉƌŝǀĂƚĞůǇůĞĂƐĞĚƐƉĂĐĞƚŽĐŽůůĂďŽƌĂƟǀĞŵƵůƟͲůĞǀĞůƐŚĂƌĞĚƐƉĂĐĞŵĞŵďĞƌƐŚŝƉƐ͕
ϱϱϰDĂŝŶŽīĞƌƐĂǀĂƌŝĞƚǇŽĨƐŽůƵƟŽŶƐĨŽƌďƵƐŝŶĞƐƐĞƐŝŶtŽƌĐĞƐƚĞƌƚŽƚŚƌŝǀĞ͘

A

B

C

D

Fig 1. 554 Main Street - Storefront Sites A - D

Interactive Storefronts Art Campaign – Call for Art/Creatives
DEADLINE August 14, 2020 + Info Zoom Session Monday Aug.10 @7-8pm
for more details > > downtownworcester.org/placemaking
The Downtown Worcester Business Improvement District
ŝŶĐŽůůĂďŽƌĂƟŽŶǁŝƚŚtŽƌĐĞƐƚĞƌWŽƉhƉĂƚƚŚĞ:D͕dŚĞ
DĞŶŬŝƟ'ƌŽƵƉ͕ĂŶĚŝǀŝĐ^ƉĂĐĞŽůůĂďŽƌĂƟǀĞŝƐƉůĞĂƐĞĚ
ƚŽĂŶŶŽƵŶĐĞŶĞǁŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƟĞƐĨŽƌůŽĐĂůĂƌƟƐƚƐƚŽĞŶŐĂŐĞ
ƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚƐŝŶĨĞĞĚďĂĐŬĨŽƌƚŚĞŽǁŶƚŽǁŶtŽƌĐĞƐƚĞƌ
WůĂĐĞŵĂŬŝŶŐWůĂŶĂŶĚĞŶůŝǀĞŶĚŽǁŶƚŽǁŶƐƚŽƌĞĨƌŽŶƚƐŝŶ
ĂŶƟĐŝƉĂƟŽŶŽĨƚŚĞƌĞĂƟǀĞŽŵŵŽŶƐĂƚϱϱϰDĂŝŶ^ƚƌĞĞƚ͘

INTERACTIVE STOREFRONTS ART CAMPAIGN
&ƌŽŵƵŐƵƐƚƚŚƌŽƵŐŚEŽǀĞŵďĞƌ͕ƚŚĞƐĞŝŶƚĞƌĂĐƟǀĞ
storefronts will pioneer civic art for public engagement
ŝŶĂĐƌĞĂƟǀĞĂŶĚƐĂĨĞŵĂŶŶĞƌĂĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐƚŽĐƵƌƌĞŶƚ
Ks/ͲϭϵďĞƐƚƉƌĂĐƟĐĞƐĨŽƌƉƵďůŝĐƐĂĨĞƚǇĂƐƉĂƌƚŽĨƚŚĞ
WůĂĐĞŵĂŬŝŶŐWůĂŶĂŶĚƚŚĞŶĞǁŝƚǇŽĨtŽƌĐĞƐƚĞƌ
Cultural Plan.

&ŽƵƌƉƌŽŵŝŶĞŶƚůǇůŽĐĂƚĞĚƐƚŽƌĞĨƌŽŶƚƐ͕ĂƚϱϱϰDĂŝŶ^ƚƌĞĞƚ͕
ĂĐƌŽƐƐĨƌŽŵ,ĂŶŽǀĞƌdŚĞĂƚƌĞǁŝůůĨĞĂƚƵƌĞƚĞŵƉŽƌĂƌǇ
ŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƟŽŶƐŽǀĞƌƚŚĞĐŽƵƌƐĞŽĨƐĞǀĞƌĂůŵŽŶƚŚƐǁŝƚŚĂ
ƌŽƚĂƟŽŶŽĨƚŚƌĞĞƉŚĂƐĞĚŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƟŽŶƐ͗
• WŚĂƐĞϭ͗WůĂĐĞŵĂŬŝŶŐ^ƵƌǀĞǇŶŐĂŐĞŵĞŶƚƚŽ
ƉƌŽŵƉƚƉĞŽƉůĞƚŽƚĂŬĞƚŚĞŽŶůŝŶĞƐƵƌǀĞǇ;YZĐŽĚĞͿ
н ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚƚŽĂƋƵĞƐƟŽŶƚŚƌŽƵŐŚƐĂĨĞŝŶƚĞƌĂĐƟŽŶ͘
• WŚĂƐĞϮ͗^ƵƌǀĞǇZĞƐƵůƚƐƚŽĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞƉƌŝŵĂƌǇ
ƐƵƌǀĞǇƌĞƐƵůƚƐ͘
• WŚĂƐĞϯ͗WůĂĐĞŵĂŬŝŶŐWƌŽƉŽƐĂůƐƚŽŝůůƵƐƚƌĂƚĞƉƌŝŵĂƌǇ
ƉůĂĐĞŵĂŬŝŶŐŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƟŽŶƐĐŽŵŝŶŐƚŽŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ͘
EŽƚĞƚŚĂƚƚŚĞĐĞŶƚĞƌƐƚŽƌĞĨƌŽŶƚǁŝůůĨĞĂƚƵƌĞĂƐĞŵŝͲ
ƉĞƌŵĂŶĞŶƚŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƟŽŶďǇ/ǀǇKƌƚŚĨŽƌƚŚĞĚƵƌĂƟŽŶŽĨĂůů
ƚŚƌĞĞƉŚĂƐĞƐŽĨƚŚĞƉƌŽũĞĐƚ͘

Placemaking (n.) ĂƉƌŽĐĞƐƐƚŽĞŶŐĂŐĞƉĞŽƉůĞ͕ŽĨĂůůĂŐĞƐĂŶĚďĂĐŬŐƌŽƵŶĚƐ͕ŝŶƚŚĞ

ƚƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵĂƟŽŶŽĨƚŚĞŝƌƉƵďůŝĐƐƉĂĐĞƐ
Downtown Worcester Placemaking Plan (n.) ĂĐŽŵƉƌĞŚĞŶƐŝǀĞĞīŽƌƚƚŽĞŶŐĂŐĞŝŶƉƵƚ

ĨƌŽŵůŽĐĂůƐƚŚƌŽƵŐŚƐƵƌǀĞǇƐ͕ŝŶƚĞƌǀŝĞǁƐ͕ĨŽĐƵƐŐƌŽƵƉƐ͕ĂŶĚƉƵďůŝĐĂƌƚ͊
&ŝŐϮ͘dĞƌŵĞĮŶŝƟŽŶƐ
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Phase 1: August 21-September 21

CHOOSE & Illustrate ONE compelling survey question TO APPLY!
Innovate a way to get people to safely interact / respond.
͘tŚĂƚƚǇƉĞŽĨďĞĂƵƟĮĐĂƟŽŶĞůĞŵĞŶƚƐǁŽƵůĚ
ǇŽƵůŝŬĞƚŽƐĞĞŝŶŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ͍

͘tŚĂƚƚǇƉĞƐŽĨƉůĂĐĞŵĂŬŝŶŐĂŶĚƉƵďůŝĐĂƌƚĚŽ
ǇŽƵƚŚŝŶŬŽǁŶƚŽǁŶtŽƌĐĞƐƚĞƌŶĞĞĚƐƚŚĞŵŽƐƚ͍

WůĂŶƚĞƌƐͲ^ƚƌĞĞƚƚƌĞĞƐͲĞŶĐŚĞƐͲŝŬĞƌĂĐŬƐͲ'ĂƌďĂŐĞ͕
ƌĞĐǇĐůŝŶŐ͕ĂŶĚĐŽŵƉŽƐƚďŝŶƐͲ^ĞĂƐŽŶĂůĞĐŽƌĂƟŽŶƐͲ
tĂǇĮŶĚŝŶŐƐŝŐŶƐͲ>ŝŐŚƟŶŐ

KƵƚĚŽŽƌƐĞĂƟŶŐͲWĂƌŬůĞƚƐͲWůĂǌĂƐͲĞĞƌŐĂƌĚĞŶƐͲ
DƵƌĂůƐͲKƵƚĚŽŽƌƐĐƵůƉƚƵƌĞͲWĂǀĞŵĞŶƚƉĂŝŶƟŶŐƐĂŶĚ
ĐƌŽƐƐǁĂůŬĂƌƚͲWĞƌĨŽƌŵĂŶĐĞƐͲǀĞŶƚƐ

͘tŚĂƚůŽĐĂƟŽŶƐǁŽƵůĚǇŽƵůŝŬĞƚŽƐĞĞ
ƚƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵĞĚďǇƉƵďůŝĐĂƌƚŽƌƉůĂĐĞŵĂŬŝŶŐ͍

͘tŚŽŝƐĚŽǁŶƚŽǁŶƌĞĂůůǇĨŽƌ͍,ŽǁĐĂŶ
ĚŽǁŶƚŽǁŶďĞǁĞůĐŽŵŝŶŐƚŽĞǀĞƌǇďŽĚǇ͍

&ŝŐϯ͘WůĂĐĞŵĂŬŝŶŐWůĂŶ^ƵƌǀĞǇǆĐĞƌƉƚĨŽƌWŚĂƐĞϭ/ŶƚĞƌĂĐƟǀĞ^ƚŽƌĞĨƌŽŶƚƐƌƚĂŵƉĂŝŐŶ

ELIGIBILITY

APPLICATION GUIDELINES

•

WƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞǁŝůůďĞƚŽǁĂƌĚƐƉƌŽƉŽƐĂůƐƚŚĂƚƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ
ŐĂƚŚĞƌŝŶŐĨĞĞĚďĂĐŬĨŽƌƚŚĞWůĂĐĞŵĂŬŝŶŐWůĂŶĂƐĚĞƚĂŝůĞĚ
ŝŶ&ŝŐ͘ϯ͘WŽƐƐŝďůĞĞǆĂŵƉůĞƐĂƌĞƐŚŽǁŶŝŶ&ŝŐ͘ϰ͘

tŽƌĐĞƐƚĞƌͲďĂƐĞĚĂƌƟƐƚƐŝŶĂŶǇƉŚĂƐĞŽĨƚŚĞŝƌĐĂƌĞĞƌ͕
ĨƌŽŵĞŵĞƌŐŝŶŐƚŽĞƐƚĂďůŝƐŚĞĚ
• ŝǀŝĐŵŝŶĚĞĚĂƌƟƐƚƐŬĞĞŶƚŽĞůĞǀĂƚĞƚŚĞŝƌĐƌĂŌŝŶƵƐŝŶŐ
ĂƌƚĂƐĂĐƌĞĂƟǀĞƚŽŽůĨŽƌƉƵďůŝĐƉĂƌƟĐŝƉĂƟŽŶ
• ƌƟƐƚƐǁŝƚŚĂĨŽĐƵƐŽŶĚŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇĂŶĚŝŶĐůƵƐŝŽŶĂƌĞ
ĞŶĐŽƵƌĂŐĞĚƚŽĂƉƉůǇ
,ĂŶŬǀŽŶ,ĞůůŝŽŶ͕DĂŶĂŐŝŶŐŝƌĞĐƚŽƌĂƚtŽƌĐĞƐƚĞƌ
WŽƉhƉ͖ĂƉƌŽŐƌĂŵŽĨƚŚĞtŽƌĐĞƐƚĞƌƵůƚƵƌĂůŽĂůŝƟŽŶ
in partnership with The Hanover Theatre, will serve as
ŵĞŶƚŽƌĨŽƌƚŚŽƐĞĂƌƟƐƚƐǁŝƚŚůĞƐƐĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ͘ We will
ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚǇŽƵŝŶĚĞǀĞůŽƉŝŶŐǇŽƵƌĚĞƐŝŐŶĂŶĚĞŶĐŽƵƌĂŐĞǇŽƵ
to apply!

Storefront Mural Art

&ŽƌƚŚĞƉƵƌƉŽƐĞŽĨƚŚĞĂƉƉůŝĐĂƟŽŶ͕ĂƌƟƐƚƐŽŶůǇŶĞĞĚƚŽ
ĂĚĚƌĞƐƐWŚĂƐĞϭŽĨƚŚĞƚŚƌĞĞƉƌŽũĞĐƚƉŚĂƐĞƐ͘WŚĂƐĞƐϮ
ĂŶĚϯǁŝůůďĞĚĞǀĞůŽƉĞĚĚƵƌŝŶŐƚŚĞĨĂůůǁŝƚŚĐŝƚǇƐƚĂīĂŶĚ
ƉƵďůŝĐĂƌƚĐŽŶƐƵůƚĂŶƚƐ͘

DEADLINE TO APPLY
ƉƉůŝĐĂƟŽŶŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůƐŵƵƐƚďĞƌĞĐĞŝǀĞĚŽŶ
&Z/z͕h'h^dϭϰ͕ϮϬϮϬ͕ϱWD^d

Communicate Artfully

Engage Safely

&ŝŐϰ͘/ŶƚĞƌĂĐƟǀĞWƵďůŝĐƌƚǆĂŵƉůĞƐ;ĐƌĞĚŝƚůĞŌƚŽƌŝŐŚƚ͗ŶŶĂƵŐĂŶϮϬϮϬ͕ůĂƵĚŝĂWĂƌĂƐĐŚŝǀϮϬϭϱ͕ƌĞĂƟǀĞůŽĐŬƐϮϬϮϬ
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PROJECT TIMELINE

SELECTION CRITERIA

ƵŐƵƐƚϭϰ͗^ƵďŵŝƐƐŝŽŶĞĂĚůŝŶĞ
August 17: ^ĞůĞĐƟŽŶŶŶŽƵŶĐĞŵĞŶƚǀŝĂĞŵĂŝůͬƉŚŽŶĞ
ƵŐƵƐƚϮϭ͗WŚĂƐĞϭ͗^ƵƌǀĞǇŶŐĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ/ŶƐƚĂůůĂƟŽŶ
^ĞƉƚĞŵďĞƌϮϱ͗WŚĂƐĞϮ͗^ƵƌǀĞǇZĞƐƵůƚƐ/ŶƐƚĂůůĂƟŽŶ
November 6: WŚĂƐĞϯ͗WůĂĐĞŵĂŬŝŶŐWƌŽƉŽƐĂů/ŶƐƚĂůůĂƟŽŶƐ

ƌƟƐƚĂƉƉůŝĐĂƟŽŶƐǁŝůůďĞƌĞǀŝĞǁĞĚŽŶ;ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐďƵƚŶŽƚ
ůŝŵŝƚĞĚƚŽͿƚŚĞĨŽůůŽǁŝŶŐĐƌŝƚĞƌŝĂ͗
• WƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞǁŝůůďĞŐŝǀĞŶƚŽtŽƌĐĞƐƚĞƌĂƌƟƐƚƐ
• WƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞǁŝůůďĞŐŝǀĞŶƚŽĐŝǀŝĐŵŝŶĚĞĚĂƌƟƐƚƐƵƐŝŶŐ
ĂƌƚĂƐĂĐƌĞĂƟǀĞƚŽŽůĨŽƌƉƵďůŝĐƉĂƌƟĐŝƉĂƟŽŶ
• ĞƐŝŐŶĐŽŶĐĞƉƚƐƐƵƉƉŽƌƟŶŐƚŚĞWůĂĐĞŵĂŬŝŶŐWůĂŶĂŶĚ
ŽǀŝĚϭϵƐĂĨĞŝŶŶŽǀĂƟŽŶƐĨŽƌŝŶƚĞƌĂĐƟǀĞƉĂƌƟĐŝƉĂƟŽŶ
• WƌŽďĂďŝůŝƚǇŽĨƐƵĐĐĞƐƐĨƵůĞǆĞĐƵƟŽŶĂŶĚĐŽŵƉůĞƟŽŶŽĨ
ƉƌŽũĞĐƚǁŝƚŚŝŶƚŚĞƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚƟŵĞĨƌĂŵĞ
• ŽŶƚĞŶƚŵƵƐƚďĞ͞ĨĂŵŝůǇĨƌŝĞŶĚůǇ͟;EŽŶƵĚŝƚǇ͕
ƉŽƌŶŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ͕ƉƌŽĨĂŶŝƚǇŽƌƐǇŵďŽůƐŽĨŚĂƚĞͿ
• ůůĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞůĞǀĞůƐĂƌĞǁĞůĐŽŵĞƚŽĂƉƉůǇ͖ǁĞǁŝůů
ŚĞůƉƐƵƉƉŽƌƚƚŚŽƐĞǁŝƚŚůĞƐƐĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ
പ

ĂƚĞƐƐƵďũĞĐƚƚŽĐŚĂŶŐĞďĂƐĞĚŽŶWůĂĐĞŵĂŬŝŶŐWůĂŶ
ƐĐŚĞĚƵůĞĂŶĚͬŽƌŽǀŝĚͲϭϵ͘

INSTALLATION
ůůŵƵƌĂůƐͬŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƟŽŶƐŵƵƐƚďĞŝŶƐƚĂůůĞĚŽŶĞƐƚĂďůŝƐŚĞĚ
ĚĂƚĞĨŽƌĞĂĐŚƉŚĂƐĞ͘^ĞĞWƌŽũĞĐƚdŝŵĞůŝŶĞĂďŽǀĞ͘

HONORARIUM
ΨϵϬϬƐƟƉĞŶĚĨŽƌĞĂĐŚƐƚŽƌĞĨƌŽŶƚнƵƉƚŽΨϯϬϬŝŶŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůƐ
;ĂƚΨϯϬϬнƵƉƚŽΨϭϬϬŝŶŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůƐƉĞƌĞĂĐŚŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƟŽŶͿ

SELECTION PROCESS
^ƵďŵŝƐƐŝŽŶƐǁŝůůďĞƌĞǀŝĞǁĞĚďǇĂŶƌƟƐƚZĞǀŝĞǁ
ŽŵŵŝƩĞĞǁŚŝĐŚĐŽŶƐŝƐƚƐŽĨŽǁŶƚŽǁŶtŽƌĐĞƐƚĞƌ
ƵƐŝŶĞƐƐ/ŵƉƌŽǀĞŵĞŶƚŝƐƚƌŝĐƚƐƚĂī͖ŽƵƌƚŶĞǇdƌƵĞǆ͕
ŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂůZĞĂůƐƚĂƚĞDĂŶĂŐĞƌĂƚdŚĞDĞŶŬŝƟ'ƌŽƵƉ͖
,ĂŶŬǀŽŶ,ĞůůŝŽŶ͕ŵĂŶĂŐŝŶŐĚŝƌĞĐƚŽƌŽĨtŽƌĐĞƐƚĞƌWŽƉhƉ
ĂƚƚŚĞ:D͖ĂŶĚƐƚĂīĨƌŽŵŝǀŝĐ^ƉĂĐĞŽůůĂďŽƌĂƟǀĞ͘
dŚĞŐƌŽƵƉǁŝůůƌĞǀŝĞǁĞĂĐŚĂƌƟƐƚ͛Ɛ;ŽƌŐƌŽƵƉ͛ƐͿĂƉƉůŝĐĂƟŽŶ
ĂŶĚƐĞůĞĐƚĨŽƵƌĂƌƟƚƐƚƐ;ŽƌŐƌŽƵƉƐͿďǇƵŐƵƐƚϭϳ͘KŶĐĞƚŚĞ
ĂƌƟƐƚ;ƐͿĂƌĞƐĞůĞĐƚĞĚ͕ƚŚĞǇǁŝůůďĞŶŽƟĮĞĚǀŝĂƉŚŽŶĞŽƌ
ĞŵĂŝů͘dŚĞĮƌƐƚŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƟŽŶǁŝůůƚĂŬĞƉůĂĐĞĨƌŽŵƵŐƵƐƚ
ϮϭͲϮϯ͕ĂƐĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞĚǁŝƚŚĂƌƟƐƚĂŶĚƐƵƉƉŽƌƚƐƚĂī͘

FURTHER INFORMATION
WŚĂƐĞϭ͗WůĂĐĞŵĂŬŝŶŐWůĂŶ^ƵƌǀĞǇǁŝůůďĞĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞĂƚ
ĚŽǁŶƚŽǁŶǁŽƌĐĞƐƚĞƌ͘ŽƌŐͬƉůĂĐĞŵĂŬŝŶŐĨŽƌǇŽƵƌƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ͘
WŚĂƐĞϮ͗ƌƟƐƚ;ƐͿ͕ƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌǁŝƚŚƐƚĂī͕ǁŝůůƌĞǀŝĞǁĂŶĚƐĞͲ
ůĞĐƚƌĞůĞǀĂŶƚƌĞƐƵůƚƐƚŽŝŶĐŽƌƉŽƌĂƚĞŝŶƚŽĂWŚĂƐĞϮŝůůƵƐƚƌĂͲ
ƟŽŶ͕ƐƵĐŚĂƐƚŚĞĂŶƐǁĞƌƐĨŽƌĂƉĂƌƟĐƵůĂƌ^ƵƌǀĞǇYƵĞƐƟŽŶ͘
WŚĂƐĞϯ͗ƌƟƐƚ;ƐͿ͕ƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌǁŝƚŚƐƚĂī͕ǁŝůůƌĞǀŝĞǁĂŶĚ
ƐĞůĐƚƚŚĞŵŽƐƚĐŽŵƉĞůůŝŶŐƉůĂĐĞŵĂŬŝŶŐŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƟŽŶƐ
ďĂƐĞĚŽŶWůĂŶƌĞƐƵůƚƐ

APPLICATION

ϭ͘
EĂŵĞ;ĮƌƐƚĂŶĚůĂƐƚͿ
Ϯ͘
ƌƟƐƚ'ƌŽƵƉEĂŵĞ;/ĨĂƉƉůŝĐĂďůĞͿ
ϯ͘
DĂŝůŝŶŐĚĚƌĞƐƐ
ϰ͘
ŵĂŝůĚĚƌĞƐƐ
ϱ͘
WŚŽŶĞEƵŵďĞƌ
ϲ͘
tĞďƐŝƚĞ;ŝĨĂƉƉůŝĐĂďůĞͿ
ϳ͘
/ŶƐƚĂŐƌĂŵĂŶĚͬŽƌ&ĂĐĞďŽŽŬWƌŽĮůĞͶtŚĞƌĞǁĞ

ĐĂŶƐĞĞǇŽƵƌĂƌƚǁŽƌŬ;ŝĨĂƉƉůŝĐĂďůĞͿ
ϴ͘
ŶĐŽƵƌĂŐĞĚďƵƚŶŽƚŶĞĐĞƐƐĂƌǇ͗tŽƌŬ^ĂŵƉůĞƐ͘ 

>ŝŵŝƚĮǀĞƉĚĨŽƌũƉŐĮůĞƐ͕ϭDĞĂĐŚ͘ 



;^ĂŵƉůĞƐƚŽƐŚŽǁĂƌƟƐƟĐƐƚǇůĞ͘Ϳ
ϵ͘
^ŬĞƚĐŚĞƐŽĨǇŽƵƌ/ŶƚĞƌĂĐƟǀĞ^ƚŽƌĞĨƌŽŶƚĐŽŶĐĞƉƚ

^ĞĞ&ŝŐϯĨŽƌĚĞƐĐƌŝƉƟŽŶ
ϭϬ͘
ĞƐĐƌŝďĞǇŽƵƌĐŽŶĐĞƉƚĨŽƌƚŚŝƐƉƌŽũĞĐƚ͗tŚĂƚĚŽ
ǇŽƵǁĂŶƚƚŽĐƌĞĂƚĞĨŽƌƚŚŝƐƉƌŽũĞĐƚ͍,ŽǁĚŽĞƐƚŚŝƐĮƚǁŝƚŚ
ǇŽƵƌƉƌĞǀŝŽƵƐĂƌƚǁŽƌŬĂŶĚͬŽƌŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚƐ͍;ŵĂǆϮϬϬǁŽƌĚƐͿ

^ĞŶĚƌĞƋƵĞƐƚĨŽƌKKD/ŶĨŽ^ĞƐƐŝŽŶ;ƵŐϭϬͿͬ
ĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞĂƉƉůŝĐĂƟŽŶ;ƵŐϭϰͿƚŽ͗
ĐůĂƵĚŝĂΛĐŝǀŝĐƐƉĂĐĞĐŽůůĂďŽƌĂƟǀĞ͘ŽƌŐ
EŽƚĞ͗/Ĩ͕ĂŌĞƌǇŽƵƌƐƵďŵŝƐƐŝŽŶŝƐƐĞůĞĐƚĞĚ͕ǁĞĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞ
ǇŽƵĐĂŶŶŽƚĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞƚŚĞĐŽŵŵŝƐƐŝŽŶ͕ǁĞƌĞƐĞƌǀĞƚŚĞ
ƌŝŐŚƚƚŽĐŚŽŽƐĞĂƌƵŶŶĞƌƵƉĂƌƟƐƚ;ƐͿ͘

CONTACT
ĐůĂƵĚŝĂΛĐŝǀŝĐƐƉĂĐĞĐŽůůĂďŽƌĂƟǀĞ͘ŽƌŐ
ŚĂŶŬΛũŵĂĐǁŽƌĐĞƐƚĞƌ͘ŽƌŐ
ĂŶĚƌĞǁΛĚŽǁŶƚŽǁŶǁŽƌĐĞƐƚĞƌ͘ŽƌŐ
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